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A breeding method (inbreeding with continued selection and crossing 
the best lines) used by Falconer (1971), and which had succeeded in improving 
litter size in a line at its limit to selection, was tried with 6 week body 
weight as the character • A line of mice selected to its limit for high body 
weight was chosen to provide the base population for this work. It was shown 
that in this line further selection, relaxation and inbreeding all failed to 
produce any significant change in the mean of the character. The new breeding 
method also failed, and thiaias attributed to a high degree of fixation of genes 
affecting weight. The lines when crossed were not differentiated genetically 
and it was concluded that no method could have succeeded unless it introduced 
more genetic variation. 

It was suggested that this method would possibly have produced 
positive results if the population had been taken while there was still a 
reasonable amount of segregation remaining, and in this respect, further work 
is needed to test the efficiency of the method. The incipient limit would then 
have to be anticipated, and the breeding method switched. Any extra gain at 
this stage would validate a change in breeding policy, though from an applied 
point of view, such extra gain would have to be evaluated in terms of the time 
and efforts taken to secure it. 

It was also shown that the fixation of body size genes was not 
absolute; the lines initially differentiated, but this was obliterated by the 
continued selection. Selection downward while inbreeding yielded some response. 
The results are compatible with recessives at low frequency in this line • Over-
dominance and natural selection were excluded as causes for maintaining the 
segregation of the recessives whose presence, after long term selection, was 
attributed to the ineffectiveness of selection alone in removing such recessives 
when they become very rare. 

An attempt to examine the range of gene frequency, gene number and 
gene effects that could be tolerated by the system. It was shown that on the 
assumptionsused, a gene frequency of not more than 0.1, an effect of not more 
than 3 g. and a number not more than 10 could reasonably explain all the exper-
imental results, but this certainly did not exclude higher numbers of genes 
with smaller effects. It is also the case that there is no reason to reject 
the possibility that the frequency of the recessives would eventually be 
reduced further as a result of selection and that the eventual fixation of all the 
favourable genes would eventually take place. It was nevertheless shown that 
six-week body weight in this population is not expected to show any measurable 
further increase, unless a favourable mutation will occur. 

'An experimental technique involving the transfer of fertilised eggs 
was employed to elucidate further the relationships between genetic effects and 
maternal effects, and their joint influence on body weight at various ages". 

The second part of the thesis is a study of the Genetic and Maternal 
effects on body weight in mice by Zgg Transfer Technique in Large and Small 
mice at their limits to selection. 

The Egg Transfer technique was used to study: 

1. 
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1. 	The actual genetic differences in growth of Large and Small genotypes 
in the absence of maternal effects (the two genotypes mixed in the same uterus 
of the host mother). 

2 • 	The difference in maternal performance of the two genotypes. 

3. 	The effect of litter size on body weight of Large and Sma.11 offspring 
in different host mothers. 

Nice of the Large and Small replicates of the Q-strain were used in 
this study. The albino marker was used to differentiate the small (all albino) 
from large offspring at birth and subsequently it was shown that the albino 
gene had no effect on body weight. The following results were derived: 

1. 	The genetic differences in body weight between Large and Small are 
found to 'be significantly different from zero at all ages recorded from birth 
to 6 weeks. 

2 • 	Maternal performance of Large dams is superior to that of Small dams. 

3. 	The genotype of the offspring is important in deciding the size of 
the maternal effects. The effect is more pronounced on the growth of Large 
genotypes. 

Li. 	The genetic contribution to the difference in body weight of Large 
and Small genotypes is greater than the maternal effects, except between 9 
and iS days after birth for the Small offspring, and from 6 to 18 days after 
birth for the Large offspring. 

The prenatal maternal effects seem to be of minor importance in 
this stock. The postnatal maternal effects become important between birth 
and weaning then begin to decline • The residual postnatal effects last until 
the age of maturity. 

A genotype of offspring I environment (mother) interaction is 
indicated from the results. It was found to be significantly different from 
zero at 3  weeks (P 0.01) but not to the same level at 6 weeks (P 0.10). 

The negative effect of litter size on body weight at birth, 
weaning and 6 weeks is of considerable magnitude and appears to be more 
pronounced on large offspring, which points to the importance of the genotype 
of offspring in this. respect. 

Beatty's "enhancement" effect was noticed, for the first time in 
mice. 

A "stimulation" effect was also observed. The Large and Small 
offspring in the mixture have a higher body weight than large or small, born 
and suckled as a. single group by the same mother. 
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"GENETICAL STUDY OF SELECTION LIMITS IN MICE" 

CHAPTiR (1) 

INTRODUCTION 

The Concept 

The Concept "selection limit" came from the results of 

applying selection in order to chane the mean of the chracter. 

The response will cease, sooner or later, after a continuous de— 

dine in magnitude. 	The phenotypic level of the chracter at 

this point is called the "selection limit", 	Falconer & King (1953) 

described the concept as "little more thin a name for a nhenoinenon. 

The ultimate cessation of response his been noticed in all 

selection experiments, such as Robertson and Reeve (1952) and Reeve 

and Robertson (1953) on wing length in Drosophila, F.', Robertson 

(1955) on thorax size and wing length; Lamer and Demister (1950) 

on egg production and shank length In poultry, D1c.erg'n (1955) for 

multiple characters in poultry; and in thice, body size ane litter 

size (Falconer, (1955); Roberts (196(A, ); Wilson at al (1971) 

among many others). 

Importance of Selection Limits 

The proper understanding of the "nature of the selection 

limit" is important for animal improvement. 	The present populations  

of animals nave been subjected to many generations of selective 

breeding. 	They may therefore already have reached the limit, 

though in most cases this does not appear to be likely (Falconer and 

King (1953); Falconer (1960)). 	in any event, even a positive 

heritability estimate does not necessarily imply an expected response 

to selection as there are many reasons, that will be pointed out in 

the coming clapters, which may cause the cessation or response. 



The problem of overcoming, the limit to selection seems 

'wary obstinate and difficult, mainly because of the Ignorance of 

the"genetic situation" in the 1opulat:on under selection. 

when the genetic situation can be studied thorouhlv and the 

nature of the limit can, morc or less, he identified, tie result 

applies only to the particular population studied, at that parti-

cular time, and cannot be applied to other popul*tione, even for 

the same character in the same breed or species. 	This I. a 

natural outcome due to differences in breeding structures, vari-

ations of environment between enernticrts, years or habitats, 

cattgea in the effective population size, selection policy followed, 

the genetic correlation between different ciaractors, the relation 

of the characters to fitness, tni number of loci controlling the 

character, among otner possible reasons. 

These complications, however, do not Imply throwing  

away the tools that animal breeders have av&lshle, nor do they 

preclude other means if the available ones fell. 	(n the contrnr', 

the difficulties sould initi,te and stimulate more  efforts to re-

move some of the harriers, or go round tom, to seek Further 

improvement. 

Centics of the Limit: 

Exhaustion of additive variance 

If one considers a simple model in which quantitative 

characters are controlled by many genes hnvinr allelic frequencice 

uncorrelated 	t.i.e manitude of their effects, than the follow- 

in predictions can be made (Valconer, 1953). 	The •xnected response 

to selectinu, measured on a suitable scale, vll be equal in t:e two 



directions (high and low expression of tie character) and continue 

over a number of generations with gradual dii1nutton of the rate 

until eventually a limit is reached, when all favourable alleles 

are fixed and no genetic variation remain. 	As a consequence of 

the total absence of genetic variance (additive), heritabUltv 

estimates will be zero, and neither relaxation nor reversed 

selection will brin, about any change in the level of performance. 

The first theoretical treatment of selection limit for 

the additive situation was developed by A. Robertson (19E0). The 

theory worked in terms of individual genes wiose selective advant- 

ages werz known. 	Then he extrapolated to quantitative characters. 

de showed that half of the total gain from artificial seleetton 

should be achieved in not more than 1.4 N generations (where N is 

the effective population size) for genes that act additively and 

about 2N generations for rare recessives. 	Then if thehalf-life of 

the selection process falls short 0' 1.4 N generations, Robertson 

*uegested that, the majority of all alleles favourable to the 

direction of selection will have been fixed in the population. An 

important concept in the discussion of selection limit has been in-

corporated by Roberts,n after Kimura (1957), which is the chance o 

fixation of some unfavourable alleles in tie selected lines even 

though selection is directed against them. 	The smaller the popu- 

lation, the greater this chance. 	Hill and Robertson (1966) 

included the effect of linkage to artificial selection, conelderinc,, 

two additive loci, assuming that the population Is initially in 

linkage equilibrium. 	They found that linkage proved to be of 

importance only when the two loci had roughly equal effects on the 

3. 



character under selection, in kohich case te chance fixation of 

unfavourable allala was Increased at b'th loci. 

Experimental Evidence 

The first detailed study that stowed the nturn of the 

selection limit to be the sxhaution of additive varance was 

'alcocer and inc's(1953) on body weight in mice. 	They had 

chnieu vio strain 	f mice that had been selected for larse size 

over a period of more than 30 generations and had reached th{r 

liita.Coodalu's mice were ion —bodied and not very rat, v'.)ere—

an MacArttiur's vice were not irticularly large in linear dienions 

but were ver' fat. 	Then if the selectLon limit In thoa strains 

was due to loss of genetic variance, new variance siouid be provided 

ty the cross, and a renewed response in the crossbred population 

would occur. 	This is expected except in the very unlikely 

situation of both strains bei -  fixed for the same set of genes in 

reard to the character. 	The results confirmed that the nature of 

the limit in those strains, for nigh uodt wtight, was the exhaustion 

at additive variance and excluded opposing natural Selection and a 

physiological limit as caue. 	The limit was ascribed to the 

fixation of loci by selection, mainly; Vie inbreed'Ing accunulated 

during selection couLd account only for a part of the loss of 

variance. 

txhautian of additive variance was also the cause for 

the selection limit as shown by Ro'erts (1A). 	be examined ts 

nature of the limit on the basis of Pobertson's (1960) theory in 

seven strains of nice (4 large and 3 small) each 0r  which had been 

selected to its limit for body weight, either high or low. 	The 

4. 
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half—life was reached in most of the cases by about ('.5N genera— 

tions, 	According to the theory, Vis of course implies, that all 

alleles favourable to the direction of the selection had been fixed. 

This lov value also excludes the idea that the limits vera set up 

by chance fixation of unfavourable alleles at the loci that "ore 

segregating in the base population. Marts' other work (l%) 

which was done on two strains, one large and one small, of te 

above ones, confirmed that the nature of the limit In to large 

strain was due to exhaustion of additive var 4 auce but this was not 

the case In the small strain. 

Work on Drosophila produces some evidence of this nature. 

Using thorax length as his criterion of bod 	P.W. Robertson 

(1955) found that tc snail flies failed to yield any response In 

e1tar direction, after 21 generations of selection. 	lnbreedfn 

was not effective in changing the character, either. 	fle attributed 

this to hoeozyaoity. 	Brawv and 3e11 (lcl), studyin7 the effect 

of lont tern selection for fecundity In Irpsophila, noticed that no 

furtwr response could he obtained after the first seven generations. 

Their analysis excluded sex—linked lethali, autesomal lethale, 

sterility factors and differential viability as a major cause of the 

plateau and established that the lack of response in the particular 

population was due to exhaustion o additive variance. 	Actually, 

with a character like fecundit., which is comosed V many sub—

characters each controlled by different sets of genes, it seems 

unlikely that complete fixation SLould be the cause of exhaustion 

of additive variance and further, that complete fixation achieved 

should in any event be within the first seven generations of 
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selection. 	The results obtained by Brown and Bell seem to be in 

sharp contrast with thoe obtained by Clayton and Ro'ertson (1957); 

Reeve and Robertson (1953); F.W. Roertson (19) for other 

characters in Drosophila as will be mentioned soon. 

A point whicu is relevant in this context is the dis-

tinction between the absence of additive variance and the !ixatioa 

of all loci affecting th-e character, mentioned by Clayton and 

Robertson (l7); Roberts (l6) and discussed by 'ic':er (lO). 

uverdominance can in principle lead to a iituatin 	it-sroie loci 

segregate without showing any additive variance, wh'n the hetero-

zyotes are selected on the basis of their effect on the character. 

This will lead to equilibrium of gene freluency at an intermediate 

level, and only after an accidental deviation from t:iis level could 

a response be obtained to selection. 	Another situation that can 

operate is when natural selection opposes artificial selection. 

Then one Lioniozygote would be rejected becaue of its effect on the 

character, and the other tend to be infertile or inviable, in 

which case the hecerozygote will be suerior to either homozyote. 

Under these conditions, there will be no additive variance for 

overall fitness, but there will be For the character in question, 

even at the apparent limit. 

This was actually proved to be the case in many exeri-

mental studies where genetic variation remaris in the population 

(in regard to the character) tile it appears to have,or-' or lees, 

reached its limit, sell at al (1955); Lerner (1954); Clayton and 

Robertson (1957); Chai (1966) in addition to most of the literature 

mentioned before. 



OEpojing Natural elctiou 

apposing natural selection, as mentioned earlier, can 

be the cause of apparent plateauing even with additive variance 

still available. 	This was te cause in Falconer's (1955) and 

Roberts' (19b) small lines. 	At it3 limit, Roberts found a 

positive heritability estimate. 	Reversed selection for increased 

weight resulted In a response wita a realised heritability of 33• 

The mean also reverted somewhat tovarda base lcval on relaxation. 

All those nheomana indicated the presence of additive variance 

at the limit, 	His data showed that natural selection opposingu 

artificial selection was the reason for ti-, e plateau, and that it 

could operate through differential viability. 

It is interesting to note that the limit attained in the 

aacie character, body weight or size, was different In tue two 

species, mice and Drosophila. 	In mice, Roberts (196, ) and 

Falconer and kZ1ni (1953) soed that exhaustion of additive var-

iance wa& the cause of toe limit for large size, wt.ile it was 

still preserved in the small size at the limit. 	The reverse 

situation was shotn in Drosophila (F.W. Robertson, 1955). 

Overdominance - Heterozygous suerioricv 

Clayton and Robertson (1957) examined the nature a' the 

limit in their high and lo- lines for bristle number In Drosophila. 

After plateauing, hot:i the high and the low lines showed a response 

to reversed selection, with increased variance as the response 

diminished. 	rurther analysis sued that in the maintenance of 

eterozygoslty, lethals were an essential feature of the genetic 

situation. 	The authors found a continuous selection for hetero- 

zygotes of genes whic are lethal when homozygous, i.e. the hetero- 

.7. 



zygotes have an overall selective advantae. The experental 

evidence points to artificial selection for iterozytotea balanced 

by natural valection against the hoiozyotes In seveo of their 

1in, wIdle overdotinance (tie hetarosyotas iiavinl,, an extreme 

expression of the character and selected for thii reason alone) 

in only one line. 	Ovdrdominance w53 also te cause of 

te plateauing in Reeve and i 	rtsoi' (1953) exercut on wing 

1enth in )rosopi1a melanoaater, 	Variance was about 50 

greater than in the unselected stock, and heritability estimates 

were about 30r at 3eneration. 68 (complete p1ateauirn). 	Th de- 

tailed analysis shoved thrt selection vitdn t?ie  Ion -w1ned 

strain was effectively for flies Iuterozious for genes affecting 

size. 	The'harrier to furt$.r advance must thn be due to sorne 

form of ovardsLna&ice - either the heterozyotes were 1arør than 

one of the nouozygote, or the homozy;ots 	less fit than the 

eteroz-iote. 	This, o 7  course, ex1 	te r3rvatz..'u o 

enotiC variance at tie flnit. 

4ejative Cenotic Corrolton 

Work on poultry shoved tt neat1Ve genetic correlation 

might be responsible for populat'ous reacairzg a limit to selection. 

Lerner and Dempster (1950) found that about half of tie rate of 

gain, when selecting for sank lent at maturity, In tie first 

period of selection may be counteracted to th second period by a 

neative entic correlation betvean shank Ions t. and the hatcha- 

bility of eggs. 	This negative genetic corraltion had been 

developed by the prolonged selection for both characters. 	The 



dutizore suggested also that non-additive gene action, in the Form 

of overdominance or some for-a of epistasi, might contribute to 

the maintenance of variabi1it7 at te limit, 	4egative genetic 

correlation was also the cause for a limit in Dickerson'q work 

(1955) on the Kimber commercial flock of poultry, as discussed b 

Falconer (1960). 	The failure of response in eg production and 

egg weight was attributed to toe hiji negative genetic correlation 

between them, wieh acts when selection was directed to both 

characters simultaneously, 

Genotype-Environcnt Tnteracton 

Dickerson (1933, 13) ex1ained another cause of 

selection limit in terms of genotvne - enviroment interaction and 

Introduced t4e coneents of "Treadmill-environment" and ling ti c- 

slippage". 	ue pointed that with continual environmutej ces, 

t&c combination of gene effects which max1mte total performance 

ctanges between different environments or successive generations. 

Within the restricted population of environments of a single near, 

or geuration for a givea popul*tion, selection may be effective 

in producing a genetic response quite In hoe win the intra- 

environmental heritability of total performance. 	The slippage 

between generations mmv occur sfm1v because muci of the jenetic 

response under one environment is irre1vant In the envlrontint 

into which the Population subsequentlY moves. 	The best exale 

is disease resistance, which we may assume drastically affects 

performance in poultry, 
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Recessive genes at low frequency 

Recessive genes at lov frequencv could be the main 

cause of variation at the limit. 	Falconer's (1971) 'ork on the 

JI strain of mice which was plateaued after selection for high 

litter size threw some light on Li. 	Selection slowly eliminates 

recessive genes reducing litter size, up to the point wcn they 

become very rare or at a 1o:' frequency, and selection then becomes 

ineffective. 	Tim strain at this point will be at its selection 

l:1.riL, altinugh gcne gen . Are otill %e2relatial. 

Lincge 

Although Impediment to Progress under selection was 

attributed to linkage in some crossbred strain, (Roberts, 1967P), 

work during the last few years made it difficult to concider it 

as a major cause for selection limits. 	when ln'ortant, it 

appeared to work in combination with some of the causes described 

earlier. 	Robertson (1970) stated that "effects of linkage 

(specially as looked at in terms of suppressing cros'in—over) are 

much less than 1 had expected and less than might be assumed from 

discussions of linkage in inheritance". 

TO results of a series of experiments on the affect of 

suppressing crossing—over on the response to selection for 

bristle number in Drosophila nelanogaster, by McPhee and Robertson 

(1970) showed that tttc limits to selection with no recombination 

approached those predicted if recombination was allowed. 	With no 

recombination, the advances at the limit were 78Z of tose with 

the usual amount of crossing—over when selecting upwards and 72 



when downwards. 	Twis agrees broadly with results obtained 

earlier by Hill and Robertson (1966) about thn effect of linkage 

on tue limits under artificial selection, "' Linkage proved to be 

of importance when the two loci had roughly equal effects on the 

claracter under seLction. The maximum effect on the advance 

under seluction occured when the chance of fixation at both loci 

was between 0.7 and O.S. 	Znen the advance under selection is 

most aensitive to changes In the recombination value, a doubling 

of this value in no case increased the advance under ;election 

by more than about 5.. 	The proportion selected to gTve maximum 

advance under individual selection (0.5 under in4eendent segre-

gation) was increased, but only very sli:bt1y, '4en linkage is 

important. 

The importance of linkage in moue populations will be 

even less, becawe mice hive 20 pairs of chromosomes ind the 

number of effective loci affecting body weight ranges between 

11-54, as estimated by different workers (ralconer, 1953, 1960; 

Criat 1956; Roerts l%A; Wilson at al 1971). 	The auners 

estimated were of course representing only those inc1 which 

happened to be segregating in that particular population. 	More- 

over, the phenomenon of clustering ig not usual In mammalian 

popu1oticns, so we may expect those loci to be ditrihuted among 

many of the 20 chromosomes, if not all, wh1c. mtkei the linkage 

effect very small. 



Summary of faotori 9ffectji' selection 11tti 

At tai point, we are able to summarise oi 

factors affecting the lnit to 	lctim 'hch 	hi no 	v 

mutually exclu3ive. 

Exhaustion of additive variance, 

verdoinaace - i:ep the haterozvgotes are selected 

for their effect on the character. 

)ppoln* natural selection, 	iicil also miht reault 

In Lietero*yyote advantan, though not necessarily. 

4, 	Negative senetic correlation hetveen cruonen 

character,. 

notype - environmental Interaction, 

61 	Rarerecessive,, 

7. 	Linkage may play a role, t;outh It Ii mostly sub- 

1diary to or-ter conditona. 

As ','et, we cannot generalise at all about the relative 

importance of these factors, nor can we oredict vhic one (or ones) 

is gore likely to overate in any particular case. 	Each situation 

has to be ans1ed expereientnfly, 

?avie o atteits to overcome linitz to a1ectIn 

Several ethods hve been proposed to cofle ct 4pecf4c 

situations but thedifficult- lies in 

Identifyius the real caue or causes of the limit. 

Th practicality of the method In terms of tir 

needed, testin! facilities and expenses. 

12. 
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En the case of exhut1ori o" additive varance, which 

Is indicated by complete absence o any genetic varirce, intro— 

ducing some Is the plausible solution. 	This cai be achieved, 

theoretically, either by Inducing; a mutation or by outcrossin. 

Induction of mutation 

Work done to induce mutation, to establish a new source 

of genetic variance in quantitative characters by means of irrad—

iation has been reviewed by newman (1960) and oerts (19678). 

They reported work on Drosophila by Rokizky (1936); cerebrora¼y 

(153); Clayton and Ynbertson (l95) and Scossiroli (144); and 

on poultry by Ablanutp, Lor, , Lamer and Dcmostcr (1.)()• 	The  

results are inconsistent. 	Some workers claim a poAtive effect, 

whereas other workers railed to confirm that. 	loberte (12673) 

tried irradiation of male mice at t'itr limit to selection. Little 

advance was achieved after crossing the irradiated male, r'd the  

effectiveness of the method could not he established. 	All thi 

work indicated that, in general, irradiation as a method of inducing 

mutation for further improvement Is not 7r0 -in, eseciallv with 

farm aimals where hi.her, probabv intolerable doses would be 

needed before positive results could be expected. 	'oreover, no 

guarantee of producing fav'urable mutation could be given, and if 

such mutations were recessive, tey would he very difficult to 

recover in the homozygous state. 

Outerosgin 
,114  

The crossing methods mostly rely on crossing to another 

(not closely related), selected or unselected, stock in the hope 
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of !avnq a new xcurceof qonattc variance. 	electon can b 

continued from aoe 2ubeiuOnt gcnerati - n, depending on t1io state  

:f tie material crossed,, vith tho iI:z of exeealin' 	rrvfoua 

1,iTlit. 

)tcrO3jfl to 	]cttid tra. 

Crosinc t'o selected strains t tieir limit, tien 

selecting from tha crossbred, was tried by F'alcon-r awl King (1953), 

as Twntioned hefre. 	Reterogis In bcdv eit was 	nificaut 

and accounted for by cfp1e dad.nance of genes controlling the 

separate components - skeletal dtziicnsons (in Coodale'-  strain) 

and fatness (in MacArt - tjr'5). 	4t4 rate of ronse to selection 

from the crossbred was also s1nifcant in both directions. 

The same method Also proved to e quecesscul In Roberts 

(19(7A) vork. 	Though it was highly s cessul in incroasing body 

weight (tho four crossed strci 	at tic limit for Vgh body 

.eIht), it was not effective in reducin, body weight (the crossed 

strains ver at the 1iit for low bod7 i.et), 	ft 	y, therafore 

not work in tae desired direction. 	where it 	effective, i.e., 

In vie large cro*es. It *care asoclatsd with fertility nrohlaas. 

A reover, linkage a:uared to be of a particu1r importance in 

crosses between pr-7.vou31y selected lines. 

uutcrossjn to ar unselected strain 

This -as practised by 'obcrta (1967) in an atternpt to 

break the limit in body elht. 	The !1 was above t mid—raental 

value, ac cpcted on the basis cut directional dominance is towards 

large size and al 	because of maternal effects, from using the large 
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sized mice as dams. 	Selecting fr'm the crossbred population for 

14 3enerstions resulted in noticeable progress over t:e selection 

limit. 	Roberts concluded that outcrosing to an unselected 

strain seems hopeful, with the snag,  th.it many genorations were 

needed In order to recover the selected level, then wor.,Ap further 

generations to obtain the pYcrci. 	In terms of fatn animals, 

t.;is Is a long period, during which many favurable genes ay he 

lost, especially if linked (in r&2uleon) to other favourehie 

enes. 

	

	Tiiis snag reflects the uerioritv of crossing to another 

se1'cted strain compared to crosain rit., an unaelocted on. 

In cases of overdorninance, two metds have been pro 

posed as beinj,  especially efficient in exloitio themaxim" 

heterozyosity in the traits and utilizin th non—additive 'enedc 

variation. 	The taeoreticl efficiency In most o the cases did 

not show up when practised. 	The methodsare, Pecurrant selection 

to a tester line (RST) for specific c,mbinit ability as propollod 

by hull (194) and dLciused by Bowman (1959), and, Peciprocal 

recurrent selecti.on (R) or sneeffic eahin(n ablilt!, its 

developed by Comstock at al (1949). 	Thc maor difference etaen 

than is that RST utilizes an inbred or sin-le cross tester, wile 

stures t 	s*t.atinr pOpul;Ttion5, each 	rvr as a tester 

for th other. 	Detailed cc'm'arisons n 7  thee 2ts ave baen 

civen by Dickerson (1952) in terms of a i4nvle locus, anti by Rill 

(1970) in tiiv study of different mettiods of selection In a flnite 

population. 	In Qeneral, unless overddnance I' irsoortant, 

aeiter method will LiC as efficient as individual or 

selection. 



1aximusi heterosis was not realized fir fecundity and eg 

size in Drosophila under either Reciprocal or Recurrent selection 

to a tester inBell's at al (1955) study, since sinle crosses of 

inbred lines derived frn the same foundation stick proved to he 

equal to, or better than tose crosses deei'ned to ts'c advantage 

of hoterosis, 	Nean's work (10) on nice yielded a similar 

finding, when no advantage was shown for RRS over direct selecton 

from the crosses of two large lines of mice at reir limit. 	ell 

at al (1955) postulated that selection without fnbreedi" will not 

bring about the re*uisite homozygosity in the Reciprocal or Pc-

current cegregatint lines to yield the maximum heterosi'. 

It seems that all experinmitsl evidence euerally support 

the conclusion iven byoao (1959) that 1ST and RRS do not offer, 

cc' far, any great hope or,  progress, 	he suggested, as others had 

done previously, ether crossing the atrains at the limit to pro-

duce a synthetic population with new genetic varience, or, 

alternatively, all 	Uctd strains could be tested in 1l pos1blu 

co:ib'inations, reciprocals Included, In order to find the superior 

hybrids. 	By tie second et - d, maximum u could be made of 

general andspeclfic combining abilities, but it requires extensive 

teqtinc' facilities in terms of nurtLer, space and cot. 	ecauce 

of this, it has had no prnctcal a'nlication to far- animals except 

poultry, though it has aroused axpermental interest anong p( 

breeders. 
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The "one-strain problem" 

From the previous review, nearly all methods nreacribd 

postulate the use of to or morn: stran. 	To nol ii iroverent, 

the problew, actually is of major importance uhn onl'r one strain 

is available. 

On theoretical grounds, Robertson (196)) ointe' out 

that if wo cross together two selected lines from th' sara 

population after they have reached fixation, we mav expect to make 

further progress from the cross, If either line conta?ued a desir- 

able ene which the othr did not. 	Thus, gettint further advance 

for a ciaracter in plateeued Y)o!)uIati.tns Jepends on F.avinç different 

sets of alleles fixed in the different lines or stran.s within the 

population, 	Noreover, for economic characters especially, any use- 

ful heterosis is most likely to occur in crosses between populations  

already selected in the desired direction. 	The wider the cpnetic 

origin of t:e lines or strains used tc produce the crosses, the 

treater the expected heterosis, t.ouh this may be true only for 

characters related to fitness, Bowman (l5)). 	These expectations 

agtne vith results obtained on crosa{n Inbred lines o swinehv 

nland and Winters (1953), 

Falconer (1971) suecefuljv tackle th "on-strlr 

problem" by a new br e.din method. 	The metod he applied to over- 

come the limit to high litter use in the J9 stran of mice, after 

long term se1ction, was "inbreedinq with continuous selection 

durini the inbreeding and the subseunt crossing of the four best 

inbred lines". 
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lie began his prrnm for inbreadtnc' by full-sib-mating 

with selection for large litter size on 9 lines of mice 0r inde- 

pendent origin from the pl.teued Al tr&r;. 	Three lines were 

eliminated in the 2nd generation of inhredin :, anctIuiz-  one at 

te third and one at tie seventh generation, leaving four inbred 

lines out of tie original nine. 	At first, selection was Applied 

on an individual basis, without any r'ard to the sub-division 

into Iis. 	When only four lines remaiu, selection was changed 

and applied within lines. 	The results o t;e tnIroediri 	ad 

that inbreeditv did reduce the man, a:d t at te JH strain vas 

therefore not fixed for all Penes affectinz litter size. 	The 

four surviving lin.3 reacted differently. 	Th best one maintained 

a level equal to te iU. 	The second f{:d at about 1.5 ice 

pLr litter below the JI, tw tird l.5 nice rer litter beloi ;iad 

the fiurti, which was th;' best at the beinnin. o' tio procraine, 

sroed taQ greatest inbreedIng depression and ended four race per 

littr beloz thi in. 	Those four lines wer crossed. 	The Hrst 

cross was tone when - 	and the repeated crns 	en ? 	)9. 

terois in te Ti and F2 of the first cross were above the 

level of ta contaporaneous inbred, and, of particular interest, 

also above the JT (selected) level. 	Tie repeated cros, though 

it did not exceed Cie lirst, cf 	thr reality o t o Zrrove- 

neut gained froti iribre'dri i •  croir aid orovcd th 	icceas of 

tni 	r€d 	sy: 	 L' t 	liit 'r litter s 

vrr.otal avdenc 	nits to rare 

recessives as the reason for the apparent olateau, as mentioned 



in the sectionibout te "Pteactics of the unit", 	Selection 

v th i riiu 	be more effective in elininatini the 

recessives since the variance, within ling, due to recessive 

genes increases wit inbreeding until F reaches 0.5 or so 

(cbertson, 1952). 	Crosain- the selected lines would then pro- 

duce a population from ic- some recessives had been eliminated, 

and cue meaL could tr.en show an increase. 

The results briefly Indicated above require the presence 

of genetic variance (additive and non-additive) in the base nopula-

tion at its limit in order to explain the pure line performance, 

the diversity generated between the lines on inbreedinr and the 

hybrid performance. 	f course, variation ca be i.1,rovided hv the 

segregation of te rare recessives in tie base oopulatlon, as 

suggested hv Falconer, and those have dominance in the direction 

of large litter size. 	He attributed the lack 0r respone at the 

limit to random drift or to a progressive fall iti te environmental 

1L•VCI whicii masked a real respont. 

'alcoaar admitted in the discussion that t;is hypothesis 

of genes with simple dominance was not proved in av strict sese, 

ani he rroposud ie explanation by default of a better one. Actually, 

ttiv magnitude of tae divergence betweenFalconer's tines is erhaps 

unexpected, and it is still 	fficult to explai w 	the mean of 

the lines did not increase 	tiva, recessives baCom very rare 

due to inbreeding and selection. 	1e are therefore left w(tb 

heterosis, or at least directional dominance, at t 	bet carrvin 

ttiose rare recessives for the explanation or ra l.~~oner's results. 
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The evidence in the support of the hypotsis of genes 

with simple dominance as pointed out by Falconer,, la that It 

provides a reasonably coniteut interpretation of all the experi-

mental results. 

The success of the method seeps to lie in the combination 

of "saLction with inbreeding", elthouh this outcome would not 

necessarily have been nredlcted frrm th literature on selection 

wider inbreeding and cross,'ng to he reviezed beloi. 

Previous work on selection during inreedin1 

3all et ci (1955) considered that selection within and 

between Inbred lines, and the evaluation of the lines in hybrid 

combinationa. Is undoubtedly trio mot widely tested method of 

selection in economic species of animals and plants. 	Under tio 

dominance hypothesis, or even one incororattn epistasi, 

selection within an inbred line wuld be effective not only In 

minimizing, tee inbreedin depression, but also would poesily In- 

crease the combining ability ol t:sn line. 	However, Dickerson 

(1952) after analysin, litter size and szrowte rate in 4(1 inbred 

lines of swine, suggested that selection within inbred lines had 

been ineffective. 	The inbreeding deress ton observed with 

selecthn h 	i-eo iout that expected under inbreedinr ithnut 

selecton.BradfordTs etal(i358) work confirmed Dickersn's results. 

In contrt 	rrt 	:ultz (1)53) on inbreeding and neleeter 

in poultry shoved clearl'i that selacton had moderated the in-

breeding depression for such characters an fecundity and egg size. 

Results obtained by Bell at al (1953) for fecundity and egg size 

in Drosophila sugeeted that inbreedtn, depression can be lessened 
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by selection pressure exerted during the inbreeding process. On 

the other hand the same authors noticed, in selecting between the 

lines, that the majority of the elite hybrids, for both fecundity 

and egg size in Drosophila, were found in the hybrid combination 

of phenotypically average to good inbred lines, This suggests 

that poor inbred lines could certainly be discarded previous to 

coseing, to save effort, time, cost and space with a minimum loss 

of possible elite hybrids. This is in agreement with England and 

Winters (1953) results. They analysed performance records of 2332 

crossbred pigs and found that the better performing lines produce 

the better performing crosses. These results are in agreement 

with the genetic expectations. They indicate that the more effect-

ive gene combinations in the respective lines also' contribute the 

more effective gene combinations in the line crosses. The results 

also confirmed that increased genetic diversity of the lines crossed, 

other things being equal, leads to increased heterosia. 

1eterosis 

Four common explanations of heterosis were discussed by 

Hayman (1960)g Overdominance, the accumulation of favourable 

dominants, interaction between non-allelic genes and heterozygosity 

er se. They are not mutually exclusive and in most cases more 

than one are in action. There is a huge body of literature showing 

increased performance on crossing strains or lines, selected or 

unselected, developed with or without inbreeding, among these, 

Eaton (1941, 1953); Butler (1958); Carson (1962); and most 

of the literature cited before. 	But even so, hybrid rigour 



certainly is not an invariant outcome oo crossing, !lthr (1955). 

In contrast to the general outcoe, no heterosis was reported In 

some works reviewed below. 

When crossing four anielvcted gtrainq of mice in all 

possible combinations, Bogart at al (1958) found that in a trait 

like growth and survival of the offspring, the crossbred mean fell 

near the midparentaj value, or even in some cases fell siniftcant1y 

belo4 it. 	They attributed some of tne results to marked inter- 

action between inherited aspects of fertility, inieritcd types of 

endocrine balance and inerited vitamin recuiremnts. 	Tht 

interpretation is very complicated and difficult to accept, espe-

cially as it has not been reported extensively by other workers. 

Negative rteterosis was also found by the san group of 

workers (Mason ot al, 16)), In characters like Postweaninn growth, 

food consumption and milking ability, when crossing tQP same four 

strains of mice reported b': Bogart at at (15S). 	cu'orting 

evidence came from Frank at al (192) 4to found that in crosses 

between certain inbred strains c" mice, some crosses showed hvrid 

vigour in litter size, body weight, grovti rate and survival, while 

others s.oed no hetarosis at all, and some wart inferior to the 

inbreds in litter size, most bodv weights and survival. 

it seems fair to say that heterois - tiO$ttive or negative 

- is explained genetically in terms of dominance relationships 

between alleles, given that some of the dominance is directional. 

Out, pnysio1o3ical and biocnemical concerts also apply, and a full 

e1eaation will probably demand an integration of all t.ia know-

ledge. 

2. 
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Inraeding derision 

Though "inbreeding depression" is I widely accepted 

fact, none works, as ill be mentned below, showed that inbreeding  

does not always cause a depression in te expression of the character. 

In populations at their limit, tcre will be no effect from in-

breeding if all loci that possibly affect the trait are fixed; 

otherwise, if segregation is still present at some lad, an affect 

can be noticed. 

Chat (1966), analysed KQ affect of more thrrn 20 ganeretion, 

of inbreeding in to stocks of mice, large and sal1, wi.ch  had been 

Plateaued by selection for bodr size, 	he found that the mean of 

60-day weight of the small has continuously drifted upwards, while 

that of the large line has sho, ed no inificant difference between 

the early and late generations of 	 to attruted the in— 

crease in body weight In the small line either to recombination of 

linked polgen&ts or to new mutations with plus effects, 	When these 

occurred, they would be favoured athi eventually become fixed. 

In applying two levels of inbreedinr and studAng its 

affect upon Srowta and postnatal maternal ability In mice, White 

(1971) found that with moderate levels of iñbreedi,, the depression 

effects in the litter were primarily lincar, for both males and fa- 

males. 	with higher levels of inbreeding, thcy were curviflnar 

for females and linear for males. 	The curvilinearlty for fersale 

was due to the general lack of depression until Inbreed4v had 

reached 50-60, after which significant Inbreeding depression 

devejoed, 	Ao gentic explanation was offered for th'q behaviour, 



Conclusion:  

The differences noticed between the results of the 

different experiments reviewed on selection limits and related 

phenomena can be attributed to many factors: the nature of the 

character, Its relation to fitness, tho cenetic structure of the 

population, the effective population se incorporated In each 

experiment, the degree o' previous inhreedn, te correlation 

between different characters concerned, sampling errors, and 

methods of handling. 	These candit.on3 ire In no case exclusive, 

and no manageable experimental programme could hope to identify 

individual factors that influence the effects In any particular 

instance. 	4evertheless, the literature reviewed gives u an 

idea of the general nature of selection limits, and the breedinc', 

methods used to overcome then in order to obtain further Improve- 

ment. 	This ii the background to my stud", which Is outlined 	In 

thti chapter on materials and methods. The work was undertaken 

In tue belief that further experiments will help to clarify some 

of the more speculative points reviewed earlier. 	It had the 

specific objective of testing the generality o ralcoxier's pro- 

mising results with litter size. 	The definite objectives of 	the 

study will be described In the next chapter. 

aternal Effects 

-4aternal effects introduce important complications in 

the study of size inheritance and the respone to selection of 

body weight, as will, be discussed In more detail later. 	the 

effect of tze mother through its body sire, prenatal nourishment, 

24. 
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otering abilitv and her milk supply on her offspring, is alwa,s 

confounded bv the effect of th off rn t.eaelvei, nasel 

their number an competition. 	Thn path ce!fc(nts rcltin 

litter size to the bndv weiht o the dan and the size of the 

litter In uhic: se was born were calculated by ?alcnner (15). 

de found that the othcr's bndy eiht was inversel', correlated 

wits the size of the litter in :dch she was born vnA Afrectly 

with te size of her own litter, i.e. l*re mothers tend ti pro-

duce large litters in which the mice will be of small size as a 

consequence. 

r'roDt t1is pit.,,, one hs to bear in rind 	inred o- 

sprin produced by inbred parents are subjected to inYreedinrt  

effects throuh two sources, their inbred mother and the fact that 

they are themselves inbred. 	Tt is very difficult to partition 

the size of each effect out of the total resultant depression. 

Maternal effects will be more thoroughly discussed In 

the second experiment, which was designed to study the different 

aspects of the qenatic and mtern1 effects of body weight. 



CHAPTER (2) 

MATERIALS AND MfThO) 

..ini of tLe study 

The major stimulus to the work to be described here 

cones from Falconer's success in breaking the ililt to selection 

for litter size in the 113-strain of r.iicu (ra1cr, 171). 	The 

method adopted in hir ir:rjrcut 	; in',reading with continued 

selection and then crossin the best four available lines, as des-

cribed in the Introduction. 

The other character of major importance to anlial 

product1n is bud 	etht. 	Bearing In --Ind all the differences 

In the genetic control of litter size and of body weight, the 

primary iti 0! this study was to attert to break to selection 

limit to six week hod" t:oight in mice u i~ ng tae same metiod. 

econdly, it was eied to 1avetiate th effect of !n 

breedIr: on t 	'?LA 29 stock hLch hd reached its selection limit, 

and therefore fixation of ist of the Sents for high body weight 

had presumably occurred. 	It mut be assumed Chat fixation of 

"size genes" implies nomozygozity of chromosomal eecnts, on 

which inbreeding Could have no further affects. 

It was hoped that these experiments would throw some 

light on the nature of the selection limit (wit rard to ht 

body wett) in the 2-strain of mice. 

Experimental animal 	- 

The 9-stra in of mice was avatlabl in this laboratory. 

It was maintained In six replicates (from A - ). 	Each of these 



tAaS three lines, one selected for high body weight (IL.... ..A—F), 

one selected for low body weight 	 and an unselected 

control (QC .......A—'). 	The origin and the hitory of the strain 

is given by Falconer (In reparation). 

Each genr3tioa was made up of 8 nattngs u to genert{on 

19, \;ere the number was Increased to 16. 	'alction was relaxed 

in 	and continued in the other ii matings. 	Matings between rela— 

tives was avoided according to a cyclical s'atent to minimise 

inbreeding. 	At oeneration 24, when tae lines approaced their 

limit, the two groups (relaxed and selected) were combined to !orr 

a siugle group maintained by 16 matins. 	o furt'er selection was 

practiced after that. 	At generation 2, the replicate ILA, which 

was used in this study appeared to have reached its selection limit 

for the expression of the character S week weight. 	This replicate 

was chosen because it had the hihst body weiht of the large 

replicates and contained sufficient famiii'.. to cstahlih 

reasonab lv 1are baie 'opu]ati on. 

)utline of the Experimental:ork 

The general plan for this exercnnt was i& reed; n, ith 

continue.d selection for high expression of the character six week 

body weight, and crossing the boat four lines. 

The Inbreeding and Selection Programme ('IL:) 

The foundation stock for this programme was taken front 

the replicate ILA at generation 29. 	Only 12 of the 15 families 

making up tue (ILA replicate contributed to the base population 



for these experiments. 	This was because the replicate itself 

had also to be continued, and the remaining four families failed 

to provide sufficient animals for both puzi,oses. 

It was decided to run a total of 20 full-sib matings 

each generation. 	These matngc were deainated "!'LS", and in- 

breeding coefficients were calculated from this arbitrary zero 

level. 	The!r offspring were thus 257 inbred and reresented the 

first inbred generation. 	The pairs taken from each or the QLA 2 

families were chosen at ratdom. 	To make up the 20 matings, 8 of 

the families were represented by two pairs. 	In such cases the 

inbred lines produced from the same family were designated ALSIAA 

and 11, for example, to denote their common origin. 	The families 

Oat contributed the two pairs of natngs were those which had the 

largest litters, 	hopefully thi s selection did not affect rando- 

ness to any great extent. 

The method of selection followed vas "etween-pairs" as 

ill he described. 	Pull-sib metiag was done u; to generation 

three (MLS3, by which time tie inbreeding coefficient had reached 

501, and only 6 of the original 12 lines were available. 	The 

progress of the lines through the different stagas of irLbreedin 

is shown in Fig. (1). 	Alt:tou h the origria1 intention was to 

carry the Inbreeding to more than the 507 attained, the risk of 

losing more lines made it impossible to proceed. 	It was decided 

to begin the crossing programme whici will be described in a 

further section. 

By the end of the inbreeding and selection, the inbreeding  

coefficients for the parents and their offspring for the three 

2 . 



inbred generations were as follo':s: 

F% 

Generation Parents Offspring 

iLS 	1(LA 29) 0 25.0 

tL. 	2 25.0 37.5 

HL 	3 37.5 50.0 

4 50.0 (Killed at 16 days for 
corpora lutes counts) 

The "Betean-pairs" method of Selection 

This includes both witiin-line and between-line 

selection. 	Within each litter individuals were ranked for body 

weight and paired asortatively, i.e. highest ia1e vi.t% highest 

female and so forth. Unpaired animals were discarded. 	The 20 

oigdest pairs, over all litters, were thea selected on tie basis 

of their six week body weight corrected for th; effect of litter 

size. 	Thus some of the lines available failed to contribute 

"pairs" to the matings selected, whil the better lines contri-

buted relatively more pairs. 

Correction factors 

Before calculating the mean of 6 week body weight of 

each generation, two effects were considered: 

29. 



Effect of sex 

It has been sown that, on average, males have a higher 

body weight than females of the same age. 	Some wor'ers have pre— 

ferred to correct for that effect. 	Falconer and King (1953) 

"neutralized" the effect of sex by the use of a correction factor 

calculated from the ratio "r" of the mean weiht of all males to 

that of all females. 	They found ttat this ratio, when calculated 

separately for each generation, was remarkably constant within 

even when Lliia means were chanejr, 	The sex difference was 

"neutralized" by multiplying the weights of females by (1 + r) 

and males by (l+ (!]), 	From the resultant weights, litter means 

were calculated, ani frou the&e th generation mean was calculated 

as the mean of litter means. 

In order to examine the effect of using this correction 

factor in the present study, the ratio "r" was calculated for the 

turee inbred generations and it was found, as shown below, that the 

estimated values were fairly constant, 

eneration 

1 0.904 

MLS 2 0,884 

1iL 	3 

The average (0.9) wa ,3 taken to he the correction 

factor "r". 	The means of the litters from generation 'L 1 were 

30. 
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calculated after correction Ith "r" and con'ared 	th the nimnle 

uncorrected nean or nexes Ij + M) wiere P is the meat of females 

within the litter and ' the mean of melee. 	The mean of MLS I 

generation was 27.38 . for the uncorrected values and 27.45 g. 

for the corrected. 	The two estimates were nearly identical and 

so it was decided to avoid unnecessary calculations and to use 

the 	+ 	as the mean of each family and then to correct for 

the effect of litter size. 	Vic only time the other correction 

for sex was applied was for litters of one sex only. 	In all male 

litters tLn correction factor was calculated .is 1 	?) were 1 

as th€? ;im n all nales and r of all em -l's o f that particular 

generation. 	This valu was then auitracted from thi,  litter mean. 

In "all female" litters the correction factor vas added to the 

females mean. 	Algebr'cally, this is In pact the exact equivalent 

of rolconer and le'q correct nn. 

Correction for te ffect of Litter Size 

Due to the ai.rsiificant effect of litter size on bod'; 

weight, it was decided to correct individual weihts For that 

effect to a standard litter size of 8 at weaning. 	This was be- 

cause selection on au uncorrected basis would favour litters of 

o :r:ct'o 	 regression 

of mean six week bdy weight (sexes averaged) on litter size 

weaned for the last nine generations of the OLA replicate (i.e. 

from generation 21 to 29). 	The calculation was based on data 

from 89 litters over those generations. 	aafor dc,,inrt so, the 
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linearity was tested by plotting tao mean 6 veek welgt on litter 

size weaned. 	The mean 6 we& weight was calculated (over the 9 

generations) for each litter size avalab10 (1 to 14 mice per 

litter). 	The ro<ressLon which indicates linearity, is 	om in 

figure (2). 	The regression was (-0.8 	0.122), i.e. there Is a 

reduction of 0.856 . in body weht for an increase of one moue 

in the litter. 

The regression 'was estimated for the separate sexes, 

i.e. regression of mean females on litter size weaned and mean males 

on litter size weaned. 	It was decided that, if the difference was 

anIftcant then each sex would have its appropriate correction 

factor. 	The regression for females was -0.144 1  0.11 and for 

wales -.71 	0.149. 	Thia difference was not sicnificnt. 

Their pooled eitimate was exactly the same as the average regression. 

An analysis or variance was condwcted to test for the 

Significance of the average regression and the individual regressions 

and the sum of squares removed by each. 	The results are shown In 

Table (1). 



TABLE (1) 

Regression an1yis of QLA 21 - 29 

Sum of squares 
eneratic d.f. individual regression Removed F. v*1u 

LA 29 12 - 1.146 62.71 * 	(•35) 

23 12 - 1.1,175 113.04 

27 9 - 0.675 47.47 * 	(7,) 

7 - 	).988 121.97 

- 

** 	(19•36) 

2S 11 0.84 23.92 * 	(6,0.) 

24 13 - 0.356 10.45 (1.68) 

23 7 - 1.329 22.74 (3.5) 

22 3 - 3.917 17.47  

21 - 0.337 '1  1. 55 Just 
t 	(t7) 

Total 	9 3') - 454.3 
(unwe(rhted pooled rag.) 

v. Reg. Ay. Req. 

21 — 29 - 0.856 413.6 ***012.7) 

From the table (1), it is clear that Vie sum of squares re- 

moved by the Average regression is very close to the total sum of 

squares removed 6y the individual rressinns. 	This was considered 

as further justification for using the average regression. 	As this 

correction factor was used for bott* inbred and non inbred mice In 

ttL* experlent, the rgress'on of 6 weeks body weiglit of partially 

inbred mice (25 - 50) on litter size weaned was calculated. 	The 

value-vas -0.48 0.152 which is not s{nlficent1y clPferent from 

the regression calculated for the non inbreds. 

"a 



The effectiveness of ung this correction 'actor on the 

ranking of the pairs selected can be seen frorn comparini the number 

of pairs contrluted by each farilv from ?4LS 2 as raretts For MT, 3 

(third inbred 	eration) before and after correction for the 

effect of litters qize (Table 2) to a standard of S. 

TABLE (2) 

The number of pure (male and female) contributed by eec line 

of HLS.2 to the next generation, before and after correction 

for the effect of litter iizt. 

No. oF pair, 

'ainily designation before Correction Aster Correction 

2 2 
3AA 2 

'3 4 

2 2 

5 AA I 

SAt3 3 4 

2 1 

I I 

AA 3 2 

5 0 1 

13 1 1 

Total Selected  

(c) Selection differential 

This was calculated as "tue mean phenotpic value of the 

individuals selected as parents expressed as a deviation from the 
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population mean, that Is £rom  the mein n'notr'dc value of all the 

individuals in the parental enration before  aelection was 

(ralconer, 1160). 	As different selection differentials would be 

expected in males and in females, thq separate values were cal-

culated, sod the average was taken as t*t of (Females + Males). 

The ciculations were done on values corrected for vie erect o f 

litter size. 

The Cross jg  Programme 

Jhen the inbreeding coefficient at tt third inbred 

generation o 1L5 reacned 50, nix of the lines remined as des- 

cribed In t4e inbreedilnq, proxrae. 	pour of 	qurvivn Ituen 

ware crossed in a diallel system wth rec!proc*le included. 	The 

four lines ciosen out of t: 	were those that contained the 

larest number of individuals to provide a reasonable number of 

itins to prduce the 71. 	Three of these lines would aln' have 

been included had selection been on the basis Ir 6 week body weitht 

and the been of the fourth was only 1.8 g below te one that would 

hve been selected on this b3s1s. 	24 ntirig 	erc set ui to 

produce the 1. 

Table (3) s,iovs th means of the six aUrVVLU lines to—

ether with the nuher of animals contributed by each of four 

chosen lines. 
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IAEaLL. (3) 

Line *Corrected mean 
week 	I.W. wtdn t: 	line 

.io, 	ofa'11ic3 c. 
e1.cted 

of animals 
c Total  

I 3).8 2 x 7 12 

3 2i.29 3 

6 2...87 2 A4 3 12 

8 31.70 1 

13 3(3.49 1 x 4 12 

* 	were calculated as the mean of all corrected reans of tho 

iiliea representing thi line. 

Due to the differences in the sox ratio, unequal numbers 

of each sex from eac line aad to be ued but the total number of 

animals contributed by each line vas 12. 

The li 	chosen were nutWbar3 1, 5, 6 and 13. 	riture (3) 

ail"s the design of the first cross and the number of each sox con— 

tributed by each line. 	The numr of males per line ca ba counted 

from the columns and females frow the rows. 	The totals are put it 

the margin. 

Fivuro (3) 

Design of the Crosin Pror,a (4LT,j) 

d'd' lines 
1 	5 	6 	13 

ma ti 
	

7 

9 lines 	5 

4 

13 
	

4 
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The second cross, to produce F2. fr'm F A was done in such 

a way that each of the 4 lines was equally represented in the 

parentage of each individual orfspring. 	Again 24 matings were set 

up. 	The parents from the F iwere chosen at random. 

The Control 

In order to have a more reliable estimate of the genetic 

changes and response in the selection experiments, control populations 

should run contemporaneously with the population under study. The 

controls should enable correction to be made for environmental 

fluctuations. 

1. MLA CONTROL 

(Selected without inbreeding) 

This was designated as MLA and originated from the same 

base populatirn as the lubreds (ML) from generation OLA 29. 	It 

went in ate-) with QLA generations. 

major interest was a test of the efficiency of the In-

breeding and selection method with respect to body weight; hence 

it was decided to place this control under selection only. 	By this 

system, ti'e control would serve three mainPurposes: 

In comparison with the Fland Fit would shot. th• 

success of tue breeding method used. 

In comparison with the MLS (Inbred-selected) it would 

give infornation on the effect of inbreeding while 

selectin-. between pairs. 	1vever, this comparison 

should be treated with caution, as there were essential 



differences between the mtods of selection in 'ILA 

and MLS I, 

(3) 	Tn comparison to the (LA (relaxed) it would 1ve 

information about the effectiveness o'selection on 

the QLA replicate. 

16 matings were set up for eacii generation. 	The metiod 

of selection applied to the MLA control was to select the highest 

male and female ftom each family available on the basis of 6 week 

weight, i.e. 

 

within—far-lily selection. 	In order to make no the 

required number o ati, replcemento were ta::en from the second 

heaviest and from families with only one sex first. 	If .uch 

families did not exist, rep1acement3i were tat;en from families at 

random until 16 ma1's and females were available with the restriction 

of not hvtag more than 2 repreaentatl'iu of any sex from a single 

family. 	iatiog was random apart from avridaace of metin between 

close relatives. 	Sixteen families ol the QLA 29 were contributed 

to establish the first generation of this entrol, i.e. ALA 30. 

The behaviour of the !LA control will, be discussed in detail when 

presentir the results. 

I. 	MSC 3. 

(Inhrods only) 

In order to rurnis euongh data for meaningful conarisous 

and to study the effect of inbreeding per se on bodi weight In the 

QLA plateaued popuintion, it w's decided to run an inbred line From 

generation QLA 31 wth 16 matings. 	The !roQrsmse her' was simply 

to inbreed without selection. 	This was designated as MC 32. 	It 
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was contemporaneous with the ?LA 32 and the OLA 12. 

Twelve families were avaflble from (XA 31, 	A female 

and male were taken at random from each fily. This was done 

after a pair was taken from each family to continue the :LA 2. 

Each pair was sib mated to or, an inbred line. 	sixteen rntin 

were set up from ths control. 	In order to make up that number, 

4 families contributed two matirgs. 	Thoe families were also 

chosen at random. 	tt such cases they were deinated SC/A and 

8, for example, to denote their common origin. 

Characters Observed - 
The quantitative characters observed during tiie different 

stages of the experimental worx. were: 

(1) 	cody ;eht: 

(s) Body weight at birth, 

Body weight at weaning 0 weeks) 

30dY 'oiht at 6 weeks (the criterion of selection). 

Te recording ws !on at 3 day Lttrva1s (aan e*.t of 

all males and mean of all females within eac. litter), 	!ndividual 

weights for each mouse were recorded at wearzinZ anJ at r weeks. 

(2) 	Litter size 

Barn alive and dead separately, 

Weaned at 3 weeks. 

39, 
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(3) 	'¼rtality (dt pre- and Pont-weaning tes) 

Mortality was recorded every 3 davit up to 

The date of  inspection was con,ide:ed to he the dt 

of death. 	Mice were coniiderd eaten if there wee 

no trace of their skeleton. 	The oiljt 	f 55- 

cape was discounted as it is ver' rare. 

Subsidiary Experientsz 

(a) Downward selcticsn under te Tnbreadin 	eisie 

Aj a check on the nature of the genotic variance in the OLA 

mice, it was decided to select downward with irthreedin. 	This was 

designated MSS, 	Together wita the contemporaneous ML (selected up 

with inbreeding.), it contltuted a two way selection experiment under 

the iaijrvoding,  regime. 

Eight of the ?4LS I (with !' - 25) lines that 4urvfved the 

first generation of tnbreedLni?, were incitadad. 	The smalleet osr 

from each line was taken and sib mated to form an inbred 1iia with 

25 inbreeding. 	The uthod of etleeti'n followed vam te "between- 

pair" method as used for the uward select ,-on. 	The to Zenerntions 

of MSS and their mb edin coefficients vere as follows: 

Parents F"',  Offspring  

LS 1 25,) i3S 	1 	 37•5 

,JS3 	1 37.5 SS 2 

SS 2 50,0 Killed at da 	16 for Corpora 
lutea counts. 
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(b) 	ertility 

Corpora luta counts, number implanted and number born 

are all aspect of fertilft. 	It was decided to set u 	tngs 

for the lines mentioned below, to riessuro fertility. 	Thti females 

were killed at day l. 	Meauremnts were made on 

Corpora lutes count (tin indfcatio of tt nun'er or 

eggs shed by eacA ovary). 

umber of live embryos born. 

L. 	 ls (early dead implants). 

Resorptions (Liter dead implsnts). 

Lach uterine horn was considered separately. 

Parents P 

HLS 3 (Inbred selected upwards) 

2 (Inbred selected 	iortward) 

19C 33 (Irtbreds) 

4LA 36 (Selected  

'LX 2 (F 	2) 

The records provided by t:is vor together with the. post-

natal mortality records were used to seclfy the rercentae of 

losses at different stages from mating uo to 6 cks of ace. 

(c) Inbred-)utbred Cross (lOs) 

One of the limitations in crossing {red lines for the 

utilization of hybrid vigour is te cost of developing and maintainln 

such lines. 



Sixteen m*tns were set up u-sing artia11y Inbred males 

from MLS 3 (50) with outbred selected females from "LA 32. 	The 

results, eotnpared with crossing 1nred X inbx'ed (i.e. the ? 1. of 

crossinz MLS 3 X ¶.S 3), should give an indication of the dlfer-

ence between the two cases. 
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Sixteen mtns core set up u-jing partially inbred males 

from HLS 3 (501) with outbred selected females from '4LA 32. 	The 

results, compared with crossing lnLred X inbred (i.e. the F 1 of 

crossing M.LS 3 X MLS 3), should 3give an indication of the dif'er-

ence between the two cases, 

42, 
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CtAPTER (3) 

RLFIULTS 

As a result of thc,  experwntal desn, two types of 

data were usually collected; those whic were relevant tt,  the 

major study, and the subsidiary or accom-panvinj results. 

The aim of the study was discussed In Charter (2) and 

three major questions to be answered were: 

I. 	Is the breeding me.viod ued (i.e. inhreedtn .'tth con- 

tinuous selection and crossing the boat 4 lines available) which 

was successful in increasing litter size at its limit (Falconer, 

1971) also effective in increasing 6 week body vdght? 

'hat is the nature of the limit In the OLA mice? i.e.: 

	

1.. 	Did long-tern 	1nction result in copleta fixation 

of the gens affectf a the character? 

	

ii. 	if not, what Is Vw nature of any residual genetic 

variation in the oou1qtim? 

what Is tht effect of labreediop per se on the plateaued 

population of the QLA strain? 

The experiment has also allowed consideration of the 

following questions: 

lfai selection "between-pairs" for the upward expression 

of the character, minimised the effect of tnbredn'? 

is there any asyeoetr' of response? 	And why? 

3. 4hat are the e,ffects of the different hreedtn schemes 

used on litter size and other aspects 0r fertility as correlated 

characters? 



The answers to the above questions will be presented 

either directly from the results or drawn liter during the dii-

cussion. 

Justification that ()LA 29 was at its selection liit: 

As the interpretation of tie experiment depends on the 

assumption that ce mice, when acquired at generation 29, were at 

their limit to selection for the character 6 week hod? :eiit, the 

evidence supporting thig snould be exaiinsd first. 

There are 3 sources of evidence: 

The previous history of the stra'r up to the time hof) it 

was acquired and during susquent cenerations (QLA). 

The results of upward selction in this work (ML). 

The results of inbreedin' wit-',out selection (SC). 

To some extent, at least, the results of these genetic 

manoeuvres are predictable, if the 	was not at its limit. 

1. 	The history of the strain was traced back as for as 

generation 21 (figure 4). 	As reported in the Materials auJ 4ethods, 

at gencration 23 time relaxed and selected groups wer: crosed, to 

establish a single group maintained without selection.Thero 

followed a rise in tot mean at generation 25 and 2$, indicated in 

th figure 4. 	Subsequently, six-week body welht was stabilised 

in the region of 3 - 31 g. (Table 4). 	The fact that the sean did 

not decline during the period of relaxation (generation 24-35) 

indicates either fixat1;n or that natural selection was not operating 

against body weight to any detectable extent. 	But the rise in mean 
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soon after crossing is troublesome. 	If we invoke heterosis, this 

requires the two sib lines to have become differentiated in gene 

frequency, over five generations, since gen.rmton 1. 	such an 

outcome requires that the line had not been fixed when It was split 

and further Implies heterozygosltv at generation 25. 	The other 

possible explanation is an environmental increase, lasting over the 

two generations 25 and 26. 	Evidence from other large lines kept 

In the laboratory during this time would not support this suggestion. 

2. 	Selection within litters for high 6 week body weigit ties 

continued from generation QLA 29, In the line designated MLA. 	The 

first generation (MLA 30) was not a selected groun becmue the 

parents were taken at random. 	After that, selection was conducted 

for six generations. 	The results of selection are presented in 

Figure (5), and te means in Table (4). 	It is obvious that there 

is no trend in resonse. 	The regression of mean ofspr1ns' on sire 

body weight (to avoid complications fr;m maternal erects), for each 

generation, wuich estimates half tie additive variance, was calculated 

for tht six generatins V selection ( 4LA 31-36). 	None of tie esti- 

mates was significantly different from zero. 	The unwaighted pooled 

regression value over the generations of selection was 0.014 1  0.121. 

The realised heritability, estimated as the regression of generation 

mean on cumulative selection differential, over the six generations 

of selection was 0.017 	0,132. 	The regression line is shown In 

Figure (a), 	Beariiw in mind ti.t the standard error o the realised 

heritability is not very pracie (Hill, 1972) and ttat it K biased 

downwards by not taking the drift variance into account, the estimate 
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is consistent wit) the result of no response. 	It should he noted 

that the lack of response was not due to ineffective selection 

differential. 	This can be seen in Table (5) and will be discussed 

later in respect to the MLA control. 

The results from the MLA, in terms of the response  and in 

terms of heritability estimation, are therefore quite clear. 	We 

have no evidence of any remaini 	additive variance in the line with 

respect to body size, and in this respect, the line meets fully the 

operational criterion of a selection limit. 	1e can note also the 

close correspondence between the mean of OLA and MU. While we 

cannot vet invoke fixation of the size genes, we can certainly claim 

that the additive variance for body weight is negligibly small. 

3. 	The four generations of inbreeding (isc 32-35), sorn in 

figure (5) and Table (4), reflect no reduction in body we(ht, com-

pared with the base population (QLA 31) or the contemporaneous MLA, 

despite the fact that the inbreedin coefficient rose to 59. The 

mean of the fifth generation (MSC 36), when F - 67, was below MU 

36 and the base population. 	The corrected mean of MSC 3' was cal- 

culated from only 5 litters, with a total of 34 animals. 	The mean 

(24.37 ± 2.70) has a high standard error and is not significantly 

different from the contemporary control (MLA). 	0n account of that, 

it seems reasonable to ignore this last generation, because of its 

unreliability. 	It does not add any meaningful inferation. 

The lack of response to inrreeding, and the failure of 

the inbred population to diverge from the controls, indicates a 

lack of directional dominance affecting bod' weiht In this population. 
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Though the absence of directional dominance does not spectically 

preclude otier forms of non-additive genetic variance, it would be 

unusual, to say the least, if any non-additive variance remained. 

When we add this information to the lack of evidence of any additive 

variance either, together with thv absence of any significant shift 

in mean bod weigit on relaxation, we have a convincing plctre of 

a line at its limit to selection. 	This eetablisies the population 

as an adequate one on which to attempt, with body weight as a 

character, a repeat of 	 success with litter size, by in- 

breeding and subsequent crossin'. 

It should be noted tuat whereas all of the evidence is 

compatible win a high degree of fixation of genes affecting body 

weight, this does not necessarily mean that the fixation is absolute. 

That could be more adequately tested by a reversal or  selection. 

Evidence bearing on this aspect will be brought out later. 

The Control 4LA 

A control population &iould ideally provide a stable 

genotype through successive generations against whci to fudge the 

genetic chanzes in the population under study. The requirement 

for the control in this experiment was sligtly different. 	The 'LA 

originated from the QLA 29 base population, and was kept under 

selection pressure. 	This was because we are interested here in in- 

creasin3 6 week body weight in a line which was already high, but 

it was not known at that time whether further gains could be obtained 

from oràinary selection. 	Yhen selected, it terefore provided a 

control for the alternative method of improveurnt, which was to 



select between Inbred lines. 

Thv lack of response, as noted heor, 	nc't due to 

lack of selection differential. 	The expected and observed (the 

mean of fertile parents) selection differentials over the generations 

of selection are stown In figure (7) and Table (5). 	The observed 

selection differentials are lover ton the expected In the first 3 

generations, but not to a decree to explain the lack of response. 

During the last 3 generations of selection, the observed are con- 

sistently :dgier tian the expected. 	This Indicates that natural 

selection could not have had much effect, at least through fertility. 

By its nature, i.e. being at its selection limit and under 

continuous selection, the HLA line '' 	not  subjected to the sources 

of error spelled out by Hill (l72A &B)Thee errors are: random 

genetic drift, genetic trend due to ntural selection, genotype-

environment interaction, eni error of esthatic,n of the genotvoic 

mean from the phenotypic mean. 	Thi within-family selection in one 

directi,n which was folloted In MLA had the advantage of keepiw. the 

variance of family size narly stable, thereby reducinz the drift 

variance. 	9oreover, an natural selection, when important, is more 

effective in recently relaxed populations (Hill, 1)72 	it will be 

less effective in MIA, which was established after at least six 

generations of relaxation. 	As it originated from the same base 

population (QLA 29), as the other lines In this study, a common 

response to natural selection is most likely. 	There iq therefore 

no reason to expect any bias due to natural selection. 

in view of this, the riults of the experimental work 

will most commonly be judged In reLition to the MLA contemnoraneous 
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generations. 	However, there appropriate, the copron mav also 

be extended to cover adjoining generations or, in somn cases, the 

base population. 

The success of ta breeding method: 

The main results can he seen from the inbreeding with 

selection (iLS) exprimenc, tether with the crossing prorammss 

(RU), shown in Figure (8) and table (6). 

The Inbreeding with Selection Prrgrarme (L): 

The outline of the results will be noted first and the 

analysis of the individual inbred lines 'gill be deferred until later. 

Table (6) shows the corrected means of the generations of inbreedin 

toethar with the means of the contemporaneous selected control (!LA) 

and the mean of the base population (QLA 2)). 	Tn comparison to the 

control (MLA), none of the changes that hapened In the NLS mean 6 

week body weight was significantly different from zero. 	Further, 

the difference between the mean of the 'ILS 3 and the base population 

was not significant. 

The improvement In the third generation (ML 3) could have 

been due to several causes. Obviously, chance or environmental 

improvement may well have played a part. 	The sano magnitude of 

r1e was also reflected in MA (selected) anO ILA (relaxed) at the 

same generation. 	3ut further, linvi with lo'• weights were being 

continually culled from the programme. 	As the further weits of 

such were therefore indeterminate, It is not possible to say MV 

much improvement was due to this cause, 	But if selection was at 

all effective, there must have been at least some improvement, 



The results of inbreedin'-  were also looked at in 

different ways. 	The mean or t e line, within eacn eneration, 

that continued to the subsequent getaeraton ,ins copre with. tile 

mean of the succeeding generation and with the contemporary control. 

The general features noted before remain unchnged, as snn in 

Table (7). 

On any assessment, as noted earlier in a different 

context, we tiva no evidence of any inbreeding depression in six 

week body weight. 	aaaons for this ere dicussed earlier, but 

whatever thC true reason might be, it obviously does not augur 

wail for the success of the Improvement prngramie. 	A1touh the 

lack of iiabreedtng d resaLu dots not necessarily totally preclude 

heterosis, one essential requirement is the establishment of 

between—line differentiation. 	This was examined next. 

The Crossing Prrgramme (ILX): 

The first cross ('tX 1) wag only 0.45 P &'ove te contemp-

orary selected control (MLA), vias identical to the tean of the 

parental generation (hS 3) and was slightly less than the base 

population (QLA 29). The mean of tae second cross (four way 

cross, HLX 2) was less than any of tie means of te 4LX 1, tie 

contemporaneous LA 34, thc inbred parents MLI 3 and the 

population. 	4one of the differences was significant. 

The main conclusion from the experiment i' therefore 

clear, and unfortunately ntative. 	The breedin method of crossing 

Vie inbred lines developed under selection, as used b: Falconer 

(1971) for litter size, was not successful in increasing the mean 
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of te character. 6 week bdy weight, In the olataaued population 

f the Q strain mice. 	?eaons for ti.a failure must be examined 

more thorou-,hly. 

Furtner analysis of the cross: 

The design o' the cross to produce !ILX 1 (? 1), toeter 

With the mean of the fertile natings witln each combination and 

the marginal means of tiu linos, as fenAle or ia1" nar,nt, nre 

presented in Table (R). 

The F I data -,iere rn1vsed u(' Harvey's I4'aqt squarot' 

analysis (Harvey, lO) to tat for 7eneral end qpcci'ic crn&,(nin 

ablitie, of the lines. 	It w'a difficult to crnduct a trai&it- 

for;rd anelvJs includin:' all. vri. Ieo thtereit. 	Tl-.w. proiree 

could not cope, t1ti rrtnv tntercta trio, c'c{al1v aq the design 

was unbalanced to the extent of contnintnc.ae empty cells. The 

analysis was done then for several variables at a time, and te 

rzeu1ts shown In Table (9) were extracted from the outcome of those 

several analyses. 

T 	(9) 

1LX 1. - Least Squares Analysis of Variance 

Effect  

Sires 3 20,26 

Dar 3 53.24 

sire x Dam 4 34.72 

ex I 232.7° 

Litters 6 72.64 

Residual ill 



There Is significant effect due to litters, and so, 

since the litters effect arr nested itin Sire X dam combinations 

all effects were tested against litters. 	None of the major 

affects were significant. 	The absence of ai snificsnt effect 

between lines, used both as fevle mad as nb parents, shows that 

there is no measurable general combining ability, rhile the ab—

sence of any Sire X Dam interaction shows that there is no specific 

combining ability either. 

It should be noted that the litter effect yvai taken from 

an analysis which included information on both rqt and second 

litters from some of tTle combinations. 	For tFii reason, the 

mean square for litters was confounded with the oaritv effect and 

biased upt?ards. 	This bias was found not to 	sufficient t 

alter the results of the tests. 

The individual line effects, as sire and dam lines, are 

shown in Table (10). 

TABLE (10) 

Line Effects as Deviation from the Iverell Mean 

Sire 

Fire lines Dam line 

Least 	uer Least Square 
Effect ioarl feet Mean 

Overall 
30.25 

1 - 1.15 24.111  1.41 28.34 
5 0.2 30.54 0.41 

30.7 4 2.15 12.40 

13 0.31 10.57 - 	1.1(  

.2. 



The results of te artalysiq will not be purtwd further. 

The overall outoome of it tnerely supports the previous eonc1uion 

that addicive variance, if still present in tie p1ateaud 

population of QLA, was very snail. 

It thaujd be mentioned too, that the results on inbraei—

ing and crossini cannot be attributed to the effect of litter size, 

because: 

The data were analysed on the basis o 	eihts 

corrected for that effect. 

Litter size did nit change drastically or in the 

expected direction. 	The off.ct, on litter size 

will be dLccussed later. 

?oseible Reasons for failure of the reedigmetod: 

As noted earlier, heterosis can result from directional 

dominance and requires differentation between the lines used in 

the crossing. 	The wider the differentiation te hier t 

degree of heterosia expected. 	The lack of directional dominance 

was indicated from the Iacc of res'one to inbreedn and the 

failure of the crosebreds to exceed the mean of th parents. The 

derae of d1ferentiation betaen the inbred lines in LS 

(selected up with inbreedinc) tud between th tour lines that 

were crossed .;;,ill be examined now. 

The effectiveness of Selection dur?, In!reedfn. 

Th experiment bean w1cli 12 lines i' 	LA 	out of 

which 20 matins were fiat up. 	The subeiuent histor: 
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lines was summarised in figure (1). 	There are two standards 

against tzhi.cl, to compare the lines: 	either 	t' t• - 	the 

base population, i.e. 'LA 29, as Ahourn in fi';urc (9A), 	 line 

with the mean of its orInal fail' from ILA 2,  

On ttw first comparison, four of the lies denrsed very 

quickly on the first and second generation of inbreedin' and 

therefore became extinct, while four of the cntlnued lines (up 

to 50 inbreeding) have thir mean- to Vie region of the base 

population, one slintiv below. 	eneraliy, nearly all the lines 

depressed on 251  inbreeding, two recovered to the level of the 

nasa population when F - 37.57 while the other four lines recovered 

on SO inbreeding. 

On the second com:'arlaon, i.e. referrinq th: lines hack 

to the level of their family means at LA 2, it can he seen that 

the ieneral pattern Is much the some as before. 	Amont,  the six 

surviving lines, three were 1ihtly depressed, two improved and 

ono line (line 	which had tue lowest oric'inal mean, ended as the 

highest on SOZ lnbreedin', 	fltth eraU fariil-f q{zeq, their means 

are, of course, erratic, and failv means in )LA 29 could not he 

estimated with any precision. 	The results, as noted before, 

indicate that selection between—pairs mini.m.iiea the affect of 

inbreeding. 

Differentiation betweca—lines of LS: 

An sa1yais of vsr.ance (on 4 wee 	c'd' ehts corrected 

for te effect of litter size) as done to test the sirnificance 

of the between—lines mean square. 	Althou,h the analv;is, using  
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Harvey's programme, indicated thit there was no differentiation 

among the survivors when crossed, tie present analysis explores 

the existence of differentiation during the center stages of in—

breedln, before selection had completelv eliminated the poorer 

lines. 	Tite analysis was done between lines, between litters 

within lines and between individuals within litters. 	The mean 

square between lines is highly significant in te t.re - enerations 

of inbreeding witn selection (Table hA), 

Thus we nave clear evidence that although terc 's no 

depression on tobreodin', tern was differentiation between lines. 

If we may suppose that the correction factor, when applied to body 

weigt, adequately accounts for differences in eaternat nerformance, 

this means that th. differentiation between lines iq of genetic 

origin. 	In othr words, t.e fixation of body vetiht genes in 

:)LA 29 was not absolute. 

The differentiation between the MLS 3 lines used in the 

cross (i.e. lines 1, 5, 6 and 13) was tested by an analysis of 

variance 1nCIUd1rIg only tiose 4 lines (Table ll. 	The between 

lines mean square is not significant, in agreement with the 

results based on crossing performance. 	The overall picture is 

that the differentiation betweu lines was attributable to genes 

reducing body weight, which as a result of selection between and 

witnin lines, were eliminated from the Inbred population before 

crossing. 

The general picture suggests e high degree of fixation, 

at least in the lines formin; the cross, which if true, and to—

tether with the lac. of directional dominance noted e'ore, leads 



to the conclusion that the lack of improvement in body weight was 

not simply a failure of the breeding mthoi used. 	4o breading  

method could taen possibly have worked unlss it, In sr- m+- ,av, 

introduced new genetic variation. 

Subline-differentiation in weit was found to trace back 

to the beginning of the lnbraed. p.  programme. 	This augpests that 

genetic drift did not obliterate the effects "sf Initial sampling. 

Litters within lines of the third inbred tenoreton (L 3) have 

a clearly wide range of means as shove in figure (10), Variation 

between litter means eu:gestI eitr continued seration or else 

susceptibility to environmental s'urcea of variance. 	In either 

event, this kind of variation within lines rakes it difficult to 

establish between-lines differences. 

Further evidenci, on high de,ree of fixaton: 

Inbred-Outbred cros (lOX): 

Results obtained fru crossin' inbred males (1LS 3 with 

F 50) with cutbred females randomly taken from the remaininp 

animals in generation. LA 32 il1 be presented as further evidence 

for a high degree of fixation. 	Td; cross •'aa desinated lOX. 

The idea oriinmlly was to c'mparo these results with the F I o 

MLS 3 X14LS 3 (Uc 1) as mentioned in Chapter (2), 

The mean body welpht at 6 weeks of tho croeshreds (lix) 
was 29.84 t 0.78. 	It is below the mean of the ,)arental stocks, 

identical to the mean of the contevporaneous 14LA and slightly below 

Cie Ii.X I as shown in -figure (a). 	Although tho parental lines 
originated from the same base opulatoa (QLA 29), they were sub- 
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sequ,ctly bred dlfferentlsr. 	The '1LA (w'ich was ued as female, 

In td* cross) was subjected to within—line selection. 	The 4LS 

as inbred up to 501 with between—pairs selection. 	Tf there was 

a considerable degree of sepregatOon in C%A V (base nonulaton), 

then genetic separation between LiLA  32 and MLS 3 would ha expected. 

'.inifestly, this failed to occur. 	Thus te TOX results firmly 

indicate that tae two stocks Ad not separated to any effective 

level, and this also points to a high degree of fixation of the 

eaes affection 6 week body weight In tAP original QLA. 	Tt thus 

aniy confirms the previous conclusions. 

Preliminary Conclusion,: 

Tie previous sections established beyond reasonable doubt 

that fixation of mot of the genes affecting 6 week body weight 

had occured in the original QLA, but there was some unfixed 

genetic variation. 	evidence on the last point was reelected in 

the clear differentiation w0ch soon developed between th 'L 

(inbred selected up) linen. 	k group depressed very quickly Pnd 

terminated at the first and second generations, becaue selection 

g for high body weight; and a croup resIted the AbreadinA and 

finished on the same level of the base population or even improved 

slightly. 	This certainly excludes overdminance as a cause for 

maintaining variability at the limit and to that extent resethles 

Falconer's results with litter size. 

Further evidence on the presence of Ceetc Variation: 

There are two further sources of evidence which point to 

the presence of genetic variance at the limit. 	These are: 
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I. 	The results of downward selection with inhreQdi(i). 

2. 	The differentiation between the Inbred lines of XC 

(sib matin: witaout selection). 

1. tnbreedLnjwith downward selection (S'): 

As a further check on the genetic nature of selection 

limit in the largest line of the Q—atra.n, inbreedir, with 

selection downwards was carried for toveneration*. 	This was 

commenced from the first inbred generation with upward selection 

(MLS 1), described in Chapter (2). 	The results were included for 

comparisons in fi,ur (S) and In Tabl (12). 

Compared to toe control (IA), there ! a non—significant 

depression in MSS 1 (F • 37.5) but the depression becomes bihlv 

sigdficant in 4RS 2 (V 	5J. It might be more meaninful to 

look at the results in relation to HLS considering that both '1rVq  

atid 9LS constitute a two—way selection under the hb reed n regie. 

There is a aliht, though non—significant, divergence in the first 

generation (MS! I versus MLS 2) and a ticilv siznificant divergence 

at SOt inbreeding. 

An analysis of variance, shown in Table (lIC), on 

corrected weights of 	1 and qSS 2 shows that the between—lines 

mean square is significant at the 5 and U level respectively. 

This implies an effective differentitjrn bet'on the In-rod 

The individual lines of MS shn in fi'urs (hA) d (11Th 

presents again the problem of an ap-rpr!ate conarison. Compared 

to 	eari of the base population (MLS  1), two of Cii surviving 

lines depressed clearly, two very slightly and to fmprved, 
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Althouch the size or this itudy (M°) was 	ll (only g 

matins) it doe indicate the pr'sence of genetic variance (both 

additive and non-additive), otherwise neither selection nor In-

breeding would have been effective. 

2. Inbreeding without selection (1SC): 

This programme was commenced in a itne from )LA 31, i.e. 

two genrati:ns after the beinnio of the other exnarimental 

work. 	It was desimed mainly to check te effect of inbreedinc 

alone on 6 week body weight while at the plateau. 	12 lines of 

QLA 31 contributed to the 16 natfrtis set ur and were designated 

MSC 32 to be comparable to ?4LA 32 and )LA 32. 	A detailed des- 

cription of the lines througb the ubeuent generations of In- 

breeding can be seen fron ti;ure (12). 	The generation means 

were shown in Table (4) and fiures ('S) and (1). 

Compared to the contemporary control (MLA), none oF the 

differences is significant. 	The means were fluctutiri over the 

first two generations. 	The iwreds tn maintained a sligtiv 

lower level than MLA. 	A description of the means was presented 

previously durinç the discussion wneter QTA 29 was at a selection 

limit. 

The individual lines Of MSC were shown In filure (flA) 

compared to their base populatn, and in fi 4ur (13B) c'"pred to 

their original family means. 	Most of the lines di not 	w any 

trend on the first 3 generations of inbreeding. 	A slight downward, 

though not significant, trend appeared In the fourth and fifth 

eneratit'ns. 



An analysis of variance, shown in Tablo (liD), (on 

corrected o week body weight), between lines, between litters 

within lines and between individuals within litters, sliovs that 

the between lines mean square was hignly significint. 	The prom- 

inent features on inbreedin were a clear differentiation between 

the inbred lines, which establishes the presence of genetic 

variance, an increase in the nu*er of sterile ia'tines and an over- 

all stable i3ean body veipiit at 6 veeks. 	The posh1e reasons that 

might lead to stable mean body waihtwM1e Inbreednj will be 

discussed next. 

Feasible causes o failure of resonse toibread{n': 

There are three possibilities that (ht explain the 

r.s r.:.Jn ';hej 	ition 	nor coiHto, 

The three possible causes are not mutually exclusive, and probably 

more than one is in action at a time, which are: 

Laic of drecta01 	inance. 

A depression in litter sifle which would conceal the 

expected depression In body weight (Roberts, 161); 	cGarthy, 1'7). 

Mturaj selection against a redueon in body we4ht, 

1. 	The existence of the first one, ir this population,  is 

obvious from the results, 

ii. 	To examine the effect of the depression in litter size, 

t,e mean bodc weiqht adjusted for the etfeet of ch:ne In litter 

size vas calculated. 	This was done by applvin9 to generation 

means the correction factor discussed in chaster (2). 	The re- 



rrcgsjon coefficient of weight on litter size veaned was -0,85e. 

The results are *hodn in Table (13). 

TABLE (13) 

Ibreedi 
flfl- Aduted - iepree3l()n in 	Correction mean 

0*nerat1ou litter size 	factor 
moaa 

rdy Wt. 

;c 32 25.0 - 1.31 	- 1.12 28.i? 7.70 

SC 33 37.3 - o.75 	- 0.(1 1 Q , 30.25 

'S 	34 50.0 + 0.73 	+ 	• 3.33 

:tSC 	35 59.3 - 1.09 	- 	3 29.P 23.23 

It can be seen that te depression in litter size cannot 

explain the overall picture of no d ressi.*n in body wiht. 	The 

body weights remain high, on adjustment, and furthermore cthov no 

obvious trend. 

iii. 	Vie otLer possibility for the lac of respon.Ae on inbreed- 

ing is natural se1ctlon. 	This might work throu'h reduced 

fertility of small parents or high mortality (prenatal or nostnitaj 

or both) of ;al1 offsorin, 	The number of non-productive 

matings (i.e. sterile and those which did not raise offspring up to 

6 weeks) was increased, with the Progress of inbreedin', up to 

31.25. of tic total number of lnatiri's in ceneration !SC 35 ( • 517). 

The means of non-productive parents, for each 3eneretiou, are shown 

In Table (14). 	If the mean of non-productive parents is lover 



than that of the productive parents, this will indicate the 

presence of natural selection workin', through the reduced 

fertility of small parents. 

k'.xcludin the first generation (ISC 32), whch includes 

only one non-productive mating, the results sugest that in 

general, parents in non-productive matings were of a loe.r mean 

body weight than the productive ones. 	This allows some notural 

selection against parents of low weights, and to the extent that 

it was operative, it would therefore tend to counteract the in-

breeding depression. 

TABLE (14) 

Generation r 

Mean of non-productive n"rents 
grams eiri of 

roductiv 
Parents Sterile Not Sterile 'lean 

:C 	32 25.0 32.25(1)* 32.23 2C.70(5) 

SC 33 37.5 22.20(1) 31.((3) 2.35 2).59(13) 

SC 34 50.0 2.71(3) 23.71 32.29(13) 

:SC 	35 59,0 29.13(6) 23.35(l) 29.02 30.10(9) 

* number of IBatings 

+ 
save birth, but their litter either eaten or dead. 

The other point to be examined crucerning natural 

selection is prenatal and postnatal mortality. 	The results of 

mortality will be presented in anot;er section of tie results. 

As will be shown, losses before implantation were very hig:t in 
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the MSC (inbred without selection) compared to MLA (outbrod) or 14LS 

(inbred with upward selection for body weight). 	o:tntal losses 

are not higher than thoe of the other trours, except for a prom- 

inent peak (not shown in the others) at weauin, 	11oever, even 

this peak, In aolute terms, do .s not odieato hwvy 7o'tnat: 

mortality. 

e thus have evidence of natural selection reducing the 

fertility of snnd,l parents, while te heavy pre-implaritational 

losses afford at least an opportunity for natural selection to act 

on ewbryoa that would be potentially snail mice. 	As we have been 

able to exclude the nintenaoce of bod' weight arising from the re-

duction in litter size, we are terefore lft with natural selection 

possibly countering any inbreeding depression of body weight in mice. 

Of course, as discussed earlier In thi Intro uctinn, inbreeding  

depression of body weight has not been a uniform findtnp h' oter 

workers, and we may not need any further explanation. 

Possible causes of Genetic Variation and its ainten9ace: 

Evidence presented in the previous section of the results 

has establjsed: 

1, 	That there is a h{h degree oP fixation of  genpq  for 

high body weight in tn line ()LA) at its limits, but 

that fixation is not absolute, 

2. 	That the unfired loci can generate detectabl' enetic 

variance, even though the breading method atte'pted 

failed to exploit it. 



'riis kind of situation where there is no resvouse to 

ordinary selection but w:ere Inbred lines bec-'me differentiated, 

and furthrnoru, where between line selection can !e proved 

effective, calls for aii explanation. 	2ot plausible hypothesis 

is the ,re;enca of rec iv'eaeg at low freuencv, either very 

few (one or two) with substantial effect, or more genes with cor- 

respondingly smaller effects, 	it Is very difficult to chose 

between the two hyPotheSeS. 	This point will he dealt with in 

more detail in the discussion. 

The pattern of divergence between upward an4 downward 

selection .:ith inbeedln (i.e. MLS and 'SS) mii rovide some in- 

fornation. 	There was a eliht divergence in t 	rgt cneraton 

of divergent selection which was increased to a sinlflcant level 

in the second generation on 50 inbreeding. 	This prominent in- 

crease would suggest a few recessives with major effects. 	Upward 

selection between-pairs while inbreedfn (i.e. In ML.S) was effective 

in eliminating most of the recessives from mo't of the lines. 	in 

S3 I (selected down with i&reedin), both selectin and inhreedin 

work to increase the frequency of such recessives. 

The major possible reasons for t'e maintenance of varia- 

bility in this popultioa after long-term saiacton arc ov,rdominaice 

or natural selectia. 	Overdominance was excluded, at least as a 

major cause, by th fact that some lines in 4L' iaiatained the same 

level or even slightly ieroved on inbreeding. 	The fact that mean 

body weight did not decline and tht -'i'ae litter site did notIn-

crease on relaxation (figure 4), would indicate that natural 
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election was not operatinj, to any Jatectable extent either. 

Natural selection will be examined in more detail later. 	The 

oter alternative is ttt recessives might have remained in the 

population due to ineffectiveness of selection alone in reovin 

such recestvei when they become very rare. 	They 'are ieltered 

in the ceterozvotee aul appeared in tie laomozygous State on1v very 

rarely. 	!t is ucil known that under these conditions, selection 

changes te gene frequency only vert slowly, 

Partial replication of the main Expertant: 

At thc,  and of thc original inbreed 	and selctLon 

roraaae (ML5) and when the results at that titse seemed none too 

clear, it was decided to set up * relicatn or te main exparent. 

If the results of the to ware similar, firmer concluzions could be 

-\ 
drawn. 	The replicate was designated (RL) 	.-  

c 	 'ct'). 
An illustrated description of t'e original lines throuq the. sub— 

sequent venerations of inbreedine, can be seen in figure (l/). (nlv 

3 lines remained, from the original 10 lines, at 57 inbreadin 

(aLS 3). 	One of the lines contrnined females tinly, and V-e. ot:er 

two were crossed to produce PX 1 (' 1). 	Corrected means with those 

of the conteitorary control are swn In Tth. (IS) and figure (j). 

The figure also includes th 	LS and LY 1, ttr vith their 

contarrnoraneous control, 	Figures (A). 	(15B) so te In— 

dIvLual lines, under the two copari:i 	earlier for LS. 

Compared to tie contemporary control tre is a significant de— 

pression in ILLS 3 (on 50 inbreeding). 	,In croin- , riann body 

weight of RX 1 (F 1) is less tiao that of ta crtrol, 	This 



difference Was not significant. 

The overall pattern of trds rnl1cate, though I1eria 

in details, was similar to that of the or14 oat work from the 

point of view of the success o the breedi:' -  mthnd, althnuqh the 

crossing programme was stopped half—way mainly due to shortage of 

space and lack of response to crossing. 	Differences in details 

would not be unexpected as the replicata was established from 

another sample after 3 generations from the onset of the first 

experiment. 

An analysis of variance sho.i in Table (16) indicates 

that the mean square between lin-s was sieni g icant in the first 

and second inbred generation but not in the third. 	This means 

that the lines when crossed were not differentiated, again closely 

replicating the esr1ir results. 

TABLE (16) 

AOV of !LS ('kepljcmte) 

eneratione d., 'en Suar 

RLS 1 

teen lia-a 7 173.22* 

litters 5 

individuals l)O 13.31 

LS 2 

iutween lines 

" 	litters 75,6 

individuals lY) 11.71 

LS 3 

!tWfl 	lines 2 3.71 

litters 11 51, 

" 	individuals 76 11,01 

* F value significant at the 1% level. 
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The depresaion of th replicate on ireed1n, together 

with the differentiation between lines, orovides more evidence on 

the presence of genetic variation in the QLA line at its limit. 

Th depression by itself woul suggest th't scictlon between 

pairs in the replicate was less successful in elimLnt(n the re— 

cessive than in the original (fLS). 	The non—significant mean 

square between the surviving lines in RLS 3 does not contradict 

the above concjuions. 	This 13 because three of tree six lines 

sated to produce RLS 3 were sterile arO te mean body weiv of 

the other 3 survivals was actually depressed on inbreeding. 

31rth nnd c4rianing eig.cs: 

girth weight for the different experiments ware checked 

for any trend. 	The mean birth weights 	+ R)j are sorn In 

Table (17), where 7  Is the litter mean of females an' 1 the litter 

mean of mates for each generation. 	It is quite clear that there 

is no improvement on seloction (ILA), no depression on lnbreedinu 

with uw&rda (ML) or with downwards (4) selection, or on in— 

breedtn alone (15C). 	There was no heterosis in eitht '4LX I (7 1) 

or 1LX 2 (F 2). 

Weaninj weights are iikewhe shown in table (18) and 

fiur (l). 	In MLS they behaved in a similar way to that defl— 

cnibed for 6 week body weight. 	The mean of XLX 1 (F 1) is 1,5 

below the k9A control and that of '1LX 2 (F 2) was nearly identical 

to the contemporaneous control. 	The as of MSS t and MSS 2 

(selected down with lnhreedin) indicated no divergence, when 

compared to the MLS means, such as that which occured in 6 week 
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My weights. 

Weaning weights in MSC (inbreAl snowed no depression 

on inbreediu, and fo1loea the same sort of pattern as 6 vaek 

body weight. 	Birth and weaning weights of the relicate showed 

no depression or improvement on Inbreeding or crosinv,. 	The 

regression of 6 week body wei'ht on weaning weiht and the pheno—

typic correlations between the two, shown in Table (19), are 

consistent with the results described for tose weights. 

The results presented above on birth and wean{n 

weights showed that these two correlated characters were also at 

their limit to selection. 	There was no direct selection for 

taew and the resultant limit was reaci-tod indirectly through the  

correlation of c:iese characters with 6 week body weight. 	There 

is no indication of residual genetic variance and the results are 

compatible with a model of fixation of most of the genes, if not 

complete fixation, controlling these cracters. 
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SUBSIDIARY 03SERVATIONS 

Fertility 

Fertility in the, mouse is a compound character. It is 

mostly a female character, but there is also a male contriudon, 

while the genotype of thc litter itself may affect itq own viability. 

The constituents are many, among thei the numi-er of eggs shed, 

fertilized, implanted and maintained during pregnancy. 	Measures 

of fertility include number born, weaned or reaching sexual maturity. 

Each of these constituents may well have a different system of 

genetic control that regulates the hormones responsible For the 

specific aspects. 	There are many other factors irwolve.1 which 

affect the constituents mentioned above SUC i as body size of mother, 

age and breed. Health, nutrition and season are among the many 

other environmental factors. 

Some of the aseets listed above were studied as cor— 

related characters during the experiment described earlier. 	The 

results will be presented first, than examined from the point of 

view of establishing,  more clearly whether natural selection had 

played an important role in opposing artificial selection. 	In 

the previous section of the results it was shown that natural 

selection was possibly responsible for the lack or response in 

body weight on inbreeding in MSC (Inbreds only). 

Correlation between body weight and litter size: 

Before discussing the changes that took place in litter 

size (as a character correlated with body weight) on different 
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breeding procedures, the expected type of correlation should be 

explained. 

Many workers (Pa1cner, 1953; Rahnield et al, 192; 

and Rabnfhld et al, 1956) have established the presence of a 

positive genetic correlation between body weight and litter size 

wuen taey select from random bred populations. 	In contrast, 

Falconer and King (1953) found no correlation between bod' 

weight and litter size following two way selection frcm crosses 

between two strains of mice previously selected to their limits 

in regard to mature body weight. 	Bradford (1971) also noticed 

an absence of any correlated response In mean litter site 

following selection for rapid body weight gain, in spite of an 

accumulated secondary selection differential of approximately IS 

for number born per litter, and concluded that there was no genetic 

correlation in his population. 

Falconer and King (1953) sugested that a genetic cor-

relation between body weight ans litter size operates only over 

a limited rane of weight. 	When selection taes the wegt be- 

yond this range, the correlation breaks down. 	As an explanation, 

they suggested that the genetic correltion between body weight 

and litter size ny depend on the pleictropic action of a few 

,ones only, and the gents rtav have become fixed during the early 

stases of selection. 	oiever, those genes tht affect one 

character favourably and the other adversely will remain at inter-

mediate frequencies, and then tho resulting correlation will be 

negative (alconer, 1960). 	ThS indicates ho'i the genetic 



correlation may depend on the previous history of the po,ulatLoo 

and the degree of selection and inbre,.,dii 	On general grounds 

the absence of a genetic correlation La expected in QLA. if we re-

call, from the previous section of the results, that the additive 

variance for six week body weight was nearly exhausted. 	tida 

basis the phenotypic correlation between body weight and litter 

size weaned shown in Table (21) would have to be o environmental 

origin. 

Litter size 

Litter size, born an1 weanod, was recorded as a matter 

of course In all experiments. 	Table (2) shows mean litter size 

at birt and weaning. 	rho results are presented in figure (17) 

plotted against 	teratin numers. 

Litter size in 1LIt (selected Control), 	rn and weaned, 

reflects no specific trend on selection for body weight. 	The 

reression of mean number (born and weaned) on generation number 

are - 0.093 t 0.192 and - 0.066 t 0.185 reapectve1y for the 

3elected generations (fLA 31 - 36) (Fig. l. 	In both cases the 

tread is not significantly different from zero and Is slightly 

negative. 	Litter size, born and weaned, in the OLA (relaxed) 

over toe generations 24 - 35, are presented In figure (19) and 

saow no change over 12 zeneratIons of relaxaton. 

In so far that MIA did not yield any response to 

selection for body weight and that body weight did not chone on 

relaxation for about 12 generations, the absence of any signi- 
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ficant trend in litter size is hardly surprising. 

Litter size In MSC (Tribreds only): 

Litter sizes among these particular tobreds give a 

clear picture of the Inbreediny effect because no selection, 

other than natural, van practiced bare. 	Figure (la) shovs the 

reqressinn of gencratIon means on enaretitn nwaber. 	The re— 

ression coefficient of mean number born is 1•541 t 0.157 for 

the six generations QLA 31 - VSC 3. 	Excluding the base 

population (OLA 31) and conaidering only the Inbred generations 

(MSC 32 - 36) the regression coefficient is —0.464 1  0.231. 

3oth values indicate a significant depression on lnbreedi. 

For the numLar weaned, the rt;rasson coefficient is —0.534 

0.142 (including the base population) and —0.425 	0.194 (ex'' 

eluding the base population). 	These are very similar to the 

values obtained for numbers horn, possibly suggesting that ir-

brendin;., did not affect further the post—natal vi.biliti. 

The total reduction in litter size horn (compared to 

the base population) is 3.44 mice when the theoretical inbreed{n 

coefficient is 67. 	This gives a depression of °.51 mice per 

IOZ inbreeding. 	The depression in litter size weaned ta nearly 

identical and is 0.50 mice per 107 inbreeding. 	These values 

correspond closely to the ones previously fcun1 in this laboratory 

with different (though related) random bred stocks by Bowman and 

Falconer (l5)) and hVerts (060). 	The cloe correspondence 

of the present results nito earlier ones suggests that the 

genetic control of fertility had not been affected by selection 

7, . 



for body weights in the QLJ replicate, or tat at least that 

the mean gene frer!lzencies and their dominance relationships, have 

remained s1llar. 	;ovever, it was deduced earlier that there 

may be no longer any genetic correlation between fertility and 

body weight, due to fixation. 	Of the genes controll{n' ferti- 

lity, it seems reasonable to postulate that some affect fertility 

alone, while others contribute to the correlation with body 

weight. 	This is plausible on general grounds, since inreedinc 

depression deids on te non-additive variance, while thc or-

relation is between additive afacta. 

Litter size in MLS (selected upwards wit, inbreeding) 

and MSS (selected downward with inTreeding) will be exriined in 

the light of the iubreedi 	effect in 4C (inbreedn'. alone). 

The changes In litter site as inbreeding proceeds are 

shown in Table (!O). 	If we express tho depression per 1171 In- 

breeding In the o!fsprin', for comparative purioies, then for 

nuers born and weaned, respectively, the decline 14 f%38 and 

0.1 nice in '4LS and 0,51 and •33  in '1S. 

In both cases, and quite unlike '-!SC (inbreeding, alone), 

the depression in numbers weaned is lo''er than In numbers born, 

suggestiflg that in these two stocks, the postnatal viability of 

the litter has been helped by i reduction in the number born. 

This is strange, because selection for body weight vas in opposite 

directiois in th to stocks (1L and 5S). 	However, n view of 

the sampling, errors indicated in Table (20), we have no copell1u 

reason for supposing that cue results are basically different in 

73. 
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the three inbred stocks. 	Within the llita of sam?linq error, 

the litter sizes .t th.' varte stases of labreetling were equivalent 

in all three, and the conclusions draunn. previously are sustained. 

Other Components of Fertilit\' 

Although litter size was discussed first, it Is reason-

able to discus two of its major components now, namely, the 

number of eggs shed and the numTter of zvotes carried to term. 

Data were collected on these two aspects from extra natings set 

up for the generations (MU 35, MSC 359  'LS 3, MSS 2 and MLX 2) 

as noted in Chapter (2). 	The mice wer killed l' days after a 

vaginal plug was found. 	The number of eorprs lutes for each 

ovary, number of live embryos, moles and resorptions wer also 

recorded for each horn. 	The num'er of corpora lutea estimates 

the ovulation rate. 	In late pregnancy, vie riwer of live 

embryos was taken to correspond closely t? the number carried 

to term, 	Nortality occurring after implantation can be split 

into moles (early deaths) and resorptions (liter deaths). 	These 

were pooled to represent post-iplantationa1 losses. 	To ustIfv 

the assumption that the number of cortora lutes represents the 

number of eggs shed, a small experiment was done. 	From genera- 

tion ,,LA 33 and QCA 33, 12 and 17 females, respeetivei 	ere 

mated and killed on the same day as plugs were found. 	The 

cumulus of eggs was freed from the oviduct and eggs shed were 

counted under a binocular. 



TABLE (72) 

jean number of eggs hd and ieu number of C.ornora lutea 

Parental 
Generation 

umber of 
gs shed 

Number of 
Corpora lutea 

cA 	33 13.58  

)C.\ 	33 11.23 	1,73 

IL A 	33 12.34 

(crobrd) 13.27 

Tue comparison, presented in Table (22), despite 

91 	 possible differenci tietveen generations, shoe ,,r,00d agreement 

eteen the to ways of counting ovulation rate, 	Differences 

In body weight, were not sufficient to be rsronsile for any 

differences in ovulation rate, as can be seen from Table (23). 

The regression of corpora lutea counts on 0 week body ucight of 

females, in the different stocs and generations in thig experi-

ment, were not even consistent in s1n, and in no case 

significantly different from zero, except raarainallv so in "S. 

TA3L (23) 

Parental 
eneratoo Sc'r'ssic,n 	S.I. 

MLA i'l

IMS 

13 0.48 	0.24 

JLX 	(F 	2) 15 0.26 

risC i,17 	0.26 
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Tito number of animals used in this subsidiary exoer- 

iet as swell, as sown in Table (24), due t 	nrtceof 

The empirical results will be presented first and oi1' a general 

conclusion will be dracen. 	Corpora lutea counts, for the rict 

and left ovary separately, are shown in Table (24). 	Embryos 

found alive at day 16 in each uterine horo are soiu in Table 

(25). 	Aitnough in nearly all coartsns the left ovary shed 

more ea and the left horn contained more embr'cs, only in one 

group does this difference r.ve to be significant, as indicated 

In the Tables (24)and (25). 	When the data are pooled over all 

the lines presented in Tables (24) and (25) for ovulation rate 

and eibryo counts, these differences between lft and right 

proved to be alnIficant at the 5X level (X t; 5.04 for ovulation 

rate and 6.05 for embryo counts). 	This 1i in contrast to 

Falconer at al (191) in which the rigit vas found to shed s{rflI—

ficently more eggs than the left. 

Table (26) shows the total corpora lutea, erbries and 

post-implantational deaths (soles and resorntions). 	The differ- 

once beticn corpora lutea counts and imlants ('.hch include live 

embryos and post-iruplantational deaths) represent the pro—

iniplancational losses. 
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TABLE (26) 

sides 	(Ri 	&_Láfk) 

Pre- 
{rnlant- 

Pot-implant- ationiU 
'lie rtion 

of 
 ation1 1osse 

Corpora lutca Embryos rjeatz'i C- (F.+ Tot1 
Parents n C F (P + 

8.1 	1.52  

+ 	l) 1;s 

LA 35 11 12.54 ± 1.14 

,LS 	3 10 12.70 	0.73 10.60 	0.83 )7') 1.40 2.10 

:LX 	2 1 13.27 	0.60 .80 	0.91 1.o7 I 147 

S 	2 13 12.3 

c 35 ) 12.3 	0.31 3.73 	0.66 0.6f 4.11 

TakinC tiie results presented in T.ble (26) at their 

face value, one can conclude (with reservations due to the small 

number of animals used) that there are no significant differences 

between inbred, selected and crossbred mice in ovulation rate, al- 

though ce crossbreds sowed a slightly higher rate. 	Pre-implant- 

ational losses are higii in MSS (selected downward with inbreeding) 

and higher still, reaching a sicnificant level, in MSC ({nbreedinç 

alone). 	These results were in line iith Falconer and Roert,' 

(1960) conclusions that inbreeding in the female parent does not 

reduce ovulation rate but increases the loss of eggm or early 

embryos between ovulation and iznlantation; it does not incriae 

mortality after implantation. 

highest in ILA and 'ILX 2 (E 2) 

Post-implantatjonej losses were 

There are no obvious reasons, 

other than chance, why this should be so. 
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Mortality curves 

Pre- and Post-implantatinnal losses durinc the prenatal 

period were presented in the previous section. 	The conclusion 

was based on one sample for each of the exDerimsntal lines. 	To 

this section, the data on mortality are extended to cover other 

parts of the life cycle, where more mice were available for ctudy. 

The postnatal mortality was taken over several generations for each 

stock, as denoted on Figure (20). 	This figures shows the means 

for each line for the different stages from ovulation to 6 weeks 

wich include moan number ovulated, implanted, born, weanel and 

reached 6 weeks of are. 

An obvious point from the graph is that the inbreds (MSC) 

and those selected down with inbreeding (MSS) suffered the highest 

prenatal mortality as shown earlier. 	Postnatal mortality was high 

in the selected (ALA) and was highest in MSS. 	By the time weaning 

age was reached about 80 - 957 of tie total mortality hid occured 

in all stocks. 	This justifies the procedure ued earlier of 

correcting body weight for the effect of litter size at weaning. 

Table (27) sows the postnatal mortality as percentage 

of the total born. 	Te MSS has mortality percentage twice as that 

of the selected control and the percentage in mates is twice that 

in females. 	'LA (selected control) has the second highest mortal- 

ity, wile the inbred (MSC) has a lower mortality than expected, 

compared to the other groups. 

The nigh mortality in MSS (shown In Table 27) might be 

explained by partial lethality of the same recessive as was 
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postulated for body 	L;ht, or perhaps eivally like1., b' 

pletely separate recessive, linked with that affecting body weight. 

When the frequency of the recessive in MSS increased, the lethal- 

ity became obvious. 	Such a recessive was expected to be at a 

very low frauencv in I-1LS (selected up with inbreeding) ind in 

:tLX (crossbreds), being removed by selection Letween-p1rs wile 

1nbr.edin, even w:ii co'pard with the !-ILA control, 	The higher 

mortality in -iales compared to that of females needs to be ex- 

plained. 	It we assumethat the recessive is carried on the X- 

chromosome, then the Chance of death In males will be the 

recessive's frequency () In the population. 	The percentage o 

deaths shown in Table (27) is 28.6 keepiu in mind the standard 

error attached to that estimate. 	If t-ut is trio gene frequency, 

we need to explain the high mortality in females, which is much 

higher than the expected (2) 
	

it seems thrtt viAbility of females 

terozyotes for th recessive geile was not unity, and that the 

gene bus some lethal effect on the ncterozyote. 	By simnie cal- 

culation, it is found that if only about 177, of the hetcrozvoug 

females die In addition to the homozyotes for the recessive, this 

will explain the high taortaiitv in MS fernales. 	The assumption 

of a sex-linked lethal, and toe calcul4tion woich followed, loas 

also found to be sufficient to explain the hib mortalit' in the 

MLA (selected) females, taking into consideration the expected 

standard error for the measurements. The to er than expected 

mortality in iSC (inbreds) might be due to te high percentage of 

non-productive matings, which affects mainly small parents, as 
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presented before. 	This will reduce the tortaltv because the  

number of potentially small offspring (with Al the coneiuence 

noted before) will be reduced. 

It must be stressed tint the x-linced lethal has UK 

invoked merely to explain the excess mortality of males over that 

of females in the M.99 strain, vitich was a strain that showed vary 

hign mortality in females even. 	The lethal gene hypothesis is by 

no means proved by the data and it Is arguable even if it is re- 

quired. 	For instance, the susceptibility of male mice to 

chloroform, and other carbochtorides, is well known. 	It could 

*.iell he that som, ruch interaction involving sex could explain the 

data here, if such an interaction could be identieled. 	Same 

pathological conditions could vell increase mortality more in 

males than in females. 

teriltti 

This is the inverse aspect of fertility, regarded as an 

all-or-none character. 	It was not attempted to ldenticv which o  

the parents was responsible, and for this reason the description 

will apply to matins of pairs. 	The percentage of the non-rroductive 

matinzs (terila plus those which did not raise offspring to f, 

weeks) out of the total set up per goneration were shown in Tahie 

(28). 	The mean body weights of productive and of non-productive 

matings are shown in Table (29). 

In the selected control (MLA), sterility went throuh 

extreme changes over the generations and showed that In this stock, 

sterility is more of a random than a consistent process. 	In MSC 



(1nbrtds without selection) and 'L3 (selected u;wards with in-

breeding), the number of sterile 3aci1g3 Increased with advanced 

inbreeding. 	The decline in the number of sterile matins in 

4LX 2 (F 2) compared to MLX I (F 1) would substtiate the con-

clusion that sterility increased with inbraedin and declined to 

a lower level on crossing. 	The decrease in sterility Perctae 

in 193 (on 50 inbreeding) compared to MSS, can he attributed to 

an abnormally high mortality in SS 1. 	It could he tt the 

frequency of the ens responsible had been reduced to a nlimim 

for this reason. 	This explanitot is very- tentative rin,.I nvron- 

mental factors might also be Involved. 

Results presented in Table (2') Oor the :ean  

of mated pairs do not show any fixed trend in 'ftS and MSS. 	In ALA 

(selected), the mean of non-productive parents was higher in the 

first three generations and lower in tae last three cenerations. 

This was reflected in the observed and expected selection 

differentials. 	The mean body weig , tt of non-productive pairs was 

lower than tat of the productive ones in the inured (MC), as noted 

earlier. 	In the cross-breds, tile non-productive pairs are those 

of the highest mean 6 veek body weit. 	The inplications of this 

effect will be di3cussed In the next section. 

Fffect of Natural Selection 

Because or the near-fixation of enes affectnc body 

weight, it becomes slightly unrealistic to talk of natural selection 

operating on body veight. 	Meverth'jess, it was established earlier 

that the fixation was not absolute, and we must examine the possible 

role of natural selection in the maintenance of this residual 
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genetic variance, and the extent to which it tsav oppose artificial 

selection for further gain. 

Natural selection can work through differential fertility 

of parents and/or nortality o offsprc.n, as poL;ted out by 

Falconer (1960). 	Two sources of information are available; the 

previous history prior to generation 29 and the continued relax-

ation afterwards, and the six generations of selection in t:ils 

experfnent. 	If natural skAection oppoed artFiciai selection up 

to 	nerjtLi IA 	(;ii otLtp- 	 4ter tit 	re1a) 

LLuan ody te i .t at 	;ulc.dci ie aa - u litter 

sire, boru and weaned, should increase on relaxation. 	NeiVier of 

which occured (figures 4 and 19) as dicused before. 	Dunn", the 

six generations of selection (MbA 31-36), the realised and expected 

selection differentials are shown in figure (7), and Table (5). 

The expected are higher than the realised for the first three 

generations of selection, then during the last three generations 

the realised are higher. 	This merely reflects the di.scrapanev in 

weight between productive and non-productive parents, mertioned in 

the last section. 	iat is abundantly clear is that qeiecton 

differentials were not eroded by a lack o4  variance in body weight. 

Even during the first three generations, the realised selection 

differentials are not very low. 

It 1'; obvious that natural selection, at least durinc 

tae last three generations, was not workIn.,  through reduced ferti-

lity; although it iiht have nad some effect during the ?rst 

three generations of selection. 



The "nints ientionsd above ive no indcaton about 

differential mortality. 	Indeed, prenatal (at pre- and post- 

impl.antationaj stages) and postnatal mortality are hi 	In the 

selected 1LA. 	There is no wav of knowing whether the sreller 

or larger offspri.n die at the diffarnt stages 'mm fertilization 

up to birth and withouthdividual Identification and wee, 

at later stages e1ter. 	The beet source of infor-i0tion came 

from comparing the postnatal growth curves of MLA (seiectei) vttr 

that provided by Dr C. Priet1e, (uupublioed) ror males of QLD 

replicate which happened to Wave similar mean Ciady weight to QLA 

replicate. (the base population for this york). 	2LD sirms little 

mortality. 	T ¶.'eLgLts at all aces in MA war- very close to 

Chose in 2LD (figure 21), des'--Ate the much higher mortalitv In U. 

If the animals tat died in iLA were the lighter ones, than from 

the well establi;hed regressions of body weight (at any age) on 

earlier weights, it follows that the earlier 'elhts of the sur- 

vivors should be above tag ineau e 	There is no evidence that ts 

is so, and to th: extent Mat tiAC comparison is valid, (as tt'e 

two replicates iiave been separated by more than 3 generations of 

selection) ttih theretore excludes differential mortality of the 

lighter mice. 	Likewise. of course, it excludes differential 

mortality of the heavier mice. 	iere is ttzs no evidence of 

natural selection opt.-rating on bc'di 'ei - ht througii differential 

mortality. 

Perceotge of non-productive TuCtins in ML!, shown in 

Table (28) are generally high as in all other exparimcntal line,. 

No definite trends are apparent and this i4 particularly true In 
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LA (selected) which varied from zero to 25%, 

The rsu1ts presented above appear to force te con-

clusion that natural selection has not played an bportant role 

in opposing artificial selection and In maintaifiing variahiiLt 

in this population. 	It might Fava some effect in the {nreds 

(MSC) and crossbred, (MLX) through reduced fertility of small or 

large parents, respectively, implausible though this may be. 

U. 
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CHAPTER (4) 

DISCUSS ICW AND CONCLUSION 

The main purpose of the experimental work described in 

the previous chapters was to replicate (with 6 week body weight 

as a character) Falconer's (1971) breeding method which was 

successful in improving litter size in $ strain of mice, when it 

was at its limit to selection for high fertility. 

The selected large replicate of the (-atrain (QLA) was 

chosen to provide the bass population for this work. It was 

shown that this replicate set the operational criteria of a 

selection limit. Relaxation, selection and inbreeding failed 

to produce any significant change in the mean of the character 

(6 weeks body weight). 

The results threw some light on the nature of the 

selection limit for 6 week body weight in this strain. It was 

shown that the limit was due to the exhaustion of additive 

genetic variance, which had been brought about by a high degree 

of fixation of genes controlling the character, though there wse 

still some segregation of recessives at the limit. These points 

were discussed earlier and their genetic implications were 

examined while presenting the results. 

The Success of the Breedink method: 

The breeding method used (inbreeding with selection 

and the subsequent crossing of the best inbred line.) did not 

produce any improvement in body weight. This failure was attri-

buted to a lack of directional dominance and of differentiation 
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in gene frequencies between the lines (in regard to 6 week body 

weight), when the lines were crossed. The lack of directional 

dominance was indicated by the fact that body weight did not 

decline on inbreeding, and by the failure of the crossbreds to 

exceed the mean of the parental lines. The lack of different-

iation was attributed to a high degree of fixation of favourable 

genes coupled with the effectiveness of selection, while in-

breeding, in eliminating the genes responsible for the different-

iation between the inbred lines before crossing. The effective-

ness of the selection was clear from the changes in mean body 

weight during the inbreeding in MLS (selected upward with in-

breeding). Mean body weight declined significantly in the 

first generation of inbreeding (MIS 1), followed by a very slight 

further depression in MLS 2 with a significant improvement, nearly 

to the level of the base population, in MIS 3 (P 50%). Such 

improvement could be explained by Chance or environmental causes, 

but if we assume that, as expected, inbreeding revealed the 

recessives while the continuous culling by selection removed 

them, then the improvement in MIS 3 is more likely to be mainly 

the result of selection. This kind of improvement in the inbred 

lines, by the removal of the recessive., was not realized in 

Falconer's inbred lines, even though the improvement on crossing 

was explained by the elimination of such recessive.. There is 

thus a further discrepancy between the two experiment., most 

likely attributable to the different genetic control of the two 

characters, through differences in gene frequencies and, 

particularly perhaps, the magnitude of gene effect.. 
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It was concluded that in the absence of directional 

dominance and the lack of differentiation in gene frequencies, 

no method could possibly have worked unless, in some way, it 

introduced more genetic variance. The breeding method would 

possibly have produced positive results if the population had 

been taken while the response to selection was still apparent 

but declining, i.e. while there was still a reasonable amount of 

segregation remaining in the line. This suggestion indicates 

the need for further work to teat the efficacy of this procedure. 

The incipient limit would have to be anticipated, and the 

breeding method switched. Any extra gain at this stage would 

validate a change in breeding policy, though from an applied 

point of view, such extra gain would have to be evaluated in 

terms of the time and effort taken to secure it. 

The nature of the limit for body weight in this experi-

ment and for litter size in Falconer's (1971) one share some 

common features. However, the outcomes were quite different. 

This might be due to the difference in the genetic control of the 

two characters. Body weight is highly additive compared with 

litter size, where the additive portion is small compared to the 

non-additive part. Falconer (1971) estimated that the number of 

loci in his population was as high as about 80 and those which 

were still segregating as high as 40 even after long-term 

selection. In case of body weight, the number of effective 

loci is such smaller and those still segregating at the limit 

seem to be few and at a very low frequency. Otherwise, it is 

very difficult to explain the maintenance of body weight on 



relaxation for about 12 generations, or on inbreeding for 5 

generations, or the lack of response to further selection for 

six generations in this experiment. 

The Residual Genetic Vriance in Body Weights 

The significant differentiation between the inbred 

lines in MLS (selected upwards with inbreeding), MSS (selected 

downward with inbreeding), MSC (inbred only) and RLS (the 

replicate selected upwards with inbreeding), together with the 

response to downward selection while inbreeding in KISS, all 

firmly indicate the presence of genetic variance at the limit. 

This variance was suggested to result from the segregation of 

recessives at low frequencies. Evidence for the recessive 

theory came also from the differentiation between families 

within lines. The differentiation between lines traced back to 

the beginning of the inbreeding prograame. Overdominance and 

natural selection were excluded as causes for maintaining the 

segregation of the recessives whose presence, after long-term 

selection, was attributed to the ineffectiveness of selection 

alone in removing such recessives when they become very rare. 

All, this was discussed earlier, and we must now examine the 

Postulate in more detail to see whether a model can be constructed 

to explain the experimental observations. 

The recessive, proposed in this experiment could 

either be few with major effects or many with small effects. It. 

is very difficult to decide between such hypotheses, even if the 
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question is a real one. What we propose to attempt here is to 

examine the range of gene numbers and effects that could be 

tolerated by the system. It was mentioned in the results that 

we have evidence in favour of genes with major effects. This 

evidence derived from the shape of the divergence between ilLS and 

MSS i.e. between selection upward and downward with inbreeding. 

This was shown in figure (8) and Tables (4) and (12). The 

evidence is bolstered by the following considerations: 

The following is a summary of the facts to be 

reconciled: 

Inbreeding depression in ilLS 1 (let generation 

of inbreeding with upward selection) a -2.26 

1.03 on 23% inbreeding. 

(b) 	The mean reverted back to the base level in 

ilLS 3 (50% inbreeding), and exceeded ilLS 2 by 

+ 2.14 t 0.80. 

The depression on 50% inbreeding in MSS 2 

(Selection downward with inbreeding) is -3.70 

1.56. 

Selection for 6 generations (lILA) did not pro-

duce any improvement in mean body weight. The 

realized heritability in 0.017 t 0.132. 

Inbreeding alone (MSC) did not reduce the mean of 

the character. This is a troublesome result, as 

it is not in accord with those obtained from ilLS 

and MSS above. However, it was pointed out 



earlier (Chapter 3) that this line was 

plagued by non-productive matings, which 

obscured the results. For present purposes, 

the MSC line will therefore be ignored. 

5. 	Mean body weight did not alter during 12 

generations of relaxation. 

In pursuit of our model of residual segregation of 

recessive genes, we shall adopt a relatively simple approach of 

finding a not of values of : 

n, the number of segregating recessive.. 

q, the mean frequency of such recessives. 

a, the mean effect of the recessive. (where 

2a is the mean difference between homozygotea), 

which will satisfy the experimental observations. While the 

approach will in no way establish the model as the correct one, 

the existance of a plausible set of values is a prerequisite of 

the plausibility of the model. 

Assumptions z 

Following Falconer's (1960) symbolism, the model 

considered is one of complete dominance (a a d), assuming that 

the genes which are still segregating have an equal effect on 

the character and have the same frequency. 

Although the calculations were done for q a 0.1, 0.2, 

0.3; n = 1,....8 910 	and a = d - 1 9....., 89  the following 

points were considered: 
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The number of gene. (or effective factors) cannot 

meaningfully be separated from the effect of such genes. It is 

virtually impossible to distinguish, say, S genes with effects 

of 2 g, each from 10 genes with effects of 1 g. However, the 

fact that the lines showed some differentiation on inbreeding 

would argue against many genes with small effects. On general, 

and somewhat arbitrary, grounds we shall suppose that there are 

not more than 5 - 10 loci still segregating. This sort of 

number appears reasonable, particularly as the total number of 

effective factors controlling body weight in unselected stocks 

has been estimated to be no more than 50 (Falconer, 1953, 1960; 

chai, 1956; Roberts, 1966; Wilson et al, 1971). 	In our case, 

fixation has been judged to be almost complete, but again, this 

Is confounded with the kinds of gene frequencies we are prepared 

to tolerate. If 5 genes demand unrealistic gene effects, then 

such a low number could not be defended. Moreover, gene effects 

larger than one standard deviation 0 g. in this population) is 

most unrealistic after so many generations of selection). 

Although the set of values will be chosen on other 

criteria, as will be presented later, it is reasonable to take 

cognizance of the previous history of the strain in order to get 

upper limits on the parameters to be considered. The gene fre-

quency at QLA 0 is not known, but by assuming that the initial 

frequency of a recessive was as high as 0.59  we can obtain some 

kind of estimate of the frequency after selection by applying 
q 

Falconer's (1960) formula of q 	where there is complete 
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selection against the recessive, and t is the number of genera-

tions of selection. After 23 generations of selection in the 

QLA (after that no selection was practised), the gene frequency 

will drop to 0.04. This is when a a 1 (complete elimination 

of hosozygotes for the recessives). As we are selecting on 

the phenotypic level, a will not be 1 and we can assume that the 

gene frequency will be higher than this, say, of the order of 0.1. 

This is reasonable also on other grounds. For any locus that is 

segregating, the gene frequency can not be lower than 	where 

N is the number of parents. Therefore, even when all 8 pairs 

(during the selection) were fertile, this means that the gene 

frequency had a minimum value of 0.03; any sterility would raise 

the minimum frequency. 

The expected effect of inbreeding can be calculated 

from: 

MF * No - 2Fdpq (for one locus) 

Mo - 2PZdpq (for many loci). 

Values of ZdFpq were calculated and are presented in 

Table (So). The Table covers the range of frequencies, effects 

and numbers outlined above. The P value considered here was 

25% corresponding to one generation of full sib mating. This 

avoids for now the complications of some lines dropping out. 

Now, the depression actually observed for the first 

full-sib sating in MLS 1 was 2.26 1.05 g. The values in 

Table (30) which fall within an arbitrary range of one standard 

error from 2.26 have been underlined. It can be seen that a 



wide range of values for the parameters, q, a, and n will 

satisfy the results. 

But taking into account the restrictions which we wish 

to impose on the individual parameters, we are left with a 

narrower range of values that satisfy the criteria. In order 

to check on the reasonability of our restrictions and to explore 

the system further, the heritability was estimated for all sets 

of values underlined in Table (3o) using the formula given by 

Falconer (1971). 

s 2n(a/a)2  q3(l-q) 

where a is the standard deviation of 6 week body weight, which 

in this experiment equals 3 g. The estimates were compared 

with the realized heritability calculated for the 6 generations 

of selection (in MLA), which is 0.017 1  0.132. Those sets of 

parameters which generate an estimate of heritability close to 

the realized heritability are shown in Table (31)  

TABLE () 

gene 
frequency 

No. of genes 
ii 

Gene effect 
a = d 	- 

h2  
estimate 

0.1 9 3 0.016 

10 3 0.018 

7 4 0.022 

8 4 0.028 

0,2 None of the set of parameters gave a 
reasonable estimate of h2  that agree with 
R.H. - 0.017 and fit with the results of no 
response to selection. 

0.3 of 	

-I 

of  	 I 
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2dFpcj 	 F = 25% 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

1 	0.045 0.09 0.135 0.180 0.225 0.270 0.315 0.360 0.405 0.450 

2 	0.09 0.18 0.27 0.35 0.45 0.54 0.63 0.72 0.81 0.90 

3 	0.135 0.270 0.405 0.540 0.675 0.810 0.945 1.080 1.350 

4 	0.180 0.360 0.540 0.720 0.930 1.080 1.260 1.440 1.620 1.800 

5 1 0.225 0.450 0.675 0.900 1.15 1.350 1.575 1.800 025 2.250 

6 	0.270 0.540 0.810 1.080 1.350 1.620 1.890 2.160 2.430 2.700 

70.315 0.630 0.945 1.260 1.575 1.890 2.205 2.520 2.835 3.150 

S 	0.360 0.720 1.080 1.440 1.800 2.160 2.520 2.880 3.240 3.600 

q=O.2 d1 	2 	3 	4 	5 	6 	7 	8 	9 	10 

1 0.08 0.16 0.24 0.32 0.40 0.48 0.56 0.64 0.72 0.80 

2 0.16 0.32 0.48 0.64 0.80 0.96 1.12 1.28 1.44 1.60 

I3 0.24 0.48 0.72 0.96 1.20 1.44 1.68 1.92 2.16 2.40 

40.32 0.64 0.96 1.28 1.60 1.92 2.24 2.56 2.88 3.20 

5 j O.40 0.80 1.20 1.60 2.00 2.40 2.80 3.20 3.60 4.00 

6 4 0.48 0.96 1.44 1.92 2.40 2.88 3.36 3.84 4.32 4.80. 

7 0.56 1.12 1.68 2.24 2.80 3.36 3.92 4.48 5.04 5.60 

8 0.64 1.28 1.92 2.56 3.20 3.84 4.48 5.12 5.76 6.40 

q=O.3di 	2 	3 	4 	5 	6 
	

9 	10 

1 0.105 0.210 0.315 0.420 0.535 0.640. 0.745 0.850 0.955 1.05 

2 0.21 0.42 0.63 0.84 1.05 1.26 1.47 1.68 1.89 2.10 

3 0.315 0.630 0.945 1.260 1.575 1.890 2.205 2.520 2.835 3.150 

4 0.42 0.84 1.26 1.68 2.10 2.52 2.94 3.36 3.78 4.20 

5 0.525 1.050 1.576 2.100 2.625 3.150 3.675 4.20 4.725 5.250 

6 0.63 1.26 1.89 2.52 :3.15 3.78 4.41 5.04 5.67 6.30 

7 0.735 1.470 2.205 2.940 3.675 4.410 5.145 5.880 6.615 7.350 

8 0.84 1.68 2.52 3.36 4.20 5.04 5.88 6.72 7.56 8.40 



The set of parameters which explain the results in 

this experiment seem to fall at a q • 0.1 and n • 9 - 10, and 

3g. 

In order to teat this set of values in explaining the 

other consequences of the experimental work, the first question 

to be answered now is: Why did the removal of these genes, 

exposed by inbreeding and eliminated by the selection in MIS, 

not result in an increase in the mean on crossing? Or to re-

phrase the question: Row much is the mean body weight expected 

to increase after the removal of such recessives? To answer 

this question, the estimated mean of the population was calculated 

when those recessives were still segregating in the population 

(q a 0.1) and compared with the expected mean after their removal 

(i.e. setting qO) so, mean of the population 

M a Z[a(p - q) + 2dpq] 

with the recessives: 

a 10 [3(0.8) + 6 * 0.09 w 294 g. 

without the recessives in a q a Ot 

M = 1o[3 a 30.0g. 

The difference • 0.6 g. which is the expected increase 

in mean body weight if the recessives were removed. The standard 

errors of generation means realized in the inbreeding programme 

were of the order of 0.85 g., and when we add the uncertainitjes 

Of fluctuations in generation means beyond those predicted from 

94. 



their sampling variances, the differences of 0.6 g. could not 

be detected in any way, even if it had occured. 

Continued selection in MLA in this experiment might 

have produced an identical result by decreasing the frequency of 

the recessive.. But because their frequencies were low at the 

beginning of the programme, then a further reduction in gene 

frequency would be very small and the accompanying change in mean 

body weight would likewise be of minor importance. As the fre-

quency becomes lower, further changes in the frequency become 

trivially small. This provides an answer to the question of, 

if the genes are of such effect (one standard deviation), why 

did they remain in the population after long term selection? It 

is the gene frequency and not the gene effect which matters in 

such situations. 

The Depression in. mean body weight of MS$ (dpward selection 

with Lnbrsedin4)s 

The second question to be answered Las Do the same 

set of parameters explain the depression in NSS 2, which is 3.70 

1.56 g? In this case we are selecting for the recessive and 

we have to calculate first the gene frequency expected in 

generation MSS 2, 

z. q Lpq 	(Falconer, 1960)9  for complete dominance 
up 

*3 q0.l ap3 

The intensity of selection in MSS 1 z  0.95, 

95. 
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a 0,95 x 0,09 x 2 x 0.1 a 0.017 

0 0 .91  a 0.117 

a  in MSS 2 

where q = 0.177, and i 1.15 

Aq a 1.13 x 0.117 x 0.883 * 2 * 0.111 

-0.028 

a 0.117 • 0.028 - 0.145 i.e. gene frequency in 

)&SS 2. 

.•. The expected depression in MSS 21  when q - 0.145, 

n = 10, a a 3 and F aSMv  to 

n(2dpqF) 

10(2 X 3 x 0.858 x 0.145 * 0.50) 

* 3.72 g. 

which is exactly the depression realized in MSS 2 on 50% inbreeding. 

It need hardly be explained that such close agreement suet be 

fortuitous. 

All these tests and results can be taken as an accept-

able indication that our assumptions and conclusions of q being 

not more than 0.1, the effect being not more than 3 S. and 

number not more than 10 are all reasonable. The calcul&tins 

also show that there is no reason to reject the possibility that 

the frequency of the recessives is in continuous decline as a 

result of selection and that the eventual fixation of the 

favourable genes (complete loss of the recessive.) would even-

tually take place. It also shows that six week body weight in 

96. 
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this population is not expected to show any measurable further 

increase, unless a favourable mutation will occur. Any changes 

in the mean that may happen can be attributed to environmental 

effect.. 

Although the set of parameters of q, n, and a, were 

derived on certain assumptions and that such values seem to fit 

and explain all the experimental data, it certainly did not ex-

clude higher "*f values with smaller effects especially U we 

invoke linkage to be playing a role. 

What has been established in this section is that the 

experimental results are all coherent, and that the values for 

the genetic parameters which would yield such results are not 

wildly unrealistic • No one would place such reliance on their 

arithmetical accuracy, but they do seem to be of a reasonable 

order of magnitude. In quantitative terse, the segregation of 

a few recessives at a low frequency, even though the system 

requires them to have major effects, would be sufficient to give 

a pattern of results similar to those actually observed. 



S1$U4AR Y 

A breeding method (inbreeding with continued selection 

and crossing the best lines) used by P*lcon.r (1971), and which 

had succeeded in Improving litter size in a line at its limit to 

selection, was tried with 6 week body weight as the character. 

A line of sic, selected to its limit for high body weight was 

chosen to provide the base population for this work. It was 

shiin that in this line further selection, relaxation and in-

breeding all failed to produce any significant change in the 

mean of the character. 	The new breeding method also failed, 

and this was attributed to a high degree of fixation of genes 

affecting weight. The lines when crossed were not different-

iated genetically and it was concluded that no method could 

have succeeded unless it introduced more genetic variation. 

It was suggested that this method would possibly have 

produced positive results if the population had been taken while 

there was still a reasonable mount of segregation remaining, 

and in this respect, further work is needed to test the 

efficiency of the method. The incipient limit would then have 

to be anticipated, and the breeding method switched. Any extra 

gain at this stage would validate a change in breeding policy, 

though from an applied point of view, such extra gain would have 

to be evaluated in torus of the time and efforts taken to secure 

it. 

It was also shown that the fixation of body size genes 

was not absolute; the lines initially differentiated, but this 
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was obliterated by the continued selection. Selection downward 

while inbreeding yielded some response. The results are com-

patible with recessives at low frequency in this line. Over-

dominance and natural selection were excluded as causes for 

maintaining the segregation of the recessives whose presence, 

after long term selection, was attributed to the ineffectiveness 

of selection alone in removing such recessives when they become 

very rare. 

An attempt\,o examine the range of gene frequency, 

gene number and gene effects that could be tolerated by the 

system. It was shown that on the assumption used, a gene fre-

quency of net more than 0.1, an effect of not more than 3g. and 

a number not more than 10 could reasonably explain all the exper-i-

mental results, but this certainly did not exclude higher numbers 

of genes with smaller effects. It is also the case that there 

is no reason to reject the possibility that the frequency of the 

recessives would eventually be reduced further as a result of 

selection and that the eventual fixation of all of the favourable 

genes would eventually take place. It was nevertheless shown 

that six-week body weight in this population is not expected to 

show any measurable further increase, unless a favourable mutation 

will occur. 

"An experimental technique involving the transfer of 

fertilised eggs was employed to elucidate further the relation-

ships between genetic effects and maternal effects, and their 

Joint influence on body weight at various ages". 
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ThL1U (4) 

Mean 6 week body weight (corrected for the 

effect of litter size) 

of the cQLAj  relaxed, selected (MLA) and izthrcds (MSC). 

Relaxed (QLA) Selected (fLA) Inbred (CC) 

Cenerition 
No. 

+ 
Sc tean - Generaticn 

Ao. 

+ - an eneratjon 
o. 

I - Se 

QLA/29 3.il±.8 MLA/ '.4  SC/ 

30 30 2.16.9d 

31 29.11 ii 

32 31.65 37 30.5±0.68 32 23.2±0.7 

33 31.15 33 33 

34 31.00 34 30.5JZ).45 34 2.710.41 

35 30.35 35 30.850.'LS 35 2.1±1.1 

3 

Standard errors or te Q1A generations are not avnilab1. 



TABLE ( 

Expected and )berved Selection Differentials of MA (selected) 

of 

Expectad 

obrvd 
selection meaa 

3 6 	5 	1.45 

Q can Mmn expected 

,ILA/ 31 1.90 '. 32 1.11 0.7 

32 1.38 	1.35 1.3 1.)4 1.2 

33 1.62 	2.35 	1.9n, 1,21 lt; ri 

34 2.42 	1.23 	1.84 .37 1.77 2.37 1.12 

0.91 	1.34 	1.13 .71 1.) 1.33 1. 11R 

36 1.71 	1.42 	1.57 2.00 2.23 2,12 1.35 



TABLE >) 

Corrected Mean 6 Week Body Weight 

Base population   Inbreds Crosses 
1) 

and control Mean B.W. MLS 
1 MLS 

2 3 1 1LX 
2 

(1LA) SE * F = 25 n F 	37.5% n F = 50% 
'2  

QLA 29 30.61± .85 13 

:ILA 30 28.16± .88 11 28.36±.55 15 

31 29.42± .69 8 28.03± .58 17 

32 30.85± .68 13 30.17±.59 15 
33 29.72± .85 14 30.11±.77 16 
34 30.50± .45 13 29.78±.64 20 
35 30.86± .98 13 

36 29.20±0.69 1 	10 

*n : denotes the number of litters available to estimate the generation mean. 

I
: SE for each generation mean was calculated from the variance of litter means. 	These SE are not 

precise, but they give an indication of the magnitude of sampling error to which generation means 

are subject. 

Table 6: The corrected mean of the generations of inbreeding (ML) and of P 1 (MU 1) and F 2 (MLX 2) 

together with the mean of the contemporary control (MLA). 



TABLE (7) 

Comparison (within generation) between the mean 6 week body weight 

of lines that continued to the subsequent generation and the mean of 

the succeeding generation together with the mean of the contemporary 

control 

Mean of: QLA 29 MLS 1 MLS 2 3 

All lines within 
the generation 

+ 
30.61-0.85 28.430.53 27.541.04 30.31o.47 

Lines continued 
to the next 

+ 
30.03-1.15 

+ 
28.82-0.43 

+ 
29.0l-0.3 

generation 

The Control (MLA) 28.16±0.88 29.42±0.69 30.85±0.68 



31.47g* 
28.81g 

rnean30.14 31.5q 26.16 

27.68 33.57 

28.85 \ 27.99 
32.84 31.09 
30.65 

iean30.73 mean-30.54 

33.13 34.73 
28.32 24.60 

30.06 ean-30.77mean-29.66 

29.29v  

30.63g 

28.74 

30.15g 13 

TABLE (8) 

V lines 

1 	 5 	 6 	 1.3 

M.arginal Mean 	27.55g 	30.55g 	31.60g 	28.35 

Table (8): 

Representing, the lines crossed to produce (tLX1) i.c. the Flo 

Tile mean body weights (corrected for tile effect or litter size) 

within each cell are included. 	The marginal means for the lines, 

as male and female parents are also sown. 

* Mean of litters available with that combination 0r Sire X dam. 



TABLE (hA) 

AOV : MLS (selected upward with Inhreedin) 

Generation d.f. Mean Square 

ILS 1 

Bet, lines 9 310.05* 

Bet, litters 5 61.80 

Bet, individuals 118 12.40 

LS 2 

Bet, 	lines 8 197,95* 

Bet, 	litters 17 4.39 

Bet, individuals 119 11.13 

MLS 3 

Bet, lines 5 209.46* 

Bet. 	litters 9 58.35 

Bet. individuals 103 7.94 

TABLE (11B) 

AOV : MLS3 lines crossed to produce MLX 1(F1.) - 

Lines 	(1,5,6, 	and 13) d.f, lean Square 

Bet. lines 3 11.43 

Bet, litters 7 70.22 

Bet, individuals 79 7.65 

TABLE (llC) 

AOV : MSS (selected downward witn inbreeding) 

Generation d.f. ?ean Square 

ASS 1 

Bet. 	lines 5 49.84* ci -g. 	at 	5' 

Within lines 32 7,20 

IlisS 	2 

Bet. 	lines 3 70.81* Sig. at 1 

Bet, 	litters 3 13.04 

Bet, individuals 44 6.52 

* Denotes an F-
value 
3iqnificant 
at the 57 lei 



TABLE (110) 

AOV : NBC (Inbreds witrout Selection) 

Generation d.f. Mean Squares 

1$C 32: 

Bet. 	lines 11 82.29* 

Bet, 	litters 3 

3et. individuals 111 12.44 

1SC 33: 

Bet. 	line; 3 164.13* 

Bet. 	litters 51.03 

Bet, 	individual; 31 

SC 34: 

Bet. lines 6 178,56* 

Bet. 	litters 5 8.36 

Bet. 	invidua1s 9 2 7,90 

MSC 35: 

Bet, 	lines 4 224.21* 

Bet, 	litters 4 13.79 

Bet, individuals 8,95 

* Indicates an F—value significant at the 1 level, 



TABLE (12) 

'lean 6 week body weight corrected for tile effect of litter 

size for the NLS (selected upwards with inbreeding), MSS 

(selected downwards wit: inbreeding), together with their 

contemporary control (MLA). 

!LA 4S S 

'U.A 	3() 	28.16.88 28.36.54 

MLA 31. - 28.1.53 27,7611.5 

Lk 32 - 30.85±.68 30.17±.59 



TABLE (15) 

Mean 6 week body weight (corrected for the effect of 

litter size) for the Replicate (RLS) generationsof 

inbreeding and their contemporary control (MLA) and 

the Base population (MLA 32). 

The Control The Replicate 

MLA 32 - 30.85±.68 
ALA 33 a  29.72,85 RLS I 	29.95.6 

34 - 30.50±.45 RLS 2 - 29.70.77 
35 - 30.86±.98 RLS 3 - 27.79.71 

36 - 29.22.69 RX(F1)- 28.681.46 



TABLE (17) 

Mean Birth Weights 

Control 
fLA up 

Inbred selected Crossbred 
Jlux 

Inbred 
don 

selected 
1S' 

Inhrds Only 

LS/ 

30 	1.61* 1 1.53  

31 	1.6 2 1.67 1 1.62 419Cf 

32 	1.63 3 1.7) 2 l.1M 1. 1.58 

33 	1.5 I 	1.69 71 1.67 

34 	1.67 2. 	1.65 34 1.73 

35 	1.73 15 1.71 

36 	1.84 1.66±0.03 

* SF for all tue values presented in table (17) range between 0.02-0.05 

TABLE (18) 

1ean Weaning Weights 

Control 
ILA 

Inbred selected 
up 	MLS 

Crossbred 
1LX 

Inbred selected 

down 	'ISS 

Inbred 

mlv 	SC 

fLSf 

30 11.37.38 1 	9.40.45 

31 10.43±0.35 2 	10.04±0.4.) + 1.05 MSC/ 

32 	9.92±0.4u 3 	13. 	4 • () MLX/ 2 	.0O.60 32 9.16±0.54 

33 10.35±0.46 1 	9.31±0.54 31 

34 	9.9910.58 2. 	91. 34!(). 51  34 10.43O.5 

35 10.290.74 35 	.270.52 

36 	9.71±0.9 35 



TABLE (19) 

Correlation and Regression of 6 weeks on -A week Body Weight 

Correlation Regression 
Generation r b±se a 

MLA 30 71 0.43 0.98±0.24 

31 64 0.67 1.61±0.23 

32 119 0.71 1.51±0.14 

33 102 0.63 1.52+0.19 

34 123 0.67 1.41±0.14 

35 106 0.74 1.82±0.16 

36 74 0.78, 1.49+0.17 

MLS 	1 130 0.74 1.86±0.14 

MLS 2 145 0.74 1.63±0.13 

MLS 3 123 0.79 1.57±0.11 

MLX 1 145 0.74 1.59±0.10 

MLX 2 173 0.70 1.49±0.13 

MSS 1 38 0.81 1.36±0.18 

MSS  57 0.67 1.92±0.28 

MSC 32 126 0.64 1.52 ±0.16  

33 92 0.70 1.16±0.12 

34 104 0.52 1.11±0.18 

35 69 0.85 2.28±0.17 



TABLE (20) 	Mean litter size Born and Weaned 

MLA (sele 
Inbreds Selected * 

MSC 
Inbreds only 	j Crossbreds 

F% MLX 
Upwards MIS Downwards MSS 

Born Weaned * Born Weaned MSC Born Weaned Genera-
tion No. Born Weaned Born Weaned 

QLA 29 10.92±0.68 9.21±0.51 

MLA 30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

8.33±0.73 

9.00±0.80 

10.07±0.76 

10.06±0.79 

9.13±0.83 

6.75±0.89 

8.12±0.77 

9.38±0.72 

7.93±0.75 

9.07±0.70 

10.27±0.59 

9.00±0.67 

9.00±0.82 

9.27±0.52 

8.18±0.54 

8.29±0.70 

8.62±0.70 

8.37±0.73 

7.00±0.73 

7.57±0.80 

25.0 

37.5 

50.0 

QLA 31 
10.57±1.21 
MSC 

9.80±0.79 

8.28±0.84 

9.53±0.67 

10.14±1.21 

8.83±0.79 

8.08±0.74 

8.92±0.74 

25.0 

37.5 

50.0 

8.50±0.90 

9.27±0.67 

7.94±0.73 

8.90±0.58 

35 9.50±0.77 8.23±0.71 
7.90±1.06 7.89±0.75 59.0 

36 7.42±0.87 7.40±0.58 
7.67±1.28 6.80±1.50 67.0 

* This represents the inbreeding coefficient in the offspring. 



TABLE Zi 

Correlation and Regression of 6 week body weight on 

litter size weaned. 

Generation n 
Correlation 

+ 
r- se 

Regression 
+ 
b-se 

MLA 30 11 - 0.129 0.33 - 0.134 ± 0.343 

31 8 - 0.417 t 0.32 - 0.343 ± 0.305 

32 13 -0.612 t 0.24* -0.688 ± 0.267* 

33 14 -0.201 - 0.20 - 0.196 ± 0.275 

34 13 - 0.770 0.24* - 0.805 0.201* 

35 13 - 0.775 t 0.19* - 1.507 ± 0.377* 

36 10 - 0.899 0.15* - 1.723 ± 0.297* 

MLS 1 15 - 0.674 0.22* - 1.006 ± 0.307* 

MLS 2 17 - 0.664 - 0.19* - 0.931 t 0.270* 

MLS 3 15 - 0.811 0.16* - 1.115 0.223* 

NLX 1 17 - 0.578 '- 0.21* - 0.654 0.238* 

MLX 2 20 0.561 t 0.19* - 0.736 0.255* 

MSS 1 6 - 0.845 - 0.22* - 2.069 - 0.654* 

MSS 2 8 - 0.727 - 0.28* - 1.778 - 0.454* 

MSC 32 15 - 0.21 t,  0.27 - 0.264 - 0.338 

33 12 - 0.049 - 0.29 - 0.583 - 0.324 

34 12 - 0.735 0.21* - 0.660 - 0.192* 

35 9 0.167 0.37 - 0.248 - 0.551 

36... 5 .,,..,. 	0.333. +0.54.........-..0.444 .t 0.726 



TABLE (24) 

Corpora lutea counts for Right and Left Ovaries 

Parental 
Generation 

Corpora Lutea Counts 

n Right Ovary Left Ovary F Difference 
(L-R) 

MLA 35 11 6.00 	.54 655 	74 055 ± .92 

1SC 35 9 6.22 ± .55 6.67 	.68 0.44 ± 	37 

1'US 	3 10 5.80 	•44 6.90 ± .71 1.10 ± .83 

MSS 	2 13 5.54 	.45 6.85 	.64 1.31 ± 	.66 

MLX 	2 15 6.00 ± .34 7.26 	.41 1.27 ± •53* 

TABLE (25) 

Embryo Counts for Left and right Uterine horn 

Parental 
enerat ion 	 Embryo Counts (at day 16 

n 	Right 	 Left 	 Oifference 
(L-P) 

"ILA 35 11 3.73±.67 5.18 ± 1.03 1.45 ± 1.13 

MSC 25 9 4.89±.51 3.84 ± .42 -1.00 ± .66 

4LS 	3 10 4.50±.48 6.10 ± .81 1.60 ± 	94 

MSS 	2 13 3.64±0.43 5.69 ± .70 2.00 ± .82* 

MLX 	2 15 4.53.59 5.27 ±.61 0.73 ± .85 

* Significant at the 5% level (t-test) 



TABLE 27 

Postnatal mortality as percentage of total born 

Generation 
Percentage of 
Female Mortality 

Percentage of 
Male Mortality 

Total 

MLA 9.31 	1.40 12.69 	1.50 22.00 

MLS 5.00 	1.00 5.86 	1.00 10.86 

MLX, 6.03 	1.70 5.74 	1.70 11.78 

MSS 15.44 	3.00 28.67 	3.80 44.11 

MSC 6.88 ± 1.40 5.59 	1.40 12.47 



TABLE 28 

Percentage of non_productive*matings out of the total set up 

Generation 
MLA MLS MSS MLX MSC 

MLA 30 6.25 MLS 1 20.00 

31 25.00 MLS 2 15.00 MSS 1 25.00 

32 18.75 MLS 3 25.00 MSS 2 12.50 • MSC32 6.25 

33 0 MLX 1 29.16 33 6.25 

34 6.26 MLX 2 16.66 34 18.7 

35 0 35 31.2 

36 25.00 36 25.0 

* Non-productive matings are the sterile plus matings which, did not 

raise offspring up to 6 weeks. 



TABLE (29) 

6 week body weight (Male body weight + Female body weight) 

of Productive and Non-Productive parents per generation 

Mean of Non-productive Mean of Productive 
Generation Parents n Parents n 

MLA 30 60.68 5 57.95 11 

31 62.17 6 59.29 10 

32 61.03 3 59.94 13 

33 64.25 2 63.26 14 

34 62.45 2 63.88 14 

35 60.60 3 61.91 13 

36 62.03 6 66.24 10 

NLS 1 57.40 4 57.61 16 

2 .59.90 3 61.12 17 

3 62.80 5 59.8 15 

MTLX 1 59.22 7 58.40 17 

MLX 2 61.08 4 59.67 20 

MSS 1 49.32 5 41.98 6 

MSS 2 48.7 (1) 52.28 7 

MSC 32 64.50 1 53.40 15 

33 58.70 3 59.17 13 

34 57.43 3 64.57 13 

35 58.04 7 60.19 9 
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PART II 

STUDY OF THE GENETIC AND MATERNAL EFFECTS ON 

BODY W21G}rr IN MICE BY EGG TRANSFER TECHNIQUE 

IN LARGE AND SMALL MICE AT THEIR LIMITS TO SELECTION 

CHAPTER (1) 

INTRODUCTION 

Body weight as a character is composed of, and depends 

on I 

(I) 	The genotype of the animal 

The size of the litter in whIch it was born 

The genotype of the dam 

"Remainder", e.g. nutrition, physical environment 

and other sources of variation not of concern to 

us here. 

The genotype of the dam, quite apart from the genes that 

she transmits to her offspring, may also affect the weight of 

those offspring in several other ways. The dam's genotype wilT 

to some extent determine the uterine environment which she pro-

vides, and her milk supply after the litter has been born. In 

addition, the size of the litter which she conceives is partly a 

function of her own genotype. All of these will affect the 

weight of the offspring, and can be termed "genetic maternal 

effects", ic, genetic iifluences on the trait other than those  

resulting from the direct transmission of genes. "Nongenetic 

maternal effects" will result mostly from other sources of 

variation in litter size, and in the pre- and postnatal feeding 

of the young, i.e. maternal influences not associated with the 
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dam's own genotype. In addition, there may be some interaction 

between the genotype of the dam and the genotype of the young 

which she bears. An extreme example was reported by Mason, 

Nicholson, Bogart and trueger (1957), where dame of a certain 

inbred strain were unable to supply the vitamin requirements of 

their crossbred young. 

We can therefore see that "maternal effects" are a 

whole complex of different phenomena, often accounting for a sub-

stantial proportion of the variation in body weight. Some 

examples from the mouse literature are cited below. It is 

therefore clear that any study of body weight in the mouse must 

take cognisance of maternal effects. Of particular relevance 

here is the following questions "To what extent do the genes 

selected exert their influence directly on the individuals 

measured, and to what extent indirectly through the genetic 

maternal effects?" For example, when mice become larger they 

usually provide an improved maternal environment, and so the 

progeny of selected mice benefit from the improvement of their 

parents through the maternal effect. 

Maternal Effects: 

Maternal effects have been broken up, to some extent 

arbitrarily, as fellows: the prenatal period (from ovulation to 

parturition), the postnatal period (from birth to 6 weeks) which 

includes the pre- and post-weaning periods. Like other mammals, 

the prenatal growth in the mouse is influenced by the uterine 

environment of the mother. The implantation site is one aspect 
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that affects growth during the prenatal period. This may 

operate partly by determining the blood supply that the growing 

embryo receives, as mentioned by Butler and Metrakes (1950). The 

position effect and some other prenatal effects are discussed by 

Healy et al (1960), McCarthy (1965) and McLaren (1965). The 

postnatal growth depends on milk supply and mothering ability. 

Stu4y4f Maternal Bffectsz 

Different approaches have been used to estimate the 

Importance of maternal influence or any part of it on body weight 

(Butler, 1952; Chai, 1936; Carmon, 1962; Falconer, 1963, 1971; 

Eisen, 1970, among many others, some of which are reviewed below). 

Maternal effects, for many species including mice, were reviewed 

by Pani (1968), and for laboratory species by Legates (1972). 

Methods used in these studies Includes 

Comparison of reciprocal crosses of different strains 

or breeds. 

Differences between paternal and maternal half-sib 

correlation. The latter includes maternal effects in addition 

to a quarter of the genetic variance, 

vorAjOsW and a litt?&e of the epistatic affects. In this method, 

the maternal effects will be underestimated if the paternal half-

sibs are highly contemporaneous. Then their correlation will 

contain a high environmental component as well. 

Resemblance of dam and sire with their offspring. The 

resemblance between dam and her offspring includes maternal 

effects in addition to half of the genetic variance and about a 



quarter of the epistatic variance. This method is of re-

stricted use in farm animals where the number of sires is far 

less than the number of dams and where some characters of 

economic importance are measurable on one sex only. 

4. 	The cross-fostering technique. 

Another approach was used by Brumby (1960) to study 

the effect of the uterine environment and other maternal 

effects. He transferred fertilized eggs and also cross-fostered 

whole litters between lines of mice selected by Falconer (1953) 

for high and low six-week body weight. His results demonstrated 

the marked importance of the prenatal phase of growth, and that 

the postnatal contribution varied according to the genotype of 

both the female and the young suckled. Moreover, be concluded 

that there is a difference in the maternal environment provided 

by the large and small strains and that these differences had 

resulted from changes in body size (as aresult of selection) 

and came about mainly by a deterioration in the maternal perform-

ance of the small strain. Contrary results were obtained by 

Moore et al (1969) who studied the relative importance of the 

genetic and maternal effects in two lines of mice selected for 

high and low body weight,.using the same technique. They 

showed that uterine effects were small throughout the growth 

period. They also found that genetic effects on individuals 

body weight were twice as large as postnatal maternal effects at 

one week and had become 10 times as large at 10 weeks of age. 

But earlier work, by Cox et al (1939), in studying the prenatal 

103. 
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and postnatal maternal contribution to body weight at different 

ages, by * cross-nursing experiment, showed that uterine effects 

on body weight were large at birth and decreased rapidly up to 

an age of 6 weeks. A similar result was report by El-Okah et 

al (1967). They found that the total maternal effect was high 

at birth and decreased markedly with sexual maturity. In a 

study of "compensatory growth" in mice, P4onteiro and Falconer 

(1966) found that the maternal effects in the preweaning period 

increased from birth to 4 weeks and then decreased by about 60% 

between 4 and 8 weeks. Their study also established that a 

high litter weight at 4 weeks was followed by low subsequent 

growth and vice versa. This is the phenomenon termed 

"compensatory growth". 

Litter Size effects on body weight: 

The effect of litter size on growth involves both the 

pre- and postnatal maternal effects. Most of the studies quoted 

above showed a negative relationship between the size of the 

individual and the size of the litter in which it was born. It 

was found that mice in litters of large size tend to have smaller 

individual weight than mice in small litters. The regression 

of 6 week body weight on litter size born was estimated by 

Falconer (1964) as -0.34 g, and by Roberts (1966b) as -0.60 g. 

The regression on litter size weaned calculated for the last 10 

generations of QLA mice (discussed in the first experiment) was 

-0.856 g (sexes averaged). A negative regression was also re-

ported by Moore et al (1969). However, in a study of size 
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inheritance in mice by Butler (1952) the data indicate only a 

minor effect of litter size on body weight and the author sug-

gested that it could be neglected. Chai (1957) also noted the 

absence of litter size effect on body weight. The effect of 

litter size was recently studied by Machin and Page (1973), by 

altering litter size after birth to 49  8 and 12 mice per litter. 

They found that at weaning, and at mating age, mice from the 

smallest litters were significantly the heaviest. The differ-

ences in weight were smaller at mating than at weaning and they 

concluded that this indicates the occurence of compensatory growth. 

Falconer (1955) calculated the psth coefficients 

relating litter size to the body weight of the dam and the size 

of the litter in which she was born. He found that the mother's 

body weight is inversely correlated with the size of the litter 

in which she was born and directly with the size of her own 

litter, i.e. large mothers tend to produce large litters in which 

the mice will be of small body size as a consequence. 

We therefore see that while the results of the various 

studies are in broad agreement on the general importance of 

maternal effects, they are not entirely consistent in their de-

tailed results. The magnitude of the maternal effects, the 

phases of growth affected, and the extent to which different 

phases are differently affected all show variation between 

studies. It thus becomes imperative to assess the role of 

maternal effects in a particular study before meaningful con-

clusions can be drawn about the genetics of growth, and 



especially so for studies involving nice selected for body 

weight. 

Specific Objectives of the Study: 

This experiment was designed in order to define: 

The actual genetic differences (i.e. in the 

absence of maternal difference.) between the 

large and small genotypes in regard to body 

weight, when the genotypes share the same 

uterus and are raised by the same mother. 

How much the different aspects of maternal 

effects (e.g. prenatal and postnatal) contri-

bute to the differences between large and small 

mice up to 6 weeks of age. 

The effect of litter size on body weight, by 

artificially varying the number of embryos 

gestated. 

Because the stocks for this experiment (donors and re-

cipients) were taken from the Q-strain at its limits to selection 

for large or small body weight, and that the limit in the large 

strains is mainly due to the exhaustion of additive variance, as 

shown previously, the answers to these questions should be more 

precise than if there had been residual segregation for body 

weight. 

A major point, not previously reported, was to allow 

competition between the two genotypes, of small and large body 
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weight, in the same mother. This was provided by mixing 

fertilized eggs, taken from large and small donors, in the same 

recipient, small or large. This part was designed to study the 

real genetic difference when both genotypes share the same pre-

natal environment (uterus) including nutritional, physiological 

and physical status, and share the same postnatal environment 

(pre- and post-weaning). 

Subsidiary Observation 

The "Enhancement Effect" 

Beatty (1956), when analysing some data on twinning in 

humans and in sheep, considered males and females as different 

genotypes, with the males representing the larger size. He 

found that the difference in birth weight between sexes of the 

unlike-sexed twins are consistently larger than the difference 

between male and female sets of twine. He described this pheno-

menon as the "enhancement effect" • He further found that when 

genotypically large and small rabbits are born together in mixed 

litters, their difference in weight at birth is greater than when 

the offspring are born in litters of one type only, (Beatty, 1959). 

Groups of females of intermediate weight were artificially in-

seminated by semen from large males, small males, and mixed 

semen in equal proportions. He ascribed the enhancement effect 

in birth weight to the competition among embryos. It appeared 

to arise from an increase in the birth weight of large offspring, 

together with a possible decrease in the birth weight of the 



small offspring. 

The design of the present experiment, especially the 

mixing of eggs, will offer a good chance to study this effect 

further. As far as I an aware, it has never been reported in 

the mouse, 
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CHAPTER (2) 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The plan of the experiment and the designation of the 

different groups are outlined in figure (1). The number of 

successful, operations within each group and the percentage of 

mean recovery (number recovered out of the total transferred) 

are presented in Table (1). 

The designs 

Fertilized eggs were taken from large and small dams 

which had been mated to males of their own strain. These eggs 

were transferred to pseudopregnant females, either (i) to host 

dams of the same strain or, (ii) to dame of the other strain, or 

(iii) the eggs were mixed and transferred to host dams of both 

strains. In all the above cases, 10 fertilized eggs were trans- 

ferred into each dam. In addition, types (i) and (ii) were 

duplicated with 5 eggs transferred into each dam. This was 

done to study the effect of litter size on body weight. 

For the unmixed groups, when 10 eggs were transferred, 

5 were put in each horn. When S eggs were transferred only one 

horn, mostly the left was used. For the mixtures (iii) 5 embryos 

of each genotype were mixed in a watch glass and taken randomly 

into two capillary pipettes (5 eggs in each). Each of the 5 

eggs were transferred to one uterine horn. A point which might 

introduce some variation, and is difficult to overcome by any 

experimental design, is the implantation sites. 	It is hoped that 
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mixing the eggs before transferring will help to randomise this 

effect. The two genotypes were identified and sexed at birth 

(small genotypes are all albino) as will be described later. 

The mean weight of each sex in each litter was recorded at birth 

and every 3 days. Individual weights were taken at weaning (21 

days) and at six weeks. 

TABLE (1) 

Number of successful operations and percentage of mean recovery 

(i.e. number born out of the number transferred) in each group. 

Designation 
Number 	-of--  
Operations 

Mean No. 
born 

Mean % 
recovery 

LSL 19 5.82 58.4 
LSS 25 4.50 44.8 
MU. 11 7.55 74.5 

FLL 12 3.08 61.7 
MSS 12 7.58 75.8 
PSS 15 3.33 66.7 
MIS 8 7.50 75.0 
FIS 28 2,93 58.6 
JVISL 7 8.14 81.4 
PSI.. 9 3.22 64.4 

The Stock used: 

The Q-strain of mice described by Falooner (1973*) was 

used in this experiment. The difference in body weight between 

large (about 30 g,) and small (about 15 g.) at 6 weeks was 

established during the previous generations of selection. 

Due to the need for mixing embryos, a genetic marker 

* manuscript under preparation. 



was used to differentiate between Large and Small mice. Albino 

mice were used to provide the stock for Small donors. The eye 

colour (colourless in the alb±no and dark coloured In other 

coloured mice) was used as marker at birth and thereafter up to 

the time when the coat colour became obvious. The Small stock 

used for this work was a mixture of (A, QSB and some QSE 

(generations 32 - 34). Small donors were always albino only, 

and the recipients were mostly albino as well, though a few 

coloured small recipients were used. 

The Large stock was a mixture of QLA, QLB, QLD, QLP 

(33 - 34) together with MLX 2 and QLA (33 - 35) described in the 

previous experiment), all brown or wild type In colour. The 

Large donors were taken from the two replicates QLB and QLP. 

The Large and Small stocks were non-inbred selected mice (at 

their limits to selection for large and small 6 week body weight 

and have approximately similar weights) taken from the Q-strain. 

The mice used as donors and recipients were 6 - 9 weeks old. 

There are two particular points to be considered re-

garding the stock of donors i 

I. The possibility of Large donors having albino mice: 

Mating between coloured animals may segregate albino, 

if the gene is still present in the stocks, and be confused with 

the small stocks. Looking at the colours of the offspring among 

matings for the last 10 generations in the QLA and QLB mice 

indicates that no albino colour was produced. Garnett 
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(unpublished) found that the upper 95% confidence limit of the 

albino gene frequency is 9% 9  and the upper limit to the expecta-

tion of any one egg being albino is consequently 0.2% (i.e. 45 . 

2. The effect of albino gene on body wejiht: 

A teat was done in which the 6 week body weight of 

albino mice was compared with that of coloured mice. The com-

parison was done within litters in the QS (Small) mice from 

generation 21 - 32-. The mean difference between albino versus 

coloured females was (-0.491 0.355), and for males (0.134 

0.275)9  and for the sexes combined (-0.119 t 0.215). None of 

these differences in significantly different from zero, indicating 

that the use of the albino gene as a marker will not affect the 

results. 

The t echnize * 

The technique of ova transplantation, developed by 

McLaren and Michie(1956; 1959) and used by Bruaby (1960) is also 

used in this study. It was practiced earlier by many workers, 

includingq Fekete (1947)9  to study differences in the effect of 

uterine environment upon development of two strains of nice. 

She found that normal pregnancies resulting from the transfer 

were successful in a higher proportion of cases if donors and 

recipients were of different strains than if they were of the 

sane strain. 

Two minor changes (in technique) were introduced from 

that originally described by McL.aren and Michie (1956). 
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1. 	The use of "Pontamine blue" to mark the point of the 

puncture in the horn. This was done simply by dipping the 

needle in the reagent before puncturing. This technique was 

adopted because it is very difficult to identify the point of 

the puncture through which to introduce the capillary pipette. 

The safety of using this chemical was suggested by Dr A. McLaren 

(personal. Communication). 	It was found that this substance did 

not affect normal implantation. 

2. 	Instead of making one dorsal transverse incision of 

about an inch long, two small incisions of less than 0.5 cm. long, 

one on each side and near the ovary, were made when transfer was 

done into both horns, otherwise only one aide incision was made. 

This allowed quick healing, and even when sometime, the Clips 

fell, the wound healed normally. Its narrow size prevented the 

possible exposure of the ovary to the exterior. 

It was decided at first to use hormone treatment to get 

a larger number of eggs and to use, if needed, immature mice as 

donors. This was found (McLaren and Michie, 1956) not to affect 

normal implantation and viability of embryos, and did not affect 

cleavage rate (Allan and McLaren, 1971). They found that eggs 

from induced ovulation, irrespective of the age of the female and 

the dose of the hormone, cleaved at the same rate as spontaneously 

ovulated eggs, but appeared to begin cleavage S hours earlier. 

Using hormone treatment and immature mice was followed at the be-

ginning of the experiment and then stopped for the following 

reasons s 
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Mating frequency between immature females and 

mature males was very low. This was also 

noticed by Bty (1960). 

Number of unfertilized and abnormal eggs was 

high. 

The wastage of prepared donors, (i. 	primed 

with hormones) due to failure of ni1ting to take 

place within the limit of the few hours after 

ovulation takes place, was high. Out of the 

many donors prepared and put with the males, 

lees than 10 were found to be plugged the 

next morning. 

Though accurate records were not collected on the points 

noted above, it was decided to use only mature females as donors 

and to rely on spontaneous ovulation. This had the advantage 

of producing results very close to normal pregnancies and develop-

ment. All the results discussed here were collected from 

naturally ovulated females. 

The donor/recipient stage of pregnancy: 

The best combination of donor/recipiertts found by 

Mctaren and Mich.te (1936) was 34 day eggs into 2j day mothers. 

Because of the difficulty in synchronising donors and recipients 

and to avoid unnecessary wastage of stock, all available com-

binations of the two successful ones were performed (i.e. 

3j x 2j and 31 x 3k). Frequencies of the successful pregnancies 



will be presented later. 

Males used: 

All males used with the donors were of proven fertility 

and were taken from the replicates QLB and QLF for the large and 

QSA and QSB for the small, 

Males used with the recipients were of two sorts: 

Vasectomised males, tested for their 

sterility. 

Genetically sterile males, also tested 

for their sterility. 

The vasectomised males were found to be better in 

mating ability. 
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CHAPTER (3) 

RESULTS 

The influence of Transplantation of embryos on their 

subsequent growth. 

Although Brumby (1960) has shown that transplantation 

per se has no effect on the growth of transplanted embryos, the 

data were checked to see that the conclusion holds for this 

experiment. 

Body weight at birth,weaning and 6 weeks for the MLL 

(i.e. large transferred into large hosts) were compared with 

those of MLA (selected large, described in the previous experi-

ment) which were conceived and born in the normal manner. No 

data were available for normal Smalls of any of the Q-replicates 

except for the 6 week weight. The average 6 week of three of 

the QS replicates was compared to that of MSS transfer group 

(i.e. transferred into small host). Litter size for the corn-

ps.risonswas nearly the same. The results which are shown in 

figure (2) indicate that there is no effect of transplantation on 

body weight in either the large or small strains. 

Presentation of results: 

There are two groups of transfers, the mixtures, i.e. 

LS(L) and LS(S) and the other groups of transferring either "many" 

or "few" of one genotype into the same or other genotype hosts, as 

explained in the Materials and Methods. Those of LS(L) and LS(S) 

will be referred to as the "mixtures" and the others as "single 
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groups" (i.e. groups of a single genotype) when presenting the 

results. The results will be presented and discussed in res-

pect to the "mixtures"; the single groups will be mentioned in 

the appropriate places. The letter 'V' will be used to denote 

Large (offspring or hosts) and "8" to denote Smalls. 

The"Miztures": 

This part of the experiment will answer three major 

questions : 

	

1. 	The genetic differences in body weight and 

growth between large and small genotypes when 

they share the same environment from 3J days 

after fertilization up to 6 weeks of age; i.e. 

Large - Small (body weight) in [.S(L) and in LS(S)3 

	

2. 	Differences in maternal performance (of Large and 

Small hosts) on growth of offspring of the two 

genotypes, i.e. : 

Maternal effect of large hosts on body weight 

Of large offspring: a Large body weight in 

LS(L) - Large body weight in 1.8(8). 

Maternal effects of large hosts on body weight 

of small offspring a Small body weight in 15(L) 

- Small body weight in IS(S). 

	

3. 	Genotype X environment (mother) interaction. 

	

4. 	Any competition effect between embryos of different 

genotypes, such as the enhancement effect. 



5. 	The phenomena of "compensatory growth". 

For the sake of convenience and to avoid repetition, 

this order will not be adhered to strictly in the presentation 

of the results. 

The Genetic differences in body weight between Large and Small 

genotypes i 

The growth curves of the mixtures from birth to 6 weeks 

for the mean of sexes of each genotype are shown in figure (3). 

Body weight at birth, weaning and 6 week for the mixtures, and 

the groups are presented in Table (2). Differences in body 

weights between L and S genotypes are significantly different 

from zero It all ages. Body weight of L. and S born to large 

mothers are consistently higher than those born to small mothers, 

except at birth, where especially in the single groups, it is 

not so. This, of course, points to the superiority of the post-

natal maternal performance of L mothers compared to S mothers, as 

will be discussed l-tter. 

Body weights of L offspring, expressed relative to that 

of S at the same age in the mixtures are shown in Table (3) and 

figure (4). The ratio 1./S is consistently lower (except at birth) 

when both genotypes, L and S, are born to $ mothers, i.e. LS(S). 

In relative terms, this means that the growth of the L young is 

depressed more than that of S young when both are gestated and 

suckled by S mothers. This ratio (US) shows that body weight 

of L genotypes is about 25% higher than that of S genotypes at 
ra. tU 

birth. This derence begins to decrease gradually and falls 
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to its minimum by the age of 15 days (when it La 12 - 16%). 

After that, the divergence in body weight increases until the 

age of 6 weeks, where the L body weight is about 80 - 84% 

greater than that of the S. 

Thus, taking the final figure at 42 days, the age at 

selection, as 1.80, we see that between a quarter and a third of 

the final divergence in body weight between S and L had occured 

by birth. The other data suggest that the ratio does not alter 

greatly after that until weaning age at 3 weeks. The rest of 

the divergence occured during the postweaning period. The pre- 

weaning stage, though characterised by active growth, does not 

contribute much to the divergence, where both L and S grow 

relatively at the same speed, while growth of L is about twice as 

fast in the pea tweaning period, as shown in Table (4A). 

One superficial explanation of these results would be 

that selection has been largely directed towards genes tlmt 

affect body weight only in the postweanlng phase. An alternative 

explanation might be the simple one of larger mice being able to 

eat solid food at an earlier age, or some similar physical pheno- 

aerson. 

Growth during the prenatal period (a•, birth weight), 

the preweaning period (i.e. the difference between weaning and 

birth weights) and the poetweanirig period (the difference between 

6 week and weaning weights), expressed as percent age of the mature 

body weight at 6 weeks is presented in Table (48). Growth from 

fertilization to birth is nearly the same whether the genotype of 
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the offspring (L or S) is born to L or S mothers. This shows 

clearly that in those stocks, the prenatal maternal effect on 

growth is of minor importance. Some critical differences 

appear during the preweaning period. 

Taking the growth of the S offspring (shown in the top 

half of Table 4B), it is clear that growth during this period 

(the preweaning) accounts for more than 40% of the weight 

achieved by six weeks. The growth of the L offspring (lower 

half of Table 42) over the same period accounts for lees than 301% 

of their six week weight. The postweaning growth (3 to 6 weeks) 

mirror-images this effect. These effects seem to be very largely 

properties of the genotypes of the young themselves, althoqgh in 

all cases it is seen that young suckled by I. mothers achieve a 

larger proportion of their final (6 week) weights by weaning time. 

Following this, the post-weaning growth of those suckled by L 

mothers is somewhat less than those suckled by S mothers. This 

may be an aspect of compensatory growth, as discussed by 

Monteiro and Falconer (1966). It is particularly conspicuous 

in the case where "many" eggs were transplanted, specially into S 

mothers. This group suffers a two-fold disadvantage; the S 

mothers have a generally poor maternal performance, while a large 

litter depresses further the pre-weaning growth. This leads 

directly to the dramatic compensatory growth in the post-weaning 

phase. 



Analysis of Variance for Body weights for the Mixture.: 

In order to check on the significance of the major 

effects - genotype of the recipients, of the offspring, sex and 

the different sorts of interactions the data for the mixtures, 

for 3 weeks and 6 weeks body weight, were analysed according to 

a complete split plot design using Harvey's (1960) analysis. 

Severs], analyses were done and the tables of Analysis of 

Variance (SA and SB) are extracted from them. Recipient 

effects (i.e. the genotype of the recipient) are tested against 

mothers effect (within Large and Small mothers). All other 

effects are tested against the remainder. As might have been 

deduced from the examination of the means, the results show a 

significant effect of genotype of offspring at 3 and 6 weeks 

(P< .000. Recipient genotype effect was not significant at 6 

weeks. The interaction between recipient and offspring genotype 

is significant at weaning only Q< .01). 

Maternal i.f1ects: 

Differences in body weight of the same genotypes, 

gestated and suckled by L and those by S mothers, represent the 

maternal effects on body weight. These effects are shown in 

Table (bA) and figure (5) for the single groups, and Table (6$) 

and figures (3) and (.) for the mixtures. The overall picture 

from the tables points to the superiority of large mothers, as 

mentioned before. 

From the curves presented in figure (3)9  the points of 

informative importance are: 
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1. 	Offspring of the L genotype, whether born to L or S 

mothers have an identical body weight at birth. The same is 

also true of offspring of the S genotype, This finding is 

summarised in Table (7). 

TABLE (7) 

Mean birth weights of Large and Small offspring in the Mixtures 

Host mother 

L 	 S 

L 
	

1.86 	1.86 
Offspring 

	

1.50 	 1.46 

Before drawing any further conclusion,, maternal effects 

at birth are examined from the single groups of transfers (Table 

bA). No noticeable difference, are found in the birth weights 

of offspring of the S genotypes whether born to S or L mothers. 

The picture is slightly different in regard to offspring of L 

genotypes. Those born to L mothers show higher birth weight than 

those born to S mothers although the difference did not reach a 

significance level, except in one comparison (PLL versus FLs) 

%evertheless, it is consistent and obvious for all three ages 

examined. The reason why such difference, did not appear in the 

mixtures might be due to differences in litter size born. Litter 

size born to L mothers, i.e. [1SL)] is 5.82 and to S mothers 

LS(s)] is 4.50. The difference, of 1.32 mice born may have 
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compensated for the expected depression in body weight of those 

born to S mothers. But even if we attempt to correct for the 

effect of litter size on weight at birth, the difference between 

L and S mothers would still be very small. The results generally 

therefore support the conclusion that prenatal maternal effects 

are of minor influence in these stocks; to the extent that they 

may be present at all, they affect only those offspring of the L 

genotypes. 

The growth of the L taken from LS(S) (mixture in small 

mothers) (Pig. 3) is depressed, and is actually very comparable 

to that of the S taken from LS(L) mixture, during the first 

period of preweaning stage. At the age of 18 - 21 days, a 

clear increase in its growth takes place. This implies that S 

mothers offer a poor environment for growth which is the major 

handicap to potentially large animals up to weaning. Such an 

effect could be attributed to poor milk supply and/or mothering 

ability. When the offspring start eating solid food become 

independent of their mother, the genetic potential seems to take 

over and becomes of major importance in determining growth. 

The postnatal maternal influence is nevertheless per-

sistent, and the L or S genotypes born and suckled by S mothers 

did not reach the same weight of their counterparts born and 

suckled by L mothers even by the age of 6 weeks, although the 

effect is in continuous decline as will be described later. This 

indicates the superiority of the L mothers in their maternal 

performance as pointed out earlier. 



Changes in. maternal perforEasnce! a correlated character to 

øe1eti2n for body wel&ht 

Generally, differences in maternal performance arising 

from a selection programme may be due to opposite changes in the 

two genotypes, or a change in one only while the other remains 

unaltered. Body weights at weaning, the most sensitive to 

maternal effects, of the two genotypes of offspring have been 

compared when they are rested by L and S mothers. The differ - 
once represents the importance of the mother's influence on body 

weight at this age. 

Offsprir L  Genotype 
Dams 

Genotype 1. S Difference,  

L 10.53 8.12 2.410.81 

S - 7.78 - 6.91 
+ 

0.87-1.11 

Difference 2.15l.20 1.210.O$ 
-. 

It is seen that whereas there is a very clear difference 

in weaning weight between L and S offspring when reared by 1. 

mothers, the difference is very such reduced when they are reared 

by S mothers. This suggests a depressed maternal performance in 

S mothers which does not allow the superiority of the L young to 

express itself. A similar conclusion may be drawn from the 

other marginal differences, where the difference between L and 

Smothers is certainly more marked when they rear I. young than 

when they rest S young, the US ratio (for dams) being 1.35 and 
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1.17 respectively. The serious disadvantage of S young with L 

mothers, suggests some asymmetry in maternal performance, con-

sidered as a correlated response. This is in general agreement 

with the results of Falconer (1955), Cox St al (1959) 0  and 

Brumby (1960), but whether maternal performance has deviated in 

both directions from the level of the base population can not be 

answered, as unselected controls were not included in this experi-

ment. The results shown in the table presented above, point to 

the interaction between the genotype of the offspring and the 

genotype of the host mother. 

Proportionate importance of maternal effects relative to body 

weight and to genetic effects on body weight: 

The maternal effects on the mixtures shown in absolute 

terms in figure (6) and described in the beginning of this 

section are expressed as a ratio to the unweighted mean body 

weight of I. or S offspring from the mixtures in both types of 

recipients, i.e. relative to ZL or IS are presented in figure (7). 

The same effects expressed as a ratio to differences between the 

unweighted mean body weight of L and S offspring, i.e. (ft - XS), 

which represent the genetic effect, on body weight, are shown in 

figure (8). These points can be seen from the figures: 

1. 	Relative to body weight (figure 7), maternal 

effects whether measured on L or S offspring 

never exceed 25% at any age. They are of 

minor importance at birth (prenatal), and the 

size of the postnatal maternal effects is 



highest at weaning followed by a continuous 

decline until they become unimportant again 

at 6 weeks. 

2. 	Relative to the genetic effects on body weight 

(figure 8), they are (the prenatal) of minor 

importance at birth (less than 10%). Post-

natal maternal effects become as large as 

genetic effects at 6 - 9 days, and reaches 

its maximum size, in relative terms at the 

age of 12 days where they are 30 70% higher 

than the genetic effects. They then decline 

again by meaning. From weaning *wards, the 

genetic effects are increasingly higher till 

6 weeks where postnatal maternal effects 

dropped to between S - 20% relative to the 

genetic effects. Maternal effects are greater 

On the growth of I. genotypes as shown earlier. 

The general picture was again pointing to the importance 

Of the postnatal maternal effects on growth during the preweaning 

period, while the genetic influence in of major importance there- 

after, 

Effect of litter size on body weights 

In order to study further the effect of litter size on 

body weight, litter size was purposely varied by transferring 

"many" and "few" eggs of a single genotype. This increased the 
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efficiency of the experimental approach - basically a regression 

technique by concentrating the points towards the ads of the 

line. A group received 10 (many) and a group received 5 (few) 

eggs. The number born for each group is, of course, less than 

the number transferred, but in the "siny" group it is nearly 

twice that in the "few" group. The results are shown in Table 

(8) for the sexes separately. The regression of mean body weight 

at birth and weaning on litter size at birth, and of body weight 

at 6 weeks on litter size at weaning is shown in Table (9). The 

relation between body weight and litter size at birth are shown 

in figures (9*) and (9fi). It is quite clear from the results 

that the negative effect of litter size on body weight is of con-

siderable magnitude, and it is more pronounced on the offspring 

of L genotypes than on those of S genotypes, for all the three 

weights studies (birth, weaning and 6 weeks). This again 

emphasises the importance of the genotype of the offspring on 

this effect. 

The gnbancement Effect, 

It was pointed out in Chapter (1) that the "mixtures" 

would allow the study of the "enhancement effect" described by 

Beatty (1936, 1959). The effect was that when genetically I. and 

S rabbits were born together in mixed litters, the difference bet-

ween them in weight at birth was greater than when the offspring 

were born in litters of one type only, from the same strain of 

dam. He attributed this to competition between embryos where 

the large became larger at the expense of the small. The two 
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genotypes in this experiment were mixed in L and in S recipient 

motherel the appropriate comparisons are shown in Table (lOP.) 

and (108) for birth, weaning and 6 week weights for: 

L 	S in LS(L) 	Versus 	MLL - MSL .....Table (bA) 

L 	S in LS(S) 	Versus 	MIS - MSS ...,..Table (lOB) 

Although there are differences in litter sizes between 

the mixtures and the single groups, there is only a slight dif-

ference between the single grw pa themselves, as shown in the 

Tables. Assuming that the regression of body weight on litter 

size is linear, and it is mostly so especially when litter size 

is not too small or too large, then correcting for the effect of 

litter size to a standard of 8 mice per litter, using the regres- 

sion coefficients shown in Table (9), produced only trivial effects, 

and the conclusions would not be affected. For this reason the 

comparisons shown in Table (10i) and (108) were for the uncorrected 

weights. 

The enhancement effect described by Beatty is found to 

be significant for LS(S) i.e. when the "mixture" is born and 

suckled by small dams. It is not significant in LS(L), but it 

is still in the same direction. The effect is also found at 

weaning and at 6 weeks, for 1.5(3) only. The reason why the en-

hancement affect is more apparent when the two genotypes, L and 

S. share a small mother can be attributed to the limitation of 

prenatal and postnatal nutrition. In large mothers, though the 

competition is still there, the mother's supply of nutrients is 

more adequate, and the effects of competition do not become apparent. 
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The "Stimulation" effect: 

An interesting phenomenon is noticed from the results. 

L and S offspring in the mixture have a higher body weight than I. 

or S, born and suckled as a single group by the same type of 

mother, i.e.: 

£ (L) > UL  

IS (S) > ML  

LS (L) > MS  

IS(S) > 1455 

where the underlined letters denote the genotype of the offspring 

compared. Body weights for each of the above comparisons are 

presented in Table (11). Those of the single groups, are shown 

both as uncorrected and corrected weights for the effect of 

litter size to the same level as the appropriate mixture, as in 

this case the corrections have some effect on the conclusions. 

The correction factors used are the regression coefficients shown 

in Table (9). Although most of the differences are not signifi-

cantly different from zero, they are nevertheless consistent and 

might indicate a real phenomenon which could be termed the 

"stimulation" effect. The results are difficult to explain, but 

it could be that, in the mixtures, the large offspring benefit 

from having smaller competitors and the small benefit from a 

greater milk supply stimulated by their large litter mates. 



SUBSIDIARY OERVATICNS 

The results of this experiment allowed consideration of 

the following pointst 

1. Effect. of theI,k!!7P!. of_otf!ri!!J and recpLents orate 

Of 	rxcze 	out of trpzf erred) 

(a) without 2metition 

This comparison is between I. and S genotypes in the 

single groups, when there Is no competition. The data for the 

"few'1  and "asny" are presented in Tables (12*) and (128). 

TABLE (12*) 

Effect of the genotype of Offspring and Recipients on rate of 

recovery in the "Fete' single group. 

Re 	sty Rite Diff * 
L S Recipient I. 	S -L 	 0.62 . 0,06 0,64 	0.07 -0.02 	0.09 

5 0.59 	004 0.67 t 0.05 .0.01 t 0.07 

Diff. Recip. + + 
I.. - S 0.03 	0.07 .03 -0.09 
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TABLE (120) 

Effect of the genotype of Offspring and Recipients on rate of 

recovery in the "Many" single groups 

Recovery Rate DLff 

Recipient 1. - S L 

L 0.73 	0.04 0,81 	0.05 -0.06 . 0.06 

S 0.73 	0,05 0,76 	0.05 -0.01 	0.07 

Diff. Recip. + 
L - S 0.0 	- 0.05 -0.05 - 0.06 

No apparent differences among the genotypes of the 

recipients can be seen from the results. On the whole, offspring 

of small genotypes have a higher recovery rate in both recipients. 

(b) Under competition 

The same effect was tested when the two genotypes of 

offspring competed in the same uterus. The results were shown,  

In table (IZC). 

TABLE (12C) 

Effect of the Genotype of Offspring and Recipients on rate of 

recovery in the Mixtures 
- 	 - 

Recovery Rate Diff: * 
Recipient n L S L - S 

1. 20 0.58 10.05 0.49 	0.05 0.09 	0.07 

S 27 0.04 0.42 	0.04 0.0,- 	0.06 

Diff.Pecip + 
L - S 0.0$ 

+ 
- 0.07 0.07 - 0.06 

* 	n is the number of recipients. 
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Large genotypes,, offspring and recipients show a higher rate of 

yield than the Small genotypes, though differences are not sign-

ificantly different from zero, as in the case of single groups. 

It is very difficult to conclude anything from such email diff-

erences, but the results generally indicate that recipients of 

Large genotype allow for a higher implantation rate. This might 

be connected with the size of the uterine horns and the surface 

area for implantation sites. Brumby (1960) suggested that mothers 

of small genotypes have smaller uteri of reduced efficiency. 

2(a) The effect of the number of eggs transferred on length 

of gestation period (Between transfer and birth) 

McLaren (1969) noticed a significant prolongation of 

gestation period with small litters (1 - 2 only). The data pro-

vided by this experiment allowed examination of this effect in 

the single groups that received 10 eggs (i.e. the many group) 

and the singld group that received 5 eggs (the few group). The 

mean number born to the "few" is about 3 mice and that for the 

"many" is about 8 mice. Results of the comparison for some 

pooled data are shown in Table (13). 



TABLE (13) 

Mean Interval Between Transfer and Birth in days 

Group 
of 

Transfer n Mean Interval 

Difference and 
significance 

1 - 2 

?LS (1) 28 16.55 	0.13 + 
Mi$ (2) 8 16.29 	0.18 

0.26 - 

PLL (1) 14 16.43 	0,25 2 	+ 7 - .41 MLL (2) 10 16.70 - 0.33 
PSS (1) 15 16.73 	0.11 02 + -064 1. • MSS (2) 4 16.75 - 0.11 

The differences are not significantly different from 

zero. No trend is apparent, although the numbers in some groups 

are too low to be considered as a refutation of McLaren'a results. 

The effect might be conspicuous only when litter size is very 

small (1 or 2)9  as in McLaren's case. 

(b) The Effect of donor/recipient combination on the length of 

gestation period. 

The effect of donor/recipient developmental stages, 

i.e. (31 days donor eggs into 21 days recipients) Versus (3j into 

3) on the length of gestation period was also calculated and the 

results are presented in Table (14). The overall features are 

in agreement with the biological expectations. The recipient 

stage of pregnancy is one day less in the 3 x 2j combination 

and for this reason showed an increased gestation period, though 

may be not quite fully a day longer. 
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TABLE (14) 

Mean Interval Between Transfer and Birth in days 

Mean Interval (days) 

- 
A B 

and 

Designation (3x 2)A Oj x 3)B Sig. level 

LS (S) 16.77 	0.16 16.33 0.14 0.44 0.21* 

LS (L) 17.30 	0.40 16.50 0,22 0.80 0.45 

P US 17.00 t 0.30 16.19 0.10 081 0.32* 

PSS 17.00 t 0.0 16.43 t 0.20 0.57 t 0.20* 

I1LL 
____ 

16.78 t 0.22 - 16.00 
--- 

t 0,0 
----.--- 

0.78 . 0.22** 
.- 	-- 

* and ** denotes a t-value significant at the 5% and 1% level 

respectively. 

3(a) Successful prej*ncLea and birth out of the two donor/ 

recipient combinations: 

McLaren and Michie (1936) have abo'vn that the best 

combination is 31 x 21,  after testing many possible alternatives. 

In this experiment where this combination and the 31 x  31 ones 

were done, it becomes possible to look at the differences in 

successful pregnancies and birth rates of the two. The percent-

age of successful pregnancies and birth out of the total (101) 

performed in the 31 x 21 is 59%0  and that among the total (156) 

of 31 x  31 Is 47.5%. Although there is no significant difference 

between the two combinations ()& a 3.52) 9  it is in line with 

McLaren and Michie's (1956) finding. 
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3(b) Mean number born (yield) for the diffes-eatDonot/ 
Recipient comb Inst ion: 

This Is calculated for the groups that have a reason-

able number of each combination. The results are presented in 

Table (13) for number born and weaned. Although the differences 

with each group between the two combinations are not significantly 

different from zero, they are consistent to indicate that mean 

number born (yield) and mean number weaned to higher from 33 x 24 

combination. 

TABLE 5 131 

Rate of Recovery from 34 z 24 & 33 z 33 combinations 

Mean number Mean number 
Donor/Recipient born (yield) weaned 

Designation n combination 513 - SE 

FL (5) 12, A: 33 z 23 2,83 - 0.30 2,38 t 0.19 

15 8: 34 x 34 2.53 0,29 2.00 t 0.34 
Djff: A B 0.30 . 0.42 0.58 . 0.39 

13 A 5.54 0.59 4.69 ?0.82 

3 13 3.400.87 4.601.27 

DLff: A - B 0.14 1.05 0.09 1.27 

LS () 11 A 4.33 0,79 4.00 

1.1 B 3,91 0.48 3.27 0.56 

Diff: A - B 0.64 0.92 0.73 097 
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CHAPTER (4) 

DISCUSSION AND ONCLU IONS 

The specific objectives of this study have been outlined 

in Chapter (1); they are firstly, the actual genetic differences 

In growth between Small and Large genotypes in the absence of 

maternal effects (the two genotypes mixed in the same uterus of 

the host mothers), and secondly, the differences in the maternal 

performance of Large and Small mothers, The effect of litter 

size on body weight of Large and Small in different host mothers 

was also studied. Most of the results agree well with the pre-

vious studies cited in the introduction. The conclusions for 

such points will be presented without comment, and the discussion 

will be limited to those findings which were not anticipated. 

The general conclusions are the following: 

1 	The genetic differences in body weight of Large and 

Small genotypes are significantly different from zero at all ages 

recorded from birth to 6 weeks (every 3 days). 

Maternal performance of Large dams is superior to that 

of Small dams, 

The genotype of the offsring is important in deciding 

the size of the maternal effects. The effect is more pronounced 

on the growth of Large genotypes. 

The genetic contribution to the difference in body 

weight between Large and Small genotypes is greater than that of 
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the maternal effects, except between 9 and 15 days after birth 

for the Small offspring, and from 6 to 18 days after birth for 

the Large offspring. This coincides toughly with the period of 

highest milk production, though it is not known if the two geno-

types differ in their lactation peaks. 

5. 	The prenatal maternal effects on growth seem to be of 

minor importance in this stock, and the postnatal maternal effects 

become important soon after birth until weaning. The residual 

effects last until the age of maturity (6 weeks), but are in con-

tinuous decline after weaning. The finding with respect to pre-

natal effects does not seem to be of universal application. Most 

of the references cited previously found detectable, and in some 

cases substantial, prenatal maternal effects (Brumby, 1960 for 

example). The reasons for these discrepancies are obscure. If 

we invoke differences between stocks of mice, this merely shifts 

the question to one of why stocks differ. As a formal statement 

of the problem in genetic terms, we have to suppose that any genes 

affecting uterine conditions, which were segregating in the Q-base 

population, did not have sufficient influence on the ultimate 

weight at 6 weeks to form part of the selection response. Further, 

any correlated responses, like changes in the size of the uterus, 

were not important determinants of birth weights. This later 

kind of effect is, in a sense, purely mechanical, and might 

therefore be expected to apply equally to all stocks. To the 

extent that it does not, the mechanical aspects are excluded as 

the causes of prenatal maternal effects, where such effects have 



been found. 

A genotype A environment (mother) interaction is 

indicated from the results. The ratio of 1./S (Table 3 and 

figure 4) is consistently lower when both genotypes, L and , are 

born and suckled by S mothers. This means that S recipients do-

press body weight of 1.. offspring to a higher degree than L 

recipients improve S body weight. This type of interaction, i.e. 

genotype of offspring X mother is found to be significantly 

different from zero at 3 weeks (F c .01) but not to the same level 

at 6 weeks (i' .10). 

The negative effect of litter size on body weight at 

birth, weaning and 6 weeks is of considerable magnitude and 

appears to be more pronounced on Large offspring. This points 

to the importance of the genotype of the offspring in this effect. 

The effect can reasonably be attributed to the amount of nutrients 

available. The growth of the young is affected by the prenatal 

and postnatal environment. The prenatal one is defined by the 

genotype of the mother and by the size of her litter. The 

results showed that the former (the genotype of the mother) is of 

minor importance in this stock. McCarthy (1963) discussed the 

effect of litter size on prenatal growth of the offspring. He 

showed •8-hat the weight of the foetus was affected adversely by 

the number of foetuses in the same uterine born (local effects) 

and by the total number in both horns (systemic effects). In the 

"few" group in this experiment, the 3 embryos were transferred to 

the one horn, and on this account they are subjected only to the 
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local effects. In the "many" group, embryos are distributed 

equally between both horns and are subjected to both local and 

systemic effects. 	Even in the "many" group, litter size is not 

of the size (8) to cause gross distention of the uterine horns 

and the possible subsequent impairment of blood supply. 

The following model is generated pattIy frns examination 

of the data, and partly from general considerations. The post-

natal environment depends on the mother's milk supply and mothering 

ability, which, as in the case of the prenatal environment, are 

defined by her genotype. The genotype of the offspring is 

important in producing the stimuli for nutritional demand. The 

smaller the number of offspring sharing the nutritional supply 

(prenatal and postnatal), the greater the benefit they can derive, 

providing that they have the genetic potentialities to utilize it 

and providing that the genotype of the mother allows for that. 

Probably the larger the number of offspring, the more the stimulus 

to the mother to produce more milk, but not to the level to 

satisfy , a high degree of demand as in the case of "many" large 

offspring. The small offspring seem to have little problem of 

nutritional supply (probably due to low nutritional requirements). 

Whether there are "many" or "few", they have enough nutrition to 

grow in large mothers. For this reason difference, in body 

weight of small offspring between the "many" and the "few" groups 

are not as clear as in the case of the same groups bearing large 

offspring. 

S. 	Beatty's "enhancement" effect was also noticed. This 



is the first time that such effect has been recorded in mice, 

9. 	A new phenomenon was observed and described as the 

"stimulation" effect, where Large and Small offspring in the mix-

ture have a higher body weight than Large or Small, born and 

suckled as a single group by the same type of mother. It 

looked as if Large offspring benefit from having smaller com-

petitors and the Small offspring benefit from a greater milk 

supply stimulated by their Large litter mates. 

The following hypothesis seems reasonable to explain 

this phenomenon, which is mostly a postnatal ones 

The amount of milk supplied by the mother depends on two components, 

an anatomical and a physiological one. The anatomical component 

in related to the size of the animal and in related to its geno-

type. The physiological component depends on many factors, 

among them the stimulus provided by the young through the suckling 

process. The pressure exerted by this process on the nipple of 

the mammary glands causes impu'ses to reach the hypothalamus, 

stimulating the release of oxytocin which, in turn, reaches the 

mammary glands through the blood stream and causes contraction of 

the alveoli for the release of silk soon afterwards. It seems 

reasonable to suppose that the strength of the suckling has an in-

fluence on the amount and duration of oxytocin release, and the 

amount of milk produced thereafter. It is also expected that the 

Large offspring have a stronger influence in this respect. In 

the mixtures, the L offspring may thus stimulate milk production, 

even though not all the offspring are large. In other words, it 
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is postulated that some Large offspring stimulate as much milk 

as if all the litter was Large. The need of the small offspring 

is lower than that of the large. For this reason, the large 

offspring will have more milk supply than if they share with other 

large litter mates, while the small offspring will have a higher 

milk supply than if they share with other small litter mates. 

This hypothesis fits whether the recipient mother of the mixture 

is small or large, though the total supply is less in the case of 

the small mothers, as is readily seen from the data. 



SUMMARY 

The Egg Transfer technique was used to study s 

The actual genetic differences in growth of Large and 

Small genotypes in the absence of maternal effects (the two geno-

types mixed in the same uterus of the host mother). 

The difference in maternal performance of the two geno-

types. 

The effect of litter size on body weight of Large and 

Small offspring in different host mothers. 

Mice of the Large and Small replicates of the Q-strain 

were used in this study. The albino marker was used to different-

Late the small (all albino) from large offspring at birth and 

subsequently it was shown that the albino gene had no effect on 

body weight. The following results were derived : 

The genetic differences in body weight between Large 

and Small are found to be significantly different from zero at all 

ages recorded from birth to 6 weeks. 

Maternal performance of Large dams is superior to that 

of Small dams. 

The genotype of the offspring is important in deciding 

the size of the maternal effects. The effect is more pronounced 

on the growth of Large genotypes. 
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The genetic contribution to the difference in body 

weight of Large and Small genotypes is greater than the maternal 

effects, except between 9 and 15 days after birth for the Small 

offspring, and from 6 to 18 days after birth for the Large off-

spring. 

The prenatal maternal effects seem to be of minor 

importance in this stock. The postnatal maternal effects become 

important between birth and weaning then begin to decline. The 

residual postnatal effects last until the age of maturity. 

A genotype of offspring X environment (mother) inter-

action is indicated from the results. It was found to be sign-

ificantly different from zero at 3 weeks (Fc0.01) but not to the 

same level at 6 weeks (PKO.lO). 

The negative effect of liter size on body weight at 

birth, weaning and 6 weeks is of considerable magnitude and 

appears to more pronounced on large offspring, which points to the 

importance of the genotype of offspring in this respect. 

Beatty's "enhancement" effect was noticed, for the 

first time in mice. 

A "stimulation" effect was also observed. The Large 

and Small offspring in the mixture have a higher body weight than 

large or small, born and suckled as a single group by the same 

mother. 
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* and ** indicate a t-value significant at the 5% and 1% level respectively. 

Mean Body Weight at: - 
Birth Weaning__-  6-week 

Description n 

FLL (1) 12 2.11 	0.05 12.69 ± 0.48 34.97 	0.96 

FSL (2) 9 1.47 	0.07 9.21 ± 0.25 16.63 ± 0.45 

Difference 
1 - 2 0.64** 3.48** 18.34** 

11 1.75 	1.03 10.53 ± 0.57 
MLL 

30.62 ± 0.71 
MSL 7 1.45 	0.04 8.12 ± 0.57 15.511  ± 0.29 
Difference 
1 - 2 0.30** 2.41** 15.09** 

28 1.89 	0.04 11.42 ± 0.50 
FI.S 

31.45 	0.79 
FSS 15 1.55 ± 0.04 8.66 ± 0.41 16.78 ± 0.63 

Difference 
1 - 2 0.34** 2.76** 14.67** 

MLS 8 1.62 	0.07 7.78 ± 1.16 26.97 ± 1.99 
MSS 12 1.42 ± 0.04 6.91 ± 0.32 15.09 ± 0.49 
Difference 
1 - 2 0.20* 0.87 11.88** 

Differen es between Large and Small genotypes 
in same host( Xt..( 

Large) 	1 
) LS(L) 

1.86 	0.05 12.81 ± 0.60 33.03 ± 1.03 
Small) 	19 1.50 	0.05 9.54 ± 0.43 18.00 ± 0.44 

Difference 
1 - 2 0.36 	0.07* 3.27.± 0.74** 15.03 ± 1.12** 

Large) 
) 	LS 	(S) 	23 

1.86 	0.04 10.28 	0.58 30.54 	0.84 
Small) 1.46 	0.04 8.21 ± 0.38 17.09 ± 059 
Difference 
1 - 2 0.40 	0.06** 2.07 	0.70** 13.45 	1.03** 

TABLE (2) 

Differences in B.W. between Small and Large genotypes 
in the same host mothers. 



TABLE (3) 

Body weight of Large offspring relative to that of the Small 

in the same host in the mixtures. 

Age Genotype of Recipient Mother 

in 
Large Small days 

Large B.W.*/Small B.W. Large B.W./Small B.W. 

Birth 1.24 1.27 

3 1.23 1.20 

6 1.22 1.15 

9 1.18 1.17 

12 1.18 1.15 

15 1.16 1.12 

18 1.22 1.15 

21 1.32 1.24 

24 1.44 1.34 
27 1.59 1.42 
30 1.68 1.54 

33 1.73 1.61 

36 1.83 1.68 

39 1.83 1.75 
42 1.84 1.79 

* Mean body weight of offspring. 



TABLE (4A) 

R.G. = Relative growth: = 
	

at the preweaning and post- 

weaning periods 

R.G. R.G. 
Designation Preweaning period Postweaning period 

FLL 5.01 1.76 

FSL 5.27 0.81 

MLL 1.91 5.01 

MSL 4.60 0.91 

FLS 1.75 5.04 

FSS 4.59 0.94 

MLS 2.47 3.80 

MSS 3.87 1.18 

The Mixtures 

Large) 5.88 1.58 
) 	LS(L) 

Small) 5.36 0.87 

Large) 1.97 4.53 
) 	LS(S) 

Small) 4.62 1.08 



TABLE (4B) 

Growth in each period as % of final body weight at 6 weeks (Mean Sexes) 

THE SINGLE GROUPS 

Growth at Growth at 6 
Prenatal Preweaning Postweaning week 

Group Designation growth Stage Stage B.W. 

 FSL 8.88 46.49 44.63 16.67 

FSS 9.30 43.02 47.68 16.34 

 MSL 9.34 42.05 48.61 15.53 

MSS 9.39 36.35 54.26 15.13 

 F L 6.06 30.65 63.29 34.68 

FLS 5.88 29.49 64.63 32.15 

 MLL 5.70 28.60 65.70 3D. 70 

MLS 6.01 2280 71.19 26.97 

THE MIXTURES 

Small LS(L) 8.34 44.66 47.00 18.00 

Small LS(S) 8.54 39.50 51.96 17.09 

Large 	(L) 5.63 33.15 61.22 33.03 

L
Large LS(S) 6.09 27.57 66.34 30.54 



TABLE (5 

AOV Three Weeks Body Weight in the mixtures 

Effect d.f. Mean Squares 
Significance 

level 

Recipients genotype 1 107.568 < 	.05 

Bet, mothers within 
recipients 	) 38 17.131 < 	.01 

Offspring genotype 1 277.485 < 	.001 
Sex 1 0.958 N.S. 

Recip. X Off.genotype 1 9.637 < 	.01 
Recip. X Sex 1 0.004 N.S. 
Off.Genotype X Sex 1 0.143 N.S. 
Remainder 129 1.042 

- - 	 TABLE (5B) 

AOV 	Six-week body weightin the mixtures 

Effect d.f. Mean Squares 
Significance 

level 

Recipients genotype 1 95.595 < 	.10 
Bet. mothers within 
recipients 	) 38 32.188 < .005 

Offspring genotype 1 7765.520 < 	.001 
Sex 1 573.383 < 	.001 
Recip. X Off.genotype 1 18.515 < 	.10 
Recip. X Sex 1 14.532 < 	.25 
Off.Genotype X Sex 1 82.738 < .005 
Remainder 129 6.756 



TABLE (6A) 

Differences in Maternal Effects between Small and Large mothers 

in the single groups 

Genotype of 
offspring & 
mother in 
the single 

Mean 	Body 	Weight 	at: Litter size 

groups 
n Birth Weaning 6 weeks Born 	Weaned 

FLL 	(1) 12 2.100.05 12.69±0.48 3497±096 3.08 	3.00 

FLS 	(2) 28 1.89±0.04 11.42±0.50 31.45±0.79 2.93 	2.86 

Difference 
1 - 2 0.22±0.06* 1.27±0.75 3.52±1.24* 

MLL (1) 7.55 	6.64 11 1.75±0.03 10.53±0.57 30.62±0.71 

MLS (2) 8 1.62±0.07 7.78±1.06 26.97±1.99 7.50 	6.38 

Difference 
1 - 2 0.13±0.11 2.75 ±1.20* 3.65±2.11 

FSL (1) 3.22 	3.11 9 1.47±0.07 9.200.25 16.63±0.45 

FSS 	(2) 15 1.55±0.04 8.66±0.41 16.78±0.63 3.33 	3.07 

Difference 
1 - 2 _0.08±0.05 0.55±0.48 -0.15±0.77 

MSL (1) 8.14 	7.14 7 1.45±0.04 8.12±0.57 15.53±0.29 

MSS (2) 12 1.42±0.04 6.91±0.32 15.09±0.49 7.54 	7.00 

Difference 
1 - 2 0.000.04 1.200.65 0.44±0.56 

* Denotes t-value. significant at the 5% level. 



TABLE (oB) 

Differences in Maternal Effects between Small and Large mothers in 
The Mixtures 

Genotype of 
offspring & Mean Body Weight at: Litter size 
mother in f 
the Mixtures n Birth Weaning 6 Week born Weaned 

Large LS(L) 19 1.86 - 0.05 12.81 - 0.60 33.03 - 1.0 5.82 5.30 

Large LS(S) 23 1.86 - 0.04 10.28 - 0.58 30.54 - 0.8/ 4.50 4.14 

Difference 
1 - 2 0.00 2.53 	0.84A 2.49 t 1.33 

Small LS(L) 19 1.50 - 0.05 9.54 - 0.43 18.00 - 0.4/ 

Small 	(LS(S) 23 1.46 - 0.04 8.21 - 0.58 17.09 - 0.59 

Difference 
1 - 2 0.04 	0.06 1.33 t 0.57 0.91 	0.71 

* denotes t-value significant at the 5% level. 

n - number of litters within the group. 



TABLE (8) 

Comparison between body weight at birth, weaning and 6 weeks for different litter sizes. 

FEMALES MALES Litter Size 

Designation Birth Wt. Weaning Wt. 6 week Wt. Designation Birth Wt. Weaning Wt. 6 weeks Wt. Born Weaned 

FSL (1) 1.42±0.07 8.95±0.28 15.63±0.59 FSL 1.53±0.09 9.51±0.26 17.71±0.55 3.22 3.11 

MSL (2) 1.39±0.05 7.69±0.56 14.18±0.49 MSL 1.50±0.03 8.26±0.47 16.87±0.63 8.14 7.14 

Difference Difference 
1 - 2 0.03 1.26 1.45 1 - 2 0.03 1.25* 0.84 

FSS 	(1) 1.53±0.06 8.50±0.42 15.1510.56 FSS 1.50±0.03 8.60±0.51 17.53±1.00 3.33 3.07 

MSS (2) 1.33±0.04 6.83±0.33 14.20±0.52 MSS 1.50±0.04 6.99±0.32 16.06±0.57 7.54 7.00 

Difference Difference 
1 - 2 0.20** 1.67** 0.95 1 - 2 0.00 1.61* 1.47 

FLS 	(1) 1.84±0.05 11.14±0.57 29.28±0.87 FLS 1.94±0.04 11.59±0.57 35.01±0.79 2.93 2.86 

rLs 	(2) 1.60±0.07 7.85±1.09 25.38±1.77 MLS 1.63±0.06 7.69±1.04 28.55±2.27 7.50 6.38 

Difference Difference 
1 - 2 0.24** 3.29** 3.90 1 - 2 0.31** 3.90** 6.46* 

FLL 2.05±0.07 12.64±0.55 31.71±1.08 FLL 2.14±0.05 12.82±0.49 37.64±1.12 3.08 3.00 

MLL 1.75±0.04 10.40±0.49 27.58±0.63 MLL 1.75±0.04 10.65±0.65 33.81±1.18 7.55 6.64 

Difference S  Difference 
1-2 0.30** .2.24** 4.13** 1 - 2 039** 2.17* 3.83** 

* 	denotes t-value significant at the 511. level. 

** denotes t-value sisnificant at the 1% level. 



TABLE (9) 

Regression of Body Weight at birth and weaning on litter size 

born ; and of 6 weeks on litter size weaned (b I S.E.) 

Designation n 

Regression of birth 
weight on litter 

size 
when born 

Regression of 
weaning weight 
on litter size 
when born, 

Regression of 6 
week weight on 

litter 
when weaned. 

Large 

FLL + NLL 23 -0.069 	0.010** - 0.27 ± 0.15 - 0.53 	0.28 
FLS + NLS 35 -0.066 	0.010** - 0.84 	0.18** - 1.33 ± 0.37** 
Small 

FSS + MSS 27 -0.023 	0.010* - 0.42 	0.10** - 0.41 	0.16* 
FSL + MSL 16 -0.01 	0.01 - 0.29 	0.08* - 0.27 	0.12* 

* - ** denotes 	t-valuesignificant at the 5 and 1% level respectively. 



TABLE (bA) 

Differences in mean body weight between large and small 

offspring in LS(L). compared to that between MLL & MSL; 

Weight 

Large - Small (Mean B.W.) Diff. 	J 	
Litter size of 

groups 
and Mixture Born separately 

at: LS(L) MLL - MSL Sig. 	MLL 	MSL 

Birth 
+ 

0.36-0.07 
+ 

0.30-0.05 
+ 

0.06-0.08 	7.55 8.14 

Weaning 
+ 

3.27-0.74 
+ 

2.41-0.80 
+ 

0.86-1.08 	6.64 7.14 

6 weeks 15.03t1.12 15.090.72 _0.06t1.31 1 	6.64 7.14 

Li 

TABLE (lOB) 

Differences in body weight between large and small offspring 

in LS(S) compared to .that between MLS and MSS : 

Weight 

Large -'Small (Mean B.W.) ____________ Diff. 
and 

Litter size  
of group 

Mixture Born separately 
at: LS(S) MIS - MSS sig. MIS MSS 

Birth 
+ 

0.40-0.06 
+ 

0.20-0.08 + 
0.2010.09* 7.50 7.58 

Weaning 
+ 

2.07-0.70 
+ 

0.87-1.11 
+ 

1.20-1.13 6.38 7.00 

6 weeks 
+ 

13.44-1.03 
+ 

11.88-205 
+ 

1.56-2.29 6.38 7.00 

* Sig. at the 576 level. 



TABLE (11) 

Comparison of Body Weight, at birth, weaning and six-weeks, of 
Large and Small ofi spring in the "mixtures" with their counter-
parts in the "single's  groups. 

Group 4eight at Comparison of body weight 

Large LS (L) MLL 

Uncorrected Corrected 

Birth 1.86 0.05 1.75 ± 0.03 1.86 

Weaning 12.81 0.60 10.53 	.0.57 10.89 

6 weeks 33.03 1.03 30.62 ± 0.71 31.33 

LS (S) MLS 

Uncorrected Corrected 

Birth 1.86 0.04 1.62 	0.07 1.82 

Weaning 10.28 0.58 7.78 	1.06 9.66 

6 weeks 30.54 0.84 26.97 	1.99 29.95 

Small 

LS (L) MSL 

Uncorrected Corrected 

BirtK 1.50 0.05 1.45 	0.04 1.47 

Weaning 9.54 ± 0.43 8.12 	0.57 8.65 

6 weeks 18.00 0.44 15.53 	0.29 16.03 

LS (S) MSS 

Uncorrected Corrected 

Birth 1.46± 0.04 1.42 	0.04 1.49 

Weaning 8.21 0.38 6.91 	0.32 8.11 

6 weeks 17.09 0.59 15.09 	0.49 16.26 
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Figure 1 - Diagramatic representation of the experimental design for 
the different transfer groups and their designation. 
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six-week between mice resulting from normal pregnancy 
and those resulting from transferring fertilized eggs. 
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Figure 6 - Maternal effects, in absolute terms, on body weight of offspring of Large and Small 
genotypes (in the mixtures) measured as the difference in weight of the same genotype 
in the two host mothers. 	The arrows indicate the offspring genotype. 	The host genotype is enclosed in brackets. 
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